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WORKING ON THE RAILROAD — Workers from the Seaboard
Systems Bridge Department, Nashville Division, replace railroad ties
on a bridge over the Clark's River just off Kentucky 121 south of Murray. (At left) Hugh Vinson, Paris, Tenn., places some steel pieces
beneath the rails for support, while in the distance (above), James Mitchell, Dixon, Tenn., and Wallace Parrish, Paris, Tenn., assist with the
necessary duties. With only narrow, steel beams to walk across,
replacement work such as this is an extremely dangerous Ob. In the
background could be heard a frozen river cracking and popping as the
morning temperatures slowly rose.
Staff photos by Greg Travis

For NCAA policy, rules

MSU officials support.advisory board plan
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
President Kala Stroup and
Athletic Director Johnny
Reagan supported this week's
move to give presidents greater
involvement in intercollegiate
athletics.
As Murray State's delegates
to the National Collegiate
Athletic Association's convention in Dallas. Stroup and
Reagan cast an affirmative
MSU vote to establish an NCAA
advisory board of presidents.
They also agreed to vote against
a proposal that would have empowered a board of presidents to
set NCAA policy and rules, and
hire and fire NCAA personnel.
In so doing, Stroup and
Reagan sided with the conven-

ion majority on both votes. The
convention approved the plan,
known as No. 36, to establish a
44-member body that cannot set
policy but can submit legislation
to the convention and solicit
studies from the NCAA staff.
That was after defeating proposal No. 35, which would have
authorized a board of the same
size to veto legislation, subject
to an override by the following
convention.
Reagan said the latter proposal "put an awful lot of power
in the hands of very few people
It sort of did away with the oneschool, one-vote concept.. If
you've got 700-some schools
voting on a proposal, it doesn't
seem too democratic to have a
group of 44 people meet after-

Human rights groups
protest White House
claims about killings
By ARTHUR ALLEN
Associated Press Writer
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
(AP) — Human rights organizations here dispute White House
claims that leftist guerrillas
have killed more civilians than
the right-wing death squads.
White House spokesman
Larry Speakes said Wednesday
that State Department data
showed that "perhaps 40 percent' of the political killings in
El Salvador were committed by
leftists while death squads were
responsible for 30 percent to 40
percent of the murders. He said
blame could not be assigned for
the rest of the deaths.
A senior State Department official in Washington, however,
disputed Speakes' comments,
saying the percentages cited
"clearly were not State Department figures."
A researcher at the University
of Central America, which
carefully maintains data on the
war, said Friday rebels are
responsible for about 10 percent
of the killings recorded by his
unit.
"Being more conservative" it
is possible to say "as many as 20

percent" of the killings are done
by guerrillas, he said, requesting anonymity for safety
reasons.
A spokesman for the Christian
Legal Aid, a Jesuit-funded
group, said there was "no comparison" between killings by the
leftists and right-wing extremists He said the leftists are
responsible for only a tiny
percentage of the murders while
death squad killings in recent
months have continued at a high
rate, although figures show an
overall drop in civilian deaths
from 1982 to 1983.
However, the legal aid
spokesman, who asked not to be
identified for security reasons,
and other sources acknowledged
as many as 80 percent of the
civilian fatalities are unidentified — making it virtually impossible to say who the killers
were.
The Salvadoran Human
Rights Commission, an independent group, estimates there
have been 39,000 civilian
murders in the four-year-old
civil war and blames rightists
linked to security forces for a
majority of them.

ward and throw it out."
Stroup agreed, saying the proposal "had the right intent —
that is, to increase the involvement of university presidents
with the NCAA," but that the
"mechanics would have become
very cumbersome for the NCCA
and the university presidents."
Stroup said she is pleased with
the proposal that passed,
because it increases involvement of university presidents
without giving a small group of
them disproportionate say over
the decisions of the convention.
Increased presidential involvement in athletics is desirable
because collegiate "athletics
has suffered national image problems'' in recent years.
Presidents are concerned that
that poor image is "reflecting on

flurries possible
Today: Mostly cloudy and
colder with a few flurries
possible. High from 30 to 35.
North winds 5 to 15 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy and
cold. Low from the upper
teens to lower 20s. Light northeast winds.
Sunday: Increasing
cloudiness with a 30 percent
chance of some light snow by
late afternoon. High from the
upper 20s to lower 30s. East to
northeast winds 5 to 15 mph.
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the.. entire purpose of universities and higher education as a
.whole," Stroup explained.
Presidents theoretically have
. control over the NCAA 'convention already, Reagan said,
because they are authorized to
either cast their school's vote, or
to appoint the person who will.
The effort for proposal No. 35,
which was narrowly defeated
(328-313), would suggest either
that "some (presidents) feel
they don't have all the power
now that they want, or that they
don't trust their voting
delegates."
Stroup said that, in fact, it is
impossible for presidents to attend the conventions of all the
national saSsociations to which
their schools belong. It is
therefore desirable to have a

standing committee of
presidents whose involvement
with the NCAA convention is
consistent.
The 44-member commission of
presidents will be the NCAA's
first separate body of presidents
since its founding.
Another proposal approved by
the NCAA convention requires
Division I schools such as MST
to sponsor eight women's sports
by 1987-88, in order to remain in
the division. MSU currently
sponsors six women's sports.
Reagan said MSU will be able
to meet the requirement, and
that with the new university golf
course, women's golf would be a
natural addition to the program.
MSU's co-ed riflery program
may possibly be counted as a
women's sport, he added

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — As
lawmakers completed their second week in the Capitol, the
stack of bills in the legislative
hopper grew higher.
Those filed Friday covered a
range of topics, including a
measure to make classroom
proficiency a condition for obtaining a driver license, and a
bill to amend the state Constitution to allow a lottery on the
Kentucky Derby.
A bill sponsored by Rep. Danny Ford would require 16- and .
17-year-old students to stay in
school and maintain a 2.5 grade
average on a 4.0 scale in order to
obtain and keep a driver license.
If the bill becomes law,
students who obtain licenses,
then drop out of school before
age 18 or fail to make the grade,
will have their licenses revoked.
Students obtaining a license
before the law takes effect
would be exempt.
Ford, R-Mount Vernon, said
the bill was intended to inspire
students, to whom a license is a
prized possession.
"We all realize there is a
serious problem with education," Ford said. "This will help
the dropout rate and it doesn't
cost any money. It will give a
child an incentive to do their
best and give us a means of
rewarding that child."
The lottery bill, sponsored by
Sen. Gus Sheehan, D-Covington,
also proposes legalizing bingo
games conducted by charitable
organizations. But its main
feature is the lottery and it brings several causes under its
umbrella.
Initial lottery proceeds would
finance bonuses for Vietnam
veterans. After that, a fourth of
the proceeds would be spent on
education.
Of the remainder, 25 percent
would be spent for indigent care,
25 percent for city and county
governments, 20 percent for programs for the handicapped and 5
percent to supplement purses at
the state's four thoroughbred
tracks.
Also filed in the Senate was a
bill by Nelson Allen, D-Greenup,
designed to restrict the use by
local school districts of money
they receive under the state's
Power Equalization program.
The program, created in 1978,
uses state money to narrow the
gap between poor and wealthy
School districts. It essentially
guarantees a minimum expenditure per pupil, with state funds
distributed to counties according to their relative wealth.
But Allen said some districts
have spent their share on band
uniforms and other things that
do not benefit all students. His
bill would require spending the
(Continued on Page 2)

Air Illinois resuming service
today after monthlong layoff
CHICAGO (API— Air Illinois
is resuming jet service today,
nearly a month after the airline
voluntarily grounded its
13-plane fleet in the wake of a
fatal plane crash and subsequent federal investigation.
Moments after the Federal
Aviation Administration gave
its approval at 12:06 a.m. CST
today, the airline said it would
provide early-morning service
between Waterloo, Iowa, and
Chicago's O'Hare International
Airport, with a stop in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
Air Illinois president Roger
Street said the new jet service
would begin with a 6:30 a.m.
departure from Waterloo, a 7
a.m. stop in Cedar Rapids and a
7:45 arrival at O'Hare. The
return flight to Waterloo via
Cedar Rapids would leave
Chicago at 9:20 a.m.
The airline voluntarily halted
operations Dec. 15 until it could
comply with FAA regulations on
manuals, personnel training and
record-keeping procedures An
FAA spokesman said later that-the airline surrendered its
operating certificate "in lieu of
having it pulled."
The FAA began a probe of the
airline after an Oct. 11 crash
near Pinckneyville in Southern

Illinois killed all 10 people
aboard.
FAA spokesman Mort Edelstein said FAA inspectors and Air
Illinois workers had put in 12 to
15 hours a day for the last
several weeks, revamping the
airline's operations,
maintenance and training procedures, manuals and
handbooks.
"The inspectors also conducteh training flights with the
airline's crews over normal
airline routes, simulating
emergencies and maintenance
problems to prove adequate the
procedures and training as
revised," Edelstein said.
The FAA recertication allows
Air Illinois to fly two
73-passenger jets, BAC-111s
manufactured by British
Aerospace Corp., Edelstein
said.
"An FAA inspection team has
thoroughly reviewed all facets
of the airline's jet aircraft
operations, working alongside
Air Illinois personnel, and found
The airline has met FAA standards to hold an operating certificate for its two jet aircraft,"
he said
Street said two round trips are
scheduled on the WaterlooCedar Rapids-Chicago route on

Sunday, and jet service from the
airline's home base in downstate
Carbondale and Chicago will
begin Monday.
The first flight is scheduled to
depart Carbondale at 6:15 a.m.
Monday and arrive at O'Hare at
8 a.m. Service in other Air Illinois markets will resume on
Monday, including flights from
Evansville, Ind., and Springfield, Ill., to Chicago, and service from Springfield to St.
Louis.
Additional jet service from
Champaign -Urbana to both
Chicago and St. Louis, will also
be offered, he said.
"The inauguraton of jet service is the first step in our return
to full service," Street said."We
have worked with the FAA to
meet all of their specifications
so that passengers in these cities
can benefit from this new jet
link with Chicago"
The airline had appeared confident all week that it would be
recertitiod in time to provide jet
service today — so confident
that it took reservations for today's flights between O'Hare.
Waterloo and Cedar Rapids
The 13-plane fleet was grounded Dec. 15 amid federal accusations of safety deficiencies
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'Share your good health, give
blood' during donor month

4

January has been designated
"Volunteer Blood Donor Month"
by the American Association of
Blood Banks and MurrayCalloway County Hospital using
as its theme. "Share your good
health — give blood."
The nation-wide campaign has
been designed to alleViate the
severe blood shortages often occuring in January by informing
the public of the need for blood
during January.
Every year, more than 11
million pints of blood are needed
nationally, according to Bill
Kyle, blood bank supervisor at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
As new lifesaving surgical
techniques are perfected, the
constant demand for blood supplies will increase. Kyle pointed
out. Currently, more than 30,000

pints of blood are required daily
in medical facilities across the
country.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, which has grown from
a 135-bed community facility in
1974 to the 218-bed regional
medical center it is today, requires approximately 100 pints
of blood a month. Some 30 pints
of various types are kept in the
blood bank at all times for
emergency use, Kyle said. Kept
under refrigeration, it is useable
up to 35 days.
Murray and Calloway County
volunteers maintain the supply
with their generous donations.
According to blood bank
records, there are: four threegallon, approximately 12 twogallon, and 120 one-gallon
donors.
"Fewer than three percent of

Pa

those eligible to give blood do so.
Yet, surgical patients, accident
victims, newborns and their
mothers, burn victims, anemics
and victims of blood disorders
all benefit from our blood donor
program," Kyle said.
"We are grateful for the
donors who faithfully support
our facility, but we cannot overemphasive the importance of
maintaining an adequate blood
supply for our community. We
encourage others to give blood
today."
Individuals or groups wishing
to participate in the program —
or to ecome regular donors —
may do so by contacting the
MCCH Blood Bank at 753-5131,
extension 183, so necessary arrangements can be made for
them.
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Non-credit night computer classes
offered by MSU in spring semester
Four non-credit evening computer courses will be offered by
the Office of Conferences and
Continuing Education at Murray
State during the spring
semester.
Stan Key, director of conferences and continuing education, said the courses are designed to address a variety of computer education interests.
Three of the courses are being
offered for the first time. They
are:
VisiCalc — Fundmental
Software for Business, to meet
Thursday and Friday. Feb.
23-24. It is designed as a guided
tour of the electronic spreadsheet software package,
VisiCalc. Averages, balance
sheets, and "what if" procedures are covered in instruc-

Lon and example on the Apple II
Plus computer.
.- Advanced BASIC Programming for Teachers, to meet
Wednesdays, Feb. 1-March 7.
This course is a collection of
topics for teachers who have
covered the fundamentals of
programming in BASIC. The
course is taught on and uses the
perspective of Apple II and is
directd toward those individuals
who can write, edit, load and
save simple BASIC Programs.
PILOT — An Easy to Use
Tool for Developing Computer
Assisted Instruction, to meet on
Mondays, Feb, 14-March 6. The
course allows teachers,
counselors, and other educators
to develop computer assisted instruction units without knowing
a programming language.
One other course, which has

Rocket fire exchanged
near Israeli positions
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By FAROUK NASSAR
Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Christian and Druse gunners
traded rocket fire today in the
hills above Israel's defense line
in southern Lebanon, and
America's special Middle East
envoy returned to Beirut to brief
officials on talks—with Syria's
president.
The Christians and Druse, a
secret, basically Islamic sect,
sporadically fired artillery and
rockets in the Kharroub hills,
police said. There was no mention of casualties.
Police said warring factions
around Beirut were quiet today,
a sharp contrast to hostilities in
the capital area during the past
two days. Five civillims were
killed in that round of violence,
which included attacks on U.S.
and French troops in the
multinational peacekeeping
force, police said.
Donald Rumsfeld, President
Reagan's special Middle East
envoy, returned Friday night to
Beirut to inform Foreign
Minister Elie Salem about his
first meeting with President
Hafez Assad of Syria.
During a two-day visit to
Syria, Rumsfeld met twice with
Foreign Minister Abdul-Halim
Ithaddam.
In Assad's talk with
Rumsfeld, the president made it

plain that Syria expects to be the
last country to withdraw its
troops from Lebanon but also
left the door open to discussions
with the United States.
"We will leave Lebanon after
an agreement with our
Lebanese brothers when all
foreign forces have already left,
and this applies both to the
Israelis and the multinational
force," Assad was quoted as
saying by Syria's official news
agency.
But Assad also said the United
States "can play an effective
role in the Middle East if it could
adopt a neutral attitude ir1 the
Arab-Israeli conflict," according to the dispatch.
The agency said Assad insisted the U.S.-brokered troop
withdrawal accord between
Lebanon and Israel in May
"must be cancelled" because it
"turns Lebanon into an Israeli
protectorate."
Rumsfeld was quoted as
responding that "the United
States encourages the quest for
a just Middle East settlement on
the basis of respecting the
sovereignty of all and the
establishment of relations
among all the countries of the
area.
"Such a settlement cannot be
achieved except through
negotiations," Rumsfeld said,
according to the agency.

been offered perviously, Introduction to Computers, will
meet on Tuesdays, Jan.
31-March 8. This hands-on
course is designed for persons
who want to learn about the
capabilities of personal computers. Participants will be introduced to computer terminology, word processing,
spreadsheets for financial use,
and graphics.
Each course carries a
registration fee and advanced
registration is required. Anyone
interested in registering for a
course or obtaining a brochure
that provides additional information may call (502) 762-2716
or write to: Office of Conference
and Continuing Education,
Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071.

Final air-cured
tobacco sales set
for Thursday here
Final sales with price supports for dark air-cured tobacco
will be Thtir§day in Murray and
Friday in Mayfield following
sales of dark fined tobacco.
Will Ed Clark, general
manager of Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association,
said this will be a "clean-up"
sale and low volume is expected.

Registration
at MSU continues
Registration for the spring
semester at Murray State
University will resume from
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Monday
and Tuesday, Jan. 16 and 17, on
the upper level of the Curris
Center.
Sophomore, junior and senior
students who have been approved to receive financial aid for
the spring semester may pick up
checks, also in the Curris
Center, on the same registration
days. Freshmen may pick up
checks on Tuesday.
Classes, including evening
classes, begin on Wednesday,
Jan. 18. Part-time evening
students may schedule classes
and pay fees Jan. 18-19 and 23-24
from 5p.m. to 7 p.m. in the Curris Center.'
Spring break is scheduled
Monday through Friday, March
12-16. Commencement will be at
10 a.m. Saturday, May 12, in the
fieldhouse.

Ron 8,
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6 oz. Sirloin Dinner
Boneless Chicken
Breast Strips

$399

Both include. Choice of Potato & Hot Roll and
All You Can Eat From Our
Delicious Soup & Salad Bar
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AWARDS PRESENTED — Murray Fire Chief James Hornbuckle (left) presents awards for outstanding service
to Clayton Garland (center)and Harold Hill. Garland, a 17-year veteran of the Murray Fire Department, received
the Officer of the Year Award, while Hill, a 10-year veteran, was the recipient of the Firefighter of the Year
Award. Both were voted the honors by fellow firefighters. The presentations were made during the Annual
Awards Banquet. The Murray Fire Department is made up of 27 members

Former anchorwoman awarded
$325,000 in suit against station
By MARK PETERSON
Associated Press Writer
JOPLIN, Mo. (AP) —
Christine Craft says she wants
"to get on with the rest of my
life" now that a jury has awarded her $325,000 in the retrial of
her suit against a Kansas City
television station she claimed
demoted her for being "too old
and too unattractive."
"Two juries. Eighteen people
I've convinced. How many more
do we have to go?,
flow much
more justice can I afford?" the
former television anchorwoman
said Friday after the U.S.
--District Court jury returned its
verdict.
The jury deliberated about
three hours before reaching its
decision to grant $225,000 in actual damages. It then went back
Into session and emerged less
than an hour later with a
punitive damage award of
$100,000.
"Clearly, I'm very happy at
this point, and I hope it's over. I
would like very much tb get on

with the rest of my life," said
Ms. Craft, who has been touring
the lecture circuit.
Donald W. Giffin, who
represented the defendant,
Metromedia Inc., which formerly owned ICAIBC-TV, said he expects Metromedia to appeal.
"This decision is not a landmark decision," Giffin said. "It
is a simple fraud division. It
doesn't have any great dramatic
consequences for society."
Dennis E. Egan, Ms. Craft's
lawyer, said he would appeal his
client's clime of sex
discrimination and violations of
the Equal Tay Act, if
Metromedia appealed the case.
Ms. Craft, 39, said she had
been told she was being hired at
KRBC-TV for her journalism
skills, not her appearance, but
that later the station found her
"too old and too unattractive"
and removed her from the anchor desk.
She had requested $500,000 in
actual damages and $3 million in
punitive damages in the retrial

of her suit claiming the station
made fraudulent promises when
she was hired.
A federal court jury in Kansas
City last summer awarded her
$500,000 on the fraud complaint
— $375,000 in actual damages
and $125,000 in punitive
damages — but that award was
thrown out by Judge Joseph E.
Stevens Jr., who -tailed it excessive and ordered a new trial.
At a news conference outside
the courthouse, Ms. Craft sa)d,
"We did this once before in Kansas City, where it was 104
degrees ... when we stood at a
podittra rhutll like this one and
expressed our happiness. We're
now standing in a light snowfall
in beautiful Joplin, happy
again."
Ms. Craft said the law firm
representing her gets 50 percent
of any verdict, and she also is
responsible for any out-ofpocket expenses, which she
estimated at $30,000 for the two
trials.
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Fans honor Stephen C. Foster
By MARCIA DUNN
Associated Press Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Way
down upon the Allegheny River,
not far from Stephen C. Foster's
old Pennsylvania home, dozens
of the faithful gathered to hOnor
the 19th-century composer who
gave the nation "Oh! Susannah"
and "Jeanie with the Light
Brown Hair."
"I love the melodies. To me,
they're on a par with polkas,"
chuckled Joseph A. Borkowski,
77, a Pittsburgh historian who
snapped pictures during Fri-

Legislature...

day's memorial service marking the 120th anniversary of
Foster's death.
The Jan. 13 musical tradition,
interrupted only during World
War II, has survived because of
a worldwide love of Foster's
music, according to Fletcher
Hodges, former curator of the
Stephen C. Foster Memorial at
the University of Pittsburgh.
Foster, whose other standards
include "My Old Kentucky
Home" and "Old Folks at
Home," is considered by
historians and musicologists to

(Continued from Page 1)

money on study equipment.
The Senate passed three bills,
including a measure to add $200
a Month to the pension of a
retired teacher with a mentally
handicapped, adopted child.
Current law limits the allowance
to teachers with mentally handicapped natural children.
Also passed were bills making
extension faculty at the University of Kentucky eligible for appointment to the university's
board of trustees and making a
technical change in the state
unemployment-compensation
Insurance law.
The latter measure' would
deny jobless benefits between
school terms, including summer
and Christmas breaks, to
teachers who have been rehired
for the next term.
The federal government gave
the state until next Friday to
make the change, threatening to
otherwise decertify Kentucky's
unemployment compensation
program. That would have cost
the state millions of dollars It
receives from the federal
government to pay for administering the program. Kentucky employers also vlbuld
have lost $200 million in federal
tax credits they receive for paying into the state program.
During a short session, the

House approved a joint resolution that would pay for the 1984
General Assembly. The resolution, which must be approved by
the Senate, appropriates $10,800
for each calendar day the
Legislature is in session.
The House also approved two
bills clarifying the authority of
the state-local finance unit of the
Finance and Administration
Cabinet. The first would allow
paperwork from local governments to go straight to the statelocal finance office without being routed through the secretary
of finance's office. The other
measure establishes a financial
management training program
for local officials.
The House also approved a bill
to allow elected county officials
to hire deputies any time, not
just at the beginning of their
term, as the law now requires.
The Legislature does not hold
committee meetings on Fridays
or Mondays." Next week, it will
convene only on Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Lawmakers are taking Monday off to honor the late Martin
Luther King Jr. and will be off
Thursday in honor of Robert E.
Lee. Friday will be an off-day so
Lawmakers won't have to return
to Frankfort before the
weekend
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be the first composer to have
developed a distinctly American
style.
"He wrote songs that have a
universal appeal. 'My Old Kentucky Home' applies to more
than Kentucky," said Hodges,
77, who put an evergreen wreath
on Foster's grave following the
service.
Esther Hickenboth, 63,
agreed.
"I like his music. It's not over
my head like with the opera and
symphony," said the MllIvale
woman, who brought her
88-year-old mother to the service at Allegheny Cemetery's
mausoleum.
"He was the first to write
about America. That's why he
lives on," said Jenny O'Donnell
of the Allegheny Cemetery
Historical Society, which sponsored the service.
For nearly an hour, a high
school choir and a pair of
balladeers performed many of
Foster's songs as about 30 people sat or stood inside a corridorlike crypt containing a large
stained-glass window portraying scenes from the composer's
life.
Following the service in Pittsburgh's predominantly Polish,
working-class neighborhood of
Lawrencevthe, a few people
drove to Foster's snow-covered
grave, only a mile from where
he was born July 4, 1826.
The 10th of 11 children, Foster
composed his first song at age
14. Within three years. his first
melody, "Open Thy Lattice,
Love," was published. At age 21,
he became famous with "Oh!
Susannah "
Despite Foster's vivid images
of life "way down upon the
Suwannee River," the opening
line of "Old Folks at Home," the
composer actually made only
two journeys south — brief trips
to Louisville. Ky., and New
Orleans Nevertheless, he was
able to capture the essence of
America's soul, Hodgei said
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High-tech
treason
Two decades ago, author Werner Keller argued
In his book East Minus West Equals Zero that
most of the Soviet Union's technological "progress" had been in fact only the result of
technology purchased or stolen from the West.
Keller may have overstated the case just a bit, but
It is nonetheless true that the Soviets have
historically placed a paramount priority on obtaining the secrets of more technologically advanced nations. Indeed, doing so is a Russian
tradition that dates back to Peter the Great.
The Soviets, of course, are interested in more
than just learning how to make better washing
machines. Their decades-long objective has been
to gain military superiority over NATO and the
United States partly by out-producing the West in
arms and partly by catching up to if not surpassing the technological sophistication of Western armaments. The Soviets achieved the first long ago
and, during the last decade especially, have made
ominous strides toward the second.
A 1982 CIA report declared that the Soviet KGB
and GRU (the Kremlin's secret police'espionage
and military intelligence services, respectively)
"have been so successful at acquiring Western
technology that the manpower levels they allocate
to this effort have advanced to the point where
there are now several thousand collection officers
at work under various covers ranging from
diplomats to journalists to trade officials
throughout the world."
The Pentagon estimates that the Soviets in recent years have met fully 50 percent of their need
for advanced military technology by purchasing
or stealing high technology in Western Europe,
Japan, and the United States.
Recently, the CIA supplied the Senate with a
partial list of what the Soviets had acquired from
the West. The list included a wide range of computer hardware and software, laser equipment,
automated and precision machine tools, advanced inertial guidance and navigation components,
furnaces for producing titanium plates for submarines, jet engine fabrication technology,
acoustical sensors, electro-optical sensors, and air
defense radar designs. The military applications
of these technologies are too obvious to require
elaboration.
In general, the Reagan administration has
reacted with commendable vigor to this hemorrhage of vital technology to the Soviet bloc.
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger is pushing
for more restrictions on export of high technology
goods. Treasury Secretary Donald Regan is
overseeing Operation Exodus, a U.S. Customs Service program to intercept illegal exports of
sophisticated technology. And FBI Director
William Webster has assigned hundreds of agents
to frustrate Soviet espionage in high-technology
areas.
But the White House has been curiously reluctant to force a more cooperativeapproach from
the Commerce Department, an agency traditionally more interested in promoting American
exports than protecting technological secrets.
Secretary Weinberger would like authority to
review all export license applications, and not just
those the Commerce Department chooses to submit for Pentagon approval. Weinberger is getting
no help from the White House. Treasury
Secretary Donald Regan would like to move all export enforcement authority from a traditionally
lax Commerce Department to the Treasury
Department's Customs Service. Again, no help
from the White House, although a tough fight on
just this issue is brewing in the Senate.
The bill in question is opposed by Commerce
Secretary Malcolm Baldrige and a powerful coalltior, of business interests apparently less fearful
of helping the Soviets than of losing potential exports. President Reagan is obviously reluctant to
overrule Secretary Baldrige or to intervene in this
squabble among cabinet officers. But doing
nothing now effectively sustains the status quo,
which in turn means the administration will be doing less than it could, and should, to keep vital
technology out of the hands of this nation's most
dangerous enemy.
That cannot be what President Reagan really
wants.
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by lorry mcgehee

Is anything really there until you see it?
It strikes me, sometimes, that
places don't really exist until you
discover them. Until you actually
see the Grand Canyon or Mammoth Cave, they aren't really
there, as far as you are concerned.
My best "discovery" of recent
days is Washington, Georgia, a little town of about 5,000 people, and
dozens of the loveliest homes
anywhere, that has nestled near
Augusta and the South Carolina
border since 1780.
It was Cherokee and Creek land
until 1773 when Georgia's Royal
Governor declared it open for settlement. Most of its settlers, unlike
other Atlantic colony towns that
were filled by European immigrants, came from other
American settlements, mostly in
Virginia and the Carolinas moving
south rather than crossing the forboding Appalachians.
The town started out in 1774 as
Fort Heard, a fortress against Indians that was soon occupied by
colonists and used against the
British. Its men won the battle of
Kettle Creek against the English in
1779, and the same year defeated a
Creek army of 800 braves, and
later fought up north at Cowpens
and King's Mountain. The British
reoccupied the area during 1780.

the birth-year of Washington, but
were driven out for the last time in
1781.
Cotton was the primary crop,
and the source of the money for the
magnificent homes there, which
have survived over 150 years of
time and Sherman's March.
Among the homes still standing are
those of Robert Toombs who was
the Confederate Secretary of State
and General, a home built by
Albery Gallatin Semmes, cousin of
the famous Confederate admiral,
that is now a museum, and a stately mansion that has always been in
the family of General E.P. Alexander. Some twenty or more fine
examples of cotton-days living can
be seen in an afternoon in
Washington, Georgia.
The survival of these homes has
had an obvious influence on the
town itself. All around the
downtown area, one sees renovations underway. An old hotel and
inn now houses an atinosheric
restaurant, and the owners plan to
open its guest rooms again as soon
as possible. Storefronts have been
restored to their earlier appearances. Two churches-, white
and wooden-framed, are preserved
and in full use near the Toombs
house.

One of these churches is the
Church of the Mediator, formerly
an Episcopal mission church now
determined to make its own way
with a full-time minister. To see
the reflected colors of its stained
glass windows from inside on a
cold Christmas week's day is to experience a rebirth of faith.
The windows are not as old as the
church. They were added between
1953 and 1961, and were designed
by Wilburn H. Burnham
Burnham designed windows for
more famous places than this. He
worked on the Cathedral of St. John
the Divine in New York, the
Cathedral of St. Vincent De Paul in
Los Angleles, and National
Cathedral in Washington, D.C.
Anyone familiar with those landmarks can appreciate the spiritual
grandeur of Burham's work,
especially his use of blue. How he
came to provide these awesome
windows in this small town is
something I didn't uncover.
The east wall windows depict Old
Testament figures, leading up to
the birth of Jesus in the last panel
before one turns to face the grown
Jesus over the alter and turns
again to find on the west wall porta.yals of apostles and those who
knew Jesus in the flesh. At the end

of the survey, which chronicles so
well the entire Biblical message, is
the south wall, at the back of the
church, facing the street outside,
showing the Resurrection, with the
risen Jesus keeping watch over his
people forever, risen but still
among them.
Leaving the sanctuary, there is
one final and smaller window,
showing St. Francis of Assissi, the
model of the man who responds to
the Biblical message found in the
sanctuary and who goes out into
the world to reflect in lifg and
deeds what that message *quires
of us as a reponse.
All that stands in ironic contrast
to some of the rooms of the
museum not far away, with their
impressive collections of arrowheads, battleflags, rifles, and
uniforms.
And, greater irony yet, there sits
this lovely out-of-the-w'village of
Washington, Georgia, in the midst
of.a region teaming with the hustle
and bustle of Sun-Belt growth, calling us back in time just as its
church windows call back in faith.
But you have to be inside to know
It exists. Stained glass only glows
from inside a building.

^1954 Lorlev levee iorvtre

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
American author Norman Mailer
has spent much of his life writing
about good and evil, and the
possibilities of true spirituality.
In a recent interview in the Notre
Dame alumni magazine, Mailer
made the following distinction between spirituality and piety:
But there is no spirituality
unless you rise above piety.
True spirituality requires us to
make an ascent handhold by
handhold up a rock face. But
a certain kind of piety tries to
produce the steps of the stair
for you. Why,they'd by bringing tours up the mountain
before they're done.
The easy piety Mailer refers to
("just do this or say that and God
will love you forever") has been
called "cheap grace" by some
modern theologians

.'.MARE,I'VE GOT TO GO INSPECT THE AIRPORT IN LOS ANGELES,
COULD YOU SEE ABOUT GETTING ME A SEAT ON EITHER AMTRAK,
GREYHOUND OR TRAILWAYS..."

looking back
Ten years ago
Dark fired tobacco sales continued at a record-setting price on
the three local loose leaf tobacco
flowers. An average of $73.24 was
reported.
A new fire rescue program
known as Operation Red Ball is
now available to residents of Murray and Calloway County. This is
sponsored by Murray and Hazel
Woman's Clubs in cooperation with
Welcome Wagon Club and Murray
Fire Department.
Larry Mayfield has been named
executive vice president and
Frances Whitnell as assistant
cashier of the Peoples Bank of
Murray, according to an announcement by William Boyd, president of
the bank.
Miss Diane Campbell, daughter
"of Mr. and Mrs. Dale C. Campbell,
and Barry Rose, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Euell Rose, were married
Dec. 15 at the Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
The Murray State University
Thoroughbreds beat Morehead 74
to 72 in a basketball game. High
team scorers were Mike Coleman
for Murray and Coulter for
Morehead.
Twenty years ago
John Mack Carter, 35-year-old
editor of McCall', magazine for
women, was named as one of the
America's Ten Outstanding Young
Men of 1963 by the United States
Junior Chamber of Commerce. He
lives in New York and is the ion of
Mr. and Mrs. W.Z. Carter of
Murray.
Rep. Charlie Lassiter has been
named chairman of the Penal and
Reformation Institute Committee

-^••• am.

of the Kentucky House of
Representatives.
The Calloway Fiscal Court has
submitted a list of roads to be
worked on under the Rural Secondary Road Program.
Mrs. O.C. Markham spoke at a
meeting of the Delta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs.
Ralph Tesseneer is department
chairman.
Mrs. Charles Foster and Mrs.
N.P. Cavitt presented a lesson on
"Color In Home" at a meeting of
the South Murray Homemakers
Club held at the home of Mrs. Dave
Hopkins.
Thirty years ago
The home of Vernon Stalls in
Almo burned this morning. The fire
threatened three other homes, but
quick work by the Murray Rescue
Squad and volunteers saved the
homes.
Sgt. Joe M. Knight, son of Mrs.
Eunie Knight, recently joined the
28th Infantry Division in Germany.
Tickets for the 1954 production of
Campus Lights on Feb. 18, 19 and
20 will soon go on sale, according to
Dr. Price Doyle, ticket sales chairman and head of the Fine Arts
Department' Murray State
University.
Everett's Five and 10 Cent Store
will reopen after being closed for
extensive remodeling and
repairing'
—
W.S. Swami will be hostess
for the meeting on Jan. 20 of the
J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy at her home on Main
Street.

/Forty years ago
Calloway County's Draft Board
issued 124 calls for this month's
quota that included fathers,
business men and -in some cases
the fourth call made in one home.
An average of $23 per 100 weight
was reported for the sale of dark
fired tobacco on the four Murray
Loose Leaf Floors — Growers,
Outland's, Farris and Doran's.
The annual Infantile Paralysis
Drive will start today, according to
Harold Pryor, fund chairman.
Marriages announced include
Elizabeth Ann Barber to Curtis
Brown Hays, Jan. 11; Eva Nell
Armstrong to Artelle Tucker, Dec.
31; Cologne Jones to James E.
Manning, Dec. 31.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie F. Arnett,
Dec. 18, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Victor Furcillo, Dec. 28, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Hatcher, Jan.
5, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Clark, Jan. 5, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Phillips, Jan. 11.
Directors of the Dees Bank of
Hazel include C.R. Paschall, D.N.
White, J.M. Marshall, W.B.
Scruggs and H.A. Newport. Assets
as of Dec. 31, 1943 were $407,079.64.
Directors of the Peoples Bank of
Murray include R.H. Falwell, A.F.
Doran, H.L. Houston, C.H. Jones.
Fleetwood Crouch, H.T. Waldrop,
E.A. Moore, Linwood Morris, I.A.
Outland. T. H. Stokes and L.D.
Outland. Assets at closo of business
on Jan. 10, 1944, were for
$1,122,344.68.
Directors of the Bank of Murray
Include Tremon Beale. J.D. Sexton, Max Hurt, F. E. Crawford,
L.E. Wyatt, L.N Moody, M.O.

Wrather, F.H. Graham, E.J.
Beale, W.G. Swann, L.L. Dunn and
George Hart. Assets at close of
business on Dec. 31, 1943, were
$3,826,500.59.
A feature story on "Paul Dill's
Commando" Knives is published.
It is written by Ralph Wear.
Fifty years ago
The season's aveage for the sale
of dark fired tobacco on the Murray Loose Leaf Floors was $5.95
per 100 weight for the past five sale
days. Highest price was received
by John Latimer who got $22.50 for
his tobacco on Farmers Loose Leaf
Floor.
Work has started on the City Airport located on the Dr. Henslee and
J.H. Coleman property on Coldwater Road, just west of Murray.
The field is being prepared by
C.W.A. with Carl Hendricks as
foreman for the project.
Marriages announced include
Rubye Keeney to Kirk Allen Pool,
Dec. 6; Mattie Lou Farmer to Boyd
Riley, Dec. 25; Clotell Paschall to
Lennon Hall, Dec. 24.
births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Outland and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Huston
Paschall, both on Jan. 4, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Glyco Wells, Jan. 8,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Max H.
Churchill, Jan. 9.
Dr. W.H. Mason. surgeon of
Mason Memorial Hospital, addressed the Murray State College
Faculty and Students. His subject
was "The Science of Medicine and
Its Influence On the Civilization of
the World."
The Aurora Dam Club of
Calloway County continues to grow
with a membership now of 251.
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Coming community events
Saturday, Jan. 14
Dance featuring Going My Way for
members and guests of
Murray Eagles will be
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
-Murray Squar-ANaders are scheduled to
dance at 8 p.m. at
Woodmen of the World
Hall.

Saturday, Jan. 14
Saturday, Jan. 14
Captain Wendell Oury ner at Reidland ComChapter of the munity Center at 7 p.m.
Daughters of the For information call
American Revolution 1-898-2878 or 1-527-7253.
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
Dakota Feed and Grain.
Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlSquare and round Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
dancing will be from in west side of Livestock
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn and Exposition Center.
For information call
Grove Roller Rink.
753-006 1, 762-3399,
Writers Pot Pourri 753-7764, 753-5094 or
will be at 9:30 a.m. at 753-7663.
Calloway Public
Murray Chapter of
Library.
Full Gospel Business
Golden Airessing Men's Fellowship Interat Southland Baptist national is scheduled to
Temple, Paducah, at 7 meet at 6:30 p.m. at
p.m.
Holiday Inn.

Sunday, Jan. 15 ingerhout as pastor of
First Presbyterian
Dance featuring Fire Church will be at 4 p.m.
Mountain (country) is with a brief reception to
Icheduled from 8 p.m. to follow.
midnight at Murray
Monday,
- Jan. 16
Moose Lodge.
Murray-Calloway
Winter Photography County Chorus is
Workshop will be from 8 scheduled to meet at
a.m. to 4 p.m. in 7:30 p.m. at First United
Woodlands Nature Methodist Chuch.
Center,
Land Between
Bargain Matinees
Bluegras- s- State CB
the Lakes. For reservaSat. & Sun.
Club is scheduled to
tions call 1-924-5602.
meet at 7 p.m. at
Cheri & Cine
Homeplace Restaurant.
Jan.
15
Sunday,
S2.00
All Seats
Murray Assembly No.
Except Impact 12.50
Theta Department of
19 Order of the Rainbow
See Ad for Times
for Girls will have an Murray Woman's Club
open installation of of- will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
ficers at 2 p.m. at lodge club house.
Purchase Area
hall.
Murray State UniverSingles Society (PASS)
Murray Lodge No. 105
sity
Libraries
dinpotluck
will be
will have a
Kirksey United Free and Accepted
•
Methodist Church Men Masons will meet at 6:30
will have a breakfast at p.m. for a potluck sup.1,411
per with the meeting to
7 a.m. at church.
1 C,
begin at 7:30 p.m.
SUPER SPECIAL
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Hazel and Douglas
Mohler will be honored
with a reception in Centers will be open
celebration of 50th wed- from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
ding anniversary from 2 for activities by senior
to 4 p.m. in Fellowship citizens.
control cantor 733-3314
Hall, Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
Saturday, Jan. 14
closed today.
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PA changes meeting
The Murray Chapter of Parents Anonymous
has changed its weekly meeting fronklykonde,y to.
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. For information about the
location, etc.,'Call 162-2504, 753-8987, 762-2667 or
753-4126. Persons please note the change of
meeting from Monday to Tuesday.

Retirees cancel meeting
Retirees of Local 1068 of UAW-AFL-CIO and
any other local in the United States and Canada
have canceled their meeting usually on the third
Tuesday of the month at 5:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church. The meeting wks canceled
because of the inclement weather this month,
said Frank Kavanaugh, group spokesman.

Skate Night Monday

Blazers
Corduroy

20
Wool

East Calloway PTC
Skating Night will be
from 6 t'ó 8 p.m. at
Roller Skating of
Murray.

Tuesday, Jan. 17
tion of Livestock and
Exposition Center.
The League of Women
Voters of MurrayCalloway County will
sponsor a program on
school finance at 7:30
p.m. in public meeting
room of Cal-loway
Public Library.
Murray Christian
Women's Club will have
a luncheon from noon to
2 p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Informational
meeting for Vietnam
Veterans and other interested persons will be
at 7:30 p.m. in meeting
room of Pagliai's.
Student auditions for
MSU production of comic opera, "The Pirates
of Penzance," will be
7:30 to 9 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State.

Social Security
Representative will be
off pounds sensibly) at Robert 0. Miller
Club will meet at 7 p.m. Courthouse Annex from
10 a.m. to noon.
at the Health Center.
Murray Moose Lodge
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club will meet at 8 p.m. with
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at officers to meet at 7
p.m.
club house.
----Mothers Morning Out
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30-p.m. at will be at 9 em. at First
Homeplace Restaurant. Christian Church.

Singles Class will
Quilt Lovers will meet
meet
at 7 p.m. at
at 6 p.m. in Annex of
Calloway Public Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Library.
Murray Assembly No.
Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 6 p.m. at 19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
Golden Corral.
p.m. at lodge hall.
Murray-Calloway
County 4-H Craft Club
will meet at 3 p.m. at
Calloway County High
•
*School.
--Murray State University Libraries will be
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.

Free blood pressure
tests will be given from
noon to 2 p.m. at
Seuenth-Day, AdventistChurch.

Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Alcoholics Hazel and Douglas
Anonymous will meet at Centers; from 10 a.m. to
8 p.m. in western por- 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.

Nutrition,Program menus
listed for the coming week

Menus for the Nutrition'
Program for the
Skate Night will be held by the Parent:Teacher
Elderly and Meals on
Club of East Calloway Elementary School on
Wheels for the week of
Monday, Jan. 16, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Roller
Jan. 16 to 20 have been
Skating of Murray. The admission will be $2.50
released by Tripp Thurper skater with $1 to go to the prc.
man, director of
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
WASHINGTON (AP) circular, but are similar Program. "
— The Consumer Pro- to expandable,
Meals are served at
duct Safety Commission accordion-style gates noon Monday through
is taking its first step with diagonal wooden Friday at Hazel and
toward regulating ex- slats. The slats form V's Douglas Centers and on
pandable wooden at the top, and the com- Tuesday and Thursday
enclosures used for mission has received at Ellis Center. Meals
reports of three children also are sent out each
children.
The commission voted who have strangled weekday.
3-1 on Jan. 11 to regulate when their necks were
Menus are as follows:
• Monday — roast ham,
the enclosures under the trapped in them.
whole kernel corn, turConsumer Product Safety Act, a technical step
The commission nip greens, cornbread,
that will speed action on warned that there may butter, . peach halves,
recalls or future bans if be up to 235,000 of the apple, milk, coffee or
they are required.
enclosures in American tea.
The enclosures are homes.
Tuesday — Swiss

Child precaution regulated

All

Monday, Jan. 16

Exercise is scheduled
Murray State Univer- at 7 p.m. at Murray
sity Libraries will be Moose Lodge.
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
Suburban
Alcoholics Homemakers Club will
Anonymous and Al- meet at 7 p.m. at the
Anon will have an open home of Lillian Dunn.
potluck meepng at 7
Tuesday, Jan. 17
p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton.
Parents Anonymous,
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Reservations and For information call
cancellations for Tues- 75 3-4 1 26, 762-2504,
day luncheon of Murray 753-8987 Or 762-2667.
Christian Women's Club
should be made by noon
Murray and Paducah
today by calling 753-3999 Toastmasters will meet
or 753-5349.
at 6:59 p.m. at Western
Sizzlin Restaurant,
Ceramics Class of Murray. For informaWestside Baptist tion call Art Litchfield
Church will meet at 6:30 at 759-9926.
p.m. at Cerami
Boutique.
Retirees of UAW ---AFL-CIO will not meet
Execcise Class will be this month.
at 11 air'. at First Baptist Church.
Murray TOPS (take

The Single Connection
will eat lunch together
at 12:15 p.m. in Community Room of North
The J.N. Williams Chapter of the United
Branch of Peoples
Daughters of the Confederacy will have its Lee,
Bank. Each family
Jackson and Maury Luncheon on Wednesday,
should bring own lunch.
Jan. 18, at 1.1:30 a.m. at the Holiday Inn. Mrs.
Edward Davis will be hostess and asks members
Alcoholics
to note the change in meeting place. Mrs. Ines
Anonymous will have a
Claxtoii will present the program on "Robert E.
closed meeting at 4 p.m.
Lee — His Last Years."
in westside of Livestock
and Exposition Center.
For information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or
Michael Tabers is a mortuary science student
753-7764.
at Central State College, Edmond, Okla. He also
is doing parttime work at a funeral hime in
Murray State Univer- Oklahoma City. He was the recent guest of his
sity Libraries will, be mother, Mrs. Marilyn Tabers, and other
closed today:
relatives.
Installation of the
Rev. Thomas Schell-

1 2 Off
/

Area Evangelism
Conference by Kentucky Baptist Convention will be at 7 p.m. at
First Baptist Church,
Mayfield.

UDC plans luncheon

Coupon FOCI thru Jar 21
COUDO
,r^uSt accompany garrnew

NvE;.

Monday,Jan. 16

steak, mashed potatoes,
green beans, hot roll,
butter, raisins, milk,
coffee or tea.
Wednesday — roast
beef w/brown gravy,
lima beans, scalloped
tomatoes, hot roll, butter, banana pudding,
banana, milk, coffee or
tea.
Thursday — hamburger, onion rings, lettuce, tomato, onion,
pickle, fruit salad, bun,
butter, chocolate cake,
orange, milk, coffee or
tea.
Friday — weight watcher's chicken, broccoli
spears, whole carrots,
hot roll, butter, cherry
pineapple sheet cake,
pineapple, milk, coffee
or tea.

28-35 j
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100% Wool Shetland Lined Short Jackets
Sweaters

25

/
12

Price
All Better Sweaters /
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is pleased to
announce that
Gary Murdock, son of
Don and Linda Murdock,
has joined the cosmetologist staff.
CALL GARY Monday, Thursday, Friday
or Saturday for an appointment
753
5902

ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY,KENTUCKY
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Tax tips listed for married couples

Many married couples
nowadays have a hard
time making ends meet.
And, with tax filing
season upon us, they
need to get the best deal
they can from the IRS.
When it comes to taxes,
that means taking advantage of what the law
allows, says the Kentucky Society of CPAs.
The most significant
tax break this year is
the deduction for married working couples. It
has doubled since last
year. If you and your
spouse worked and file a
joint return, you can
deduct up to 10 percent
from the salary of the
lower-paid spouse. The
maximum deduction if
$3,000.
Last year, when married working couples
could have received as
much as $1,500 for the
marital deduction, two
million couples failed to
claim it. If you are
among them, file an
amended return to get
your deduction — plus
interest. The IRS is pay-

ing 11 percent interest
(compounded daily) for
the overlooked deductions, and tlje interest
paid is computed from
your filing deadline of
last year.
Here's how the
marital deduction
works. If Bob earned
$20,000 in 1983 and
Linda's salary was
$15,000, they can deduct
$1,500 (10 percent) from
Linda's 'salary if they
file jointly. Keep in
mind, however, that
contributions to IRAs
and Keoghs, as well as
business expenses, must
be subtracted from your
gross income before
making the 10 percent
deduction.
Though the marital
deduction provides an
easy-to-get tax break,
some couples may get
even bigger breaks if
they file separate
returns and take advantage of other tax laws.
Just a few minutes of
simple computations
can help you see which
option is best, CPAs say.

To illustrate, take a
closer look at this year's
tougher medical deduction formula.
Now, you may deduct
only unreimbursed
medical expenses that
exceed five percent of
your income (it used to
be three percent). Furthermore, you may no
longer deduct $150
separately for medical
insurance premiums
you paid; they're to be
included with our
overall medical
expenses.
In Bob and Linda's
case, with their combined income of $35,000,
they can deduct any
medical expenses above
$1,750 (five percent) if
they file jointly.
Because Linda incurred
$3,000 in medical expenses, they are entitled
to a $1,250 deduction if
they file jointly. If they
file separately,
however, Linda is entitled to a $2,250 deduction
($3,000 minus five percent of her income).
Since the $2,250 deduc-

tion is greater than the
$1,500 marital deduction, it may pay for Bob
and Linda to file
separate returns.
Always figure it out both
ways, CPAs says,
because there are many
factors involved, including a higher tax
rate for separate
returns.
One of the best ways
for a married couple to
cut taxes is to open two
Individual Retirement
Accounts. Two wage
earners can stash away
up to $4,000 a year in
their IRAs and avoid
paying taxes on that
amount until the money
is withdrawn. The prin
cipal is tax-deductible
and the interest it earns
is tax-deferred.
Married couples with
children may be eligible
for the child and dependent care tax credit if
they paid someone to
watch their children
while they were at work
or attending school fulltime. If your child is
under 15, or if you have
another dependent who

cannot care for him or
herself, you may qualify
for the credit.
The credit is allotted
on a sliding scale. For
families with an income
of $10,000 or less, a 30
percent credit may be
claimed on child or
dependent care expenses of up to $2,400 for
one child and up to
$4,800 for two or more
children. So, a couple
with an income of
$10,000 or less who paid
$2,400 to care for their
THE BAMBOO GARDEN RELOCATES — The Bamboo
child can subtract $720
Garden, formerly located
in Dixieland Center, has recently moved to 115 S. 4th
from their tax bill. The
St. Owners, from left, Marsha
Hargrove, Suzanne Oakley and Carita Lamb, report that The
maximum credit for two
Bamboo Garden
in the new location will offer a complete line of picture frames,
or more children would
Fitz & Floyd glasses,
brass, lamps. prints, Lenox candles, rattan furniture, wicker
be $1,440.
and bamboo items and
a bridal registry. In addition to the three owners, The
As income increases
Bamboo Garden employs
Marge
Garland. The Bamboo Garden is open from 9 a.m. to 5
to $28,000 and more, the
p.m. Monday through
Saturday.
credit decreases to 20
percent of expenses.
The maximum tax
credit for one child at
that level is $480 and
$960 for two or more
children.
Keep in mind: a tax
credit is subtracted
directly from your tlx
bill, not from your inElizabeth Gowans,
come. Dollar for dollar,
certification from the
Murray Manor apartit's a bigger tax break.
National Center for
ment manager, has
Housing Management,
recently accepted the
giving her the title of
position of resident
certified housing
manager of Southside
manager. This course
Sinai, for example, Manor Limited.
was offered in LexSouthsi
de
Manor
is
a
said the 1983 news was
ington and required a
"not a one-time event. Section 8, federally submanagement review of
sidized
housin
g
comple
x
Once again, the surprisMurray
Manor.
with
88
units. Gowans
ingly good result on inwill
be
managi
ng
these
flation underscores that
Gowans and her
we have cracked for a apartments in addition
daughter Kellye are
long, long time, inflation to Murray Manor
residing at Southside
as a major problem in Limited, an 80 apartManor.
ment complex located
the U.S. economy."
on Diuguid Road.
Office hours for
Gowans began
Southside are 9 a.m. to
Many economists say
noon, Monday through
a combination of events managing Murray
brought inflation down Manor in May. 1978. In
Friday and 12:30 to 3:30
p.m. at Murray Manor
from the much-higher August, 1981, she comElizabeth Gowans
rates of a few years ago. pleted and received her
Limited.

Gowans named resident
manager, Southside Manor

Wholesale *Price inflation best in 20 year's
By ROBERT FURLOW
Martin Feldstein, chief
Associated Press Writer
White House economist.
WASHINGTON (AP)
"Sensational," said
— Inflation on wholesale Allen *Sinai, chief
prices melted to a scant economist for the in0.6 percent laSt year, the vestment firm Lehman
best showing in two Brothers Kuhn Loeb in
decades,, as food prices i-New York.
rose only slightly and
"A remarkable
energy costs plunged, economic achievethe government ment," said Jerry
reported Friday.
Jasinowski, chief
Analysts stretched for economist for the Nasuperlatives in describ- tional Association of
ing the tiny 1983 in- Manufacturers.
crease shown in the
White Hou.se
Labor Department's spokesman Larry
Producer Price Index Speakes said the figures
for Finished Goods.
were evidence of a
"Marvelous," said break in the nation't

"vicious cycle of in- be at least somewhat
creasing inflation."
higher this year,
The increase in perhaps 2 percent to 4
wholesale prices for percent assuming the
December alone was on- recovery continues and
ly 0.2 percent.
there is no repeat of the
Separate government big oil-price declines
reports said retail sales that pulled last year's
and industrial produc- total down. But they
tion also increased only also see no big price
modestly in December. surge coming up, at
Economists said that least not before big
meant the;. national federal budget deficits
economic recovery was begin making a bigger
slowing a bitlitone more impact on the economy
reason to think inflation next year.
will stay low for some
time to come.
Most analysts believe
wholesale inflation will

Four Roberts Realty associates

Hodge's Tax Service owner has complete rea
— l estate courses,
agent,:
passed IRS enrolled agent exam
Mike Hodge, owner of and corporation returns
Hodges Tax Service in -and the tax preparers
Murray, has recently responsibilities. Last
been notified that he has year only 10 people from
passed the test given by across the state became
the Interanl Revenue enrolled agents.
Service allowing a tax
Hodge has attended
preparer to become an Murray State Universienrolled agent.
ty, earning 144 credit
Hodge will become an hours with emphasis on
enrolled agent upon the accounting and other
acceptance of his ap- business courses, He
began his tax career in
plication by the IRS.
January, 1975 and openThe test, ad- ed Hodges Tax
Service
ministered in Louisville, in 1978.
consists of four exHe is a member of
aminations covering Cherry Corner
Baptist
two days. The exams Church and he
and his
test the preparers wife Dianna have
two
knowledge of individual, children, John,
3 and
business, partnership Marty, 2.

The enrolled agent examination is given each
year to qualify persons
who are neither certified public accountants nor attorneys to
represent clients before
the various IRS functions such as appeals,
collection or
examination.

expected in the last half
of last year as the
recovery began to
mature. But continuing
high interest rates have
made it unclear when
there might be a strong
pickup in capital
spending.
The Co-mm,erce
report, based on govrArnment surveys taken in
late November and
December, said the 9.9
percent gain in spending
plans for 1984 follows a
4.2 percent decline in
spending for all of 1983.

"I know computers inside and out,
like Block knows taxes."
"I'm trained to know computers, not taus.So I
rely on HiSiR Block for tax preparation. Block
keeps up with the tax changes. They're trained to
spot every deduction and credit I'm entitled to.
They must be good;
three out of every
lour Block clients
get a refund."

Peopk who know HaR
their business go to

•••••••

LOCK

903 Amodio
Phone: 753-9204
Open 9 41.0.4 p.m. Wmpatisys,9 am.4 p.m. Set.

beneficial—to --thern---411—tary'at
ner
actheir real estate profescording to Requarth.
sion and will help them
be better prepared to
Requarth feels that
one of the reasons for
serve the public.
Requarth, owner of their success is their
Roberts Realty, said she continuing effort in real
feels continuing educa- estate education.
tion is a "must" in the
real estate field today.
"All of our associates
have made a real effort
to attend seminars,
meetings and classes
that we feel will benefit
our business," she said.
Roberts Realty is the
oldest real estate agen11 H.P. 30" Cut Rider
cy in Murry and has
Reg
422 95 E ec Start
more experience in the
real es3tate field than

Joyce Betsworth,
Amos McCarty and Anna Requarth all completed a course in real
estate appraisal while
Theresa Knight comHodge, who was pleted the real estate
tested in October, en- law course. All of the
courages local in- associates feel that the
dividuals and courses will be
businesses to consider
his tax service this year.
Hodges Tax Service is
Clean Earth Recycling
located at 1104 Pogue
Next to old Plant Land
Ave. and the phone
Building in Drafienville.
number is 759-1425.

Increased spending expected'
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Business executives
plan to increase spending for modernization
and expansion by 9.9
percent this year, the
first gain since 1980, the
government said today.
The planned increase
wonld be the sharpest
since 1977 and put real,
or inflation-adjusted,
capital spending at its
highest level since 1978,
the.Commerce Department report said.
Economists have said
such business investment was better than

In a -continuing effort
to stay abreast of the
times and to be informed of real estate today,
tour associates of
Roberts Realty have
successfully completed
courses in the real
estate field at Murray
State University.

Adjusted to price
changes, this year's increase would be 9.4 percent after a „decline of
3.5 percent, the report.

Buying — Aluminum Cons,
Scrap Aluminum,
30'
Copper & Brass
per pound
Effective Dec. 1st We Will Ile Closed
Mon.. Wed. & Open Thurs.Set. 9 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Cell after 5 p.m. 527-1719

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
The Bamboo Garden

.

Joyce Betsworth

Theresa Knight

Amos McCarty

Mike Hodge

Anna Requarth

14 Kt. Gold
Bonded chains and
charms 69( per inch
and up.
14 Kt gold beads of
all sizes.

Elizabeth Gowans

For information call
Hazel Brandon- 753-6555v

Pre-Season Close Out
On All 1983 Snappers
Now Only

$1,295"
8 H.P. 30' Cut Ri er
(Elect Start)
Reg $1,301 95

Now Onl

$1 175"

21" Se f Propelled
6 Forward Speeds
3/
1
2 H.P. Briggs
Hivac Cutting
Action
Reg $411 95

Now Only $381 95
Save $30.00

7/
1
2% A.P.R. Financing Available
During Month of Jan.
Come By & Register For Free Color
T.V. To Be Given Away Jan. 28th
MURRAY
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fishing

line
by lorry maupin

What do most
fishermen do when they
fish a large body of
water like Kentucky or
Barkley lake?
Usually they will head
for the nearest bank and
start casting. The next
time you find yourself in
a ,similar situation,
perhaps you should turn
around and fish the
other way.
Get away from the

crowded shorelines and the open areas of a these fish?
fish more open water reservoir than anyone
It has been many
areas, especially this thought.
years since there was
time of the year when
The largest concen- any brush in open water
looking for sauger and trations of fish were areas of Kentucky lake
crappie.
found in and around the unless it was placed by a
If you will recall, this experimental fisherman.
is the advice of the brushpiles, which are
Each spot produces or
fisheries experts who now called attractors, holds a 'certain number
took part in the Crooked and all had been placed of game fish the yearCreek research project by man.
round and properly
a few years ago.
Shouldn't we continue done, you could have a
The results indicated to increase our struc- dozen or more good,
there were more fish in ture or brush to attract open water, fishing

Illegal hunters cut down deer herd
GEESE HUNT — David Outland, left, Mike Wilkins, center, Tom Wilkins, right,
and Tommy Wilkins, not pictured, took this limit of eight Canada geese in a hunt on
Dec. 26 in Ballard County. Mike, Tommy and David also took another limit of six
geese on Jan. 1 from the same area.

BARDSTOWN, Ky.
(AP) — Sportsmen
assigned to kill deer in
the Nelson County portion of the Bernheim
Forest during a public
hunt next month probably won't get to fire a
shot, said one state conservation official.
events in 1984. This year
That's because illegal
the series will include 15 hunters have killed betgeograohic divisions, ween 100 and 300 deer in
compared to 10 in 1983.
the past three weeks,
The 'finale — the Red
Man All American Bass
Championship — will
bring together the 36
SYDNEY, Australia
best fishermen from the
(AP) — The leader of a
15 divisions in early
wildlife conservation
November. They will
group says there be an
compete for a $100,000
international outcry
first prize and another
when the Australian
$100,000 in cash and
government announces
merchandise.
the 1984 commercial
killing quotas for
kangaroos.
female rhinos, Tillie, is
Richard Jones, exexpected to give birth ecutive director of the
soon, zoo officials said. Fund for Animals, said
There are about 2,000 he expects an announcewhite rhinos, which are ment by the government
actually gray, in the soon setting a quota of
world and about 300 in about 2 million
kangaroos this year. He
captivity, they said.
"Females carry the
babies for 15 to 18 months and those born at the
Knoxville zoo are weanWASHINGTON (API
edI and SOld at 8 run, — Appropriately, a nonths," senior zookeeper human has been chosen
Pat Parks said.
as honorary chairman
The young animals of the National Wildlife
are sold to zoos for Federation's annual Na$2,000-$4,000, Ms. Parks tional Wildlife Week.
said.
The distinction of being the first of his kind
to be so honored goes to
Kermit the Frog, one of
Jim Henson's most
popular Muppets, who
will appear in public
service announcements
promoting the federa-

Tourney directors named
GILBERTSVILLE —
Two 1983 Red Man Tournament Trail competitors have joined
Operation Bass as tournament directors.
Operation Bass
manages the Tournament Trail series, which
expands to 90 tourneys
in 1984 compared to 60 in
1983.
Rod Reeder and Dan
Grimes each have been
competing nonprofessionally in bass
tournaments for almost
10 years. Reeder took
part in 14 of the Red
Man events last year;
Grimes particiapated th
two.
Grimes, 34, has been a
district Scout executive
with the Boy Scouts of
America for the past
two years. Prior to that
he was employed in the
Continuing Education
Department of Murray
State University.
Grimes holds a B.S.
degree in urban planning and an M.A. degree
in couseling from Murray State. He is a native
of Frankton.
Reeder, 35, is a native
of Murphrysboro, Julie
was a tax assessor for
Murphrysboro
Township before joining
Operation Bass. He is a
business administration
graduate of Southern Il-

linois University.
Grimes will direct
Red Man Tournament
Trail competitions in
the Buckeye, Piedmont
and Northeastern divisions. Reeder will direct
competitions in the
Barna, Ole Miss and
Mountain divisions.
Grimes and Reeder
join three other tournament directors at
Operation Bass to
manage the 90 Red Man

Outcry on quota expected

'Kyle' zoos first newborn
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(API — A rare white
rhinoceros baby named
after the city's new
mayor has become the
firstborn of the year at
the Knoxville zoo.
"Kyle," named after
Kyle Testerman, weighs
more than 100 pounds.
He was the ninth
southern white
rhinoceros, an endangered species, born
here and is the third for
Polly, one of the zoo's
five female rhinos. He
was born Tuesday.
Another of the zoo's
se

Wildlife chairman named
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0
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0
Child's Insulated Camo Clothing 0
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0
New Spring Items
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0
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753-0703
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Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
*Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8. Service

said Charles McClure, flashlight to spot deer.
the forest's executive "They see ,those eyes,
aim the gun and kadirector.
pow," said Brumley. ,
"The people who are
Brumley said he has
assigned to hunt in here,. caught 16 potential
aren't going to kill a poachers in the past
single deer," said Kevin three weeks.
Brumley, Fish and
Brumley said there's
Wildlife conservation of- no longer any problem
ficer in Nelson County. with
overpopulation in
"I'll bet you right now." the Nelson County porThe hunters operate tion of the forest
mostly at night, using a because so many deer
have been taken.
Others, which have run
away after being shot,
have been left to die.
said another 2 million
"This field here used
would be killed illegally.
to
have 45 to 50 deer,"
"This commercial
slaughter of wildlife will Brunley said Monday
during a drive through
be the number one conservat4on issue in the the forest. "You don't
see them anymore.
world this year, and,
They just have disaprightly so," Jones said.
peared. I have to think
He said Australia's they've gone into sokangaroo population is meone's freezer."
estimated at 10 million
A poacher can sell a
to 12 million.
deer carcass for about
Each year the govern- $50.
Bill Graves, the Fish
ment sets a quota for
licensed hunters who and Wildlife Departkill the animals for their ment's director of game
management, said
skins and meat.
Nelson County's remote
bottomlands may be
particularly attractive
to poachers. He said,
—
tion's theme: "Water
however, he wasn't
We Can't Live Without aware of any significant
4 It.
problem in the forest.
"I haven't seen any
"Who knows more
about the importance of reports out of law enclean water than a forcement," Graves
frog?" said Jay Hair, said. "I'm not aware of
executive vice president any outstanding
poaching problem in the
of the organization.
area. I'm not worried
Hair said more than about it particularly."
20 million students,
The department has a
teachers and conserva- hunt scheduled Feb. 3-6,
tionists are expected to with 1,200 hunters exparticipate in theobser- pected to eliminate as vances March 18-24.
many as 400 deer from a

Pontoo

Brown's
Gunsmithing
Service
,
1E
P1-101

herd estimated at about
700.
Brumley, who has
been staking out the
forest at night, said that
in addition to the 16 people arrested, he has
stopped countless others
shining lights in the
fields. But unless they
also are carrying a gun,
he can't arrest them.
He said.most of those
arrested had smallgauge shotguns or handguns so shots wouldn't
be heard by the conservation officer or
neighbors.
"One guy I arrested
told me he's taken eight
to 10 this year,"
Brumley said.
Last weekend,
Brumley said about 25
cars a day drove
through a back road to
the forest that he patrols
regularly. He saw plates
from Georgia, Indiana
and Ilinois.
Some were just looking at the deer; others
were scouting the forest
for the public hunt; but
some were looking for
the spots to return to
after dark, Brumley
said.
Jim Beam, whose
farm adjoins the forest,
said that on the last
warm weekend, he
counted more than 500
cars driving into the
preserve, many of them
at night.
In a field near Beam's
farm, a young fawn was
grazing Monday.
"He's been there all
day," Beam said. "His
mamma's been shot.
There he is trying to eke
a living out."

to
to

areas.
TVA and Fish &
Wildlife authorities
have placed several
good brushpiles n Kentucky lake but, they
have just about completely rotted away.
We need to get these
replaced before spring
while the water level is
at winter pool.
I'm supposed to mention a way, for everyone
who's guilty, to help
keep these brushpiles
fishable.
The biggest pet peeve
I see and hear about is,
people who remove line
from a reel and throw it
into the water.
Now doggone it, that
wad of monofilatnent
floats and drifts around
until it catches in these
brushpiles, treetops and
stumbeds making
fishing impossible.
It's also possible to
get line fouled around a
prop and ruin an oil seal
in the lower unit.
It's a shame that the
ones who dump this
trash into the lake don't
get lures hung up or
motors ruined instead of
the good folks!
Seriously now, this is
a real problem and we
all need to make an effort to help keew_ our
lakes clean!
There are trash bins
provided at every ramp
so bring your junk back
and put it in them instead of the water!
Happy Fishing!

Hunter
spares
moose
WALHALLA, N.D.
(AP) — A hunter who
believes in shooting
moose to "keep them
under control" has
befriended one and asked fellow hunters to
spare her if they spot
her in the woods wear- .
ing the red ribbon he
tied around her neck.
"She's legal game,
that's what they tell the
hunters, but she is a
tame moose," Carl
Kartes said. "If anyone
shoots her, I'd say
they're net much of a
hunter.
(Continued on Page 7)

DONELSON
FISH MARKET
Fresh Ky.Late Catfish
Center Ridge Area
Turn off 94 E at Duncon's Market,
go 6 miles on Hwy 732.
Open: Thur., Fri., Sat. 10 A.M.4
P.M. Sundays 1 P.M.-6 P.M.
Mon., Tue., Wed. and all other
hours to order call 436-5834
Rex and Ann Donelson Owners.

502-436-5856

RIESLUCING & GENERAL. REPAIR
CUSTOM STOC K WORK
SPOSTERaING & RSFIN11111t40
ReSTORATIOM

RT. *6. BOX 1213
MURRAY. KY. 42071

"

Boyer s
Tree Service
753-0338

171

I

Where "Service Is Our Business"

Topping, Deadwooding, Hedg
Trimming, Complete Removal
Pesticide Treatment, Surgery
Seasoned Firewood.
*Felly Insered

Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor,Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Romp,Tackle, Bciit.

00
s‘'
.41
R.1 Plardlee(3412)474-2245 se 474-2211, lit. 171
.4'
'
• E.E.E.E.C.A.A.E.E.E.E.VEWEN.

esL
-111011111.

Serving Those
Famous Fish Dinners
Hwy.6$& BO At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

.1:171.71

Your U-Haul Headquarters
Hwy.641 South
4

Kenlake Marina

41 Super Shell

753-9131

A.E.E.E.C.E.E.E.C..E.E.E.E.C.E.WEE.E.A.A.C.A.1

C.AVE.ILEEN.A.E.E.C.A.V.EILVE.A.C.A..*.E.E.*_v-

.1)

Sportsman's Realty—
U.S. 68 At Jonathon Creek
blireromt Conatrciil
Inaba& Residett41
Fana asi Lake Pr
2 bedroom cottage
$15,000,3 min. te miter

VERNON LILE
--Broker
Phone 354-6338

th°
el;

TT

1

471

SUPPLY.
We install Automotive Glass
and Have a Complete
Automotive Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses.

753-4563 5125. 12th
• ILE.E.‘_1111E.E.C._*-EtZ
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Crabbers line coast as high prices continue
BROOKINGS, Ore.
(AP) — Foster Wright
called down to his crew
after landing about 350
pounds of dungeness
crab at the Tom Lazio
Fish Co.
"We won't be eating
crab tonight," he said as
he climbed the ladder to
the deck of the Deb A
Lin. Not when
fishermen can sell it at
$1.75 a pound.
Unprecedented high
prices are taking the
sting out of the third
straight year of hard
scratching for Oregon's
crab fleet, which dropped from 570 boats in
1980 to 376 in September.
But old-timers and
marine biologists agree
that there will be a lot
more boats tied to the
dock before the end of
this season.
"There's so many
people, the crabs don'to
have a chance," said
Gerald Hahn, 62, who
has been crabbing for 26
years. When he started,
just three crab boats
worked out of Brookings. Now there are 60.
"My youngest boy, I
raised him on the host,"
Hahnrid.
t
"He would
love
take the
at.
But yottc_an't me a
living. That-s tp bad
part of it."
Catches 11434 been
dropping fast since the
opening of the season,
which stretches from
Dec. Ito Sept. 15. •
"A boat that gets 2,000
pounds today gets only
1,000 tomorrow," said
Allen Burkhow,
manager of the
Meredith Fish Co. "It's
near over for the year."
He added the high
prices are likely to drop
as consumers tire of
paying $15 a pound for
picked crabmeat.
Dreams of easy
money when crab landings hit an all-time
high of 18.2 million
pounds in 1980 brought
droves of new boats into
the fishery. Oregon
generally accounts for
about 15 percent of the
dungeness crab caught
from Alaska to California, said Dale Snow of
the Pacific Marine
Fisheries Commission.
"You'd see people
standing here on the
dock watching a boat
unload $10,000 worth of
fish and you could see
the dollar signs ringing
in their heads," said
Burkhow.
But then the crab
population headed into
the downswing of a cycle that lasts from seven
to 10 years.
Various theories attribute the cycle to an
over-abundance of
female crabs, reduced
food supplies and a
parasitic worm that attacks crab eggs, said
Darrell Demory, a
biologigt for the state
Department of Fish and
Wildlife.

Only 4.1 million
pounds were landed last
season and it could be
several years before
catches start to rise
again, he added.
"Most of our crabbers
now fishing have been at
it for eight or fewer
years," said Demory.
"The guys with 20 or
more years make up
just 23 percent of the
fleet. That is really a
radical change from
just a few years ago,
when it was probably
more like 80 percent oldtimers."
As more boats took to
the water, people
started fishing earlier in
the season to beat the
crowds.
"Back in the '50s the
peak harvest was in
April, May and June
and nobody went fishing
in winter," Demory
said. "Now everybody
fishes as early as they

can."
As a result, about 60
percent of the annual
harvest is taken by the
end of December, the
first month.
Up to 14 percent of the
females and small crabs
that get thrown back are
dying because they are
caught so often, he
added.
Demory agrees with
old-timers like Hahn
that the fleet has to be
thinned out. The problem is how to do it.
While Hahn wants to
leave it to the weather
and economic attrition
to limit the crab catch,
Demory thinks state
regulations are needed.
"There's got to be
drastic action taken
here or nothing's going
to change," Demory
said.
"It will be my
primary objective in the
next few years to
develop a crab plan.

Acres off limits for energy development
WASHINGTON (AP)
— The federal
wilderness system, a
battleground on which
the Reagan administration and its environmental foes have fought for
the last three years,
passed a milestone with
the beginning 'of the
year as millions of protected acres became
permanently off limits
to energy development.
Under terms of the
Wilderness Act of 1964,
which created the
preservation system,
Saturday was the last
day the government
could approve new mining claims or drilling
leases in designated
wilderness areas. The
provision affects at
least 25 million acres of
wilderness preserves.
The 1964 law gave
mineral companies
almost 20 years to explore for minerals and
file mining claims in
wilderness areas. /
But effective 'With
1984, the act specified,
wilderness areas "are
withdrawn from all
forms of appropriation
under the mining laws
and from disposition
under all laws pertaining to mineral leasing"
except for mining rights
already in effect.
There are few existing
claims, since the Interior Department
historically has been
reluctant to grant approval. The Wilderness
Society says "a landfill" of oil and gas leases
have been approved
over the last 20 years; at
the height of the dispute
over wilderness drilling,
the figure was put at
less than 50. No national
figure exists on hardrock mineral claims,
since records of those
claims are not kept in

Washington.
However, about 1,000
applications for oil and
natural gas leases were
on file with the Interior
Department last year
seeking drilling rights.
The Dec. 31 deadline
passed without notice in
most quarters. Although
the Interior Department
legally had the authority to grant mineral
leases until Sunday,
Congress for the last
two years has put riders
on annual appropriations bills prohibiting
the department from
acting.
Those prohibitions
were prompted by fears
that former Interior
Secretary James G.
Watt would open the
wilderness preserves to
oil and gas companies.
Watt, who resigned in

Hunter...
(Continued from Page 6)
Kartes, 52, and "Sandy" got together in June
1980 when the game
warden wasn't
available and the county
sheriff didn't know what
to do with an ailing calf
that apparently had
been rejected by her
mother. The hunter
volunteered to do the
parenting.
Kartes said he bottlefed the calf every two
hours for the first few
days, using a mixture of
condensed milk, syrup
and water.
After 10 days, he
released the recovering
calf in a nearby wooded
area. With help from the
family's dog, he tracked
her down for daily
feedings.
The moose and the
family dog "got to be
just like twins," Kartes
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DEAR IN: Tell your mother that you've already
made your future mother-in-law welcome, and there
is no way you can exclude her now without causing
hard feelings.
Be patient with your mother. She could be jealous
of the woman with whom she must now share her
daughter. Tell your mother that you want yours to
be a happy, lasting marriage, and one of the most
essential ingredients is a loving relationship with
your husband's mother.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frastes Drake

•• •

FOR SUNDAY,JANUARY 15, 1964
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) IY1
F%
Financial concerns preoccupy you, but solutions aren't
to be, found until late in the
day. Utilize tact when expressing viewpoints.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) t
:4
:
67
A partner's spending habits
could be a source of disagreement. Institute budgets and
savings programs without
alienating others.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20
Learn to express your feelings, or others won't know
where you stand. Use reason
rather than emotion in a
tricky work situation.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) GOO
Tension is mounting in a
relationship. It's time to bring
things out into the open
without moodiness.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. M)
Don't expect a welcome
reception by a family member
if you bring unexpected company home with you. Respect
others' wishes.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) npt
Agitation about a career
matter can make you
somewhat difficult to be
around. Turn your attention to
creative pursuits.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) An
It's a poor time for giving or
receiving advice. Travel can
lead to unexpected expenditure. Home life is preferable
now.
SCORPIO
(Oct. Mt° Nov.21) inieV"
Despite your efforts to hold

4124:g
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DEAR ABBY: I've been overweight all my life, so I read
with special interest the letter signed -Thin but Healthy,"
and when I came across the line, "No one would ever say
to a fat person,'Gee, you're fat,— I plotzed!
Abby, I wish I had a dollar for every time someone has
said to me, "You have such a pretty fact, why don't you
do something about your body?"
I have a twin sister, and we are both in show business.
Sometimes our weight works against us, but it usually
works in our favor because we're glamorous, dress well
and have no trouble accepting ourselves the way we are.
Like most fat people, we've lost weight and gained it all
back, but it became too much of a struggle to stay thin, so
we decided to "be our natural selves"—fat.
Wouldn't it be a boring world if we all looked alike? I,
for one, plan to continue being myself, and if some people
don't like me, that's their problem.
MARILYN IN NEWARK,CALIF.

on to money, expenses could
escalate now. Critical acumen
is an asset to you in intellectual work.
SAGITTARIUS
41440
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) "
Keep loved ones abreast of
your plans, or problems could
result. If tension mounts, you
may have a lot of explaining to
do.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
When socializing, don't
discuss work. A friend is
hostile and may be faultfinding. Don't let others
undermine
your
accomplishments.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Some awkwardness exists in
a social situation. Do further
research about a career plan
before discussing it with
others.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) *
Q
.
A property matter has legal
ramifications which need to be
investigated. A friend's
helpful advice leads to a
change of opinion.

DEAR MARILYN: I like your style.
•• •

DEAR ABBY: This is for "Worried Sick," who said her
kids didn't need seat belts because she was covered by
prayer—and if anything happened to them it would be
"God's will."
I'm reminded of the story about a man named John who
was caught in a flood. As the waters rose to the level of
hig porch, a man came along in a boat to rescue him, but
John refused to leave. He said, "No, I will stay here; the
Lord will provide."
The waters kept rising until John was sitting on the
roof of his house. Another boat came along, but John
refused to budge. Again:he said,"No, thank you. The Lord
will provide."
Finally, the waters rose even higher, and John was
YOU BORN TODAY are at
home in large enterprises and forced to sit on top of his chimney! A helicopter came by
are a good moneymaker. to rescue him, and once again he said, "I'm staying here.
Though you can do well in The Lord will provide."
The water continued to rise, and eventually John
business, you're more inclined
drowned. As he entered the pearly gates, John said to St.
to an academic or professional
Peter, "All my
career. You have a the Lord and life I was a devout.Christiazi. I prayed to
kept the faith. Why then did the Lord not
philosophic bent and have save me?"
good insights into society and
St. Peter replied, "My son, he sent two boats and a
its values. You'd make a fine helicopter. What more did you want?"
critic, psychologist or social
Moral: If we are provided with safety devices and the
worker. You have the ability intelligence to use them, we should not depend on the
your Lord to save us
to commercialize
creative gifts and are
SARANAC.LAKE, N Y
sometimes found in an artistic
career. Law, architecture,
literature, science, religion
(If you put off writing letters because you don't
and government work are
other fields in which you'll know what to say, send for Abby's complete booklet
make your mark. Birth date on letter-writing. Send $2 and a long, stamped (37
of: Martin Luther King Jr., cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)
civil rights leader.
•••
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The 68 Rider has a covered engine for a quiet ride;
shift-on -the-go 5:speed transmission. Triplesafety starting, color-coded controls, recoil or
electric start. Choose 30- or 34-inch cutting a
width. Optional rear bagger for 30-inch mower. •
Recoil Start Reg. Price $1449m

NOW $
ONLY

1 29900Save'150"

14-hp Tractor

•

Hydrostatic drive and hydraulic lift make the
14-hp 314 Tractor ideal for jobs other than just
mowing. Hydrostatic drive gives you one-lever •
control of travel speed and direction no clutching, no shifting. Hydraulic lift lets you positron
equipment exactly where you want it. The 314
also has built-in headlights, high -back seat and
color-coded controls Mowers, front blade, tiller •
and snow thrower are available.
314 with 48" Mower Reg Retail $44780°

39780oSave $500"

NOW $
ONLY
oil

"Lorpost Arcknry
Cedric,
Sothoetion In
Jo, Eric
Thin Arse"
end
502-753-1342
Jan. Benson

John Deere Model 317

John Deere 21"

17 H.P. Twin Cyl. Hyd.
Reg. $4748"Save $40000

Self Propelled 4 H P

NOW

NOW $460°°
Save $30"

$4348"

NOW

RENTAVSALES

$4958°°

CENTER
200 E. Main

Other Models At Closeout
Prices 71
/
2 A.P.R. Financing
During Month Of January!

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McClUlt1
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•
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John Deere Model 318

appy Holiday Travel,Incr:,
Telepisone 502-436-54113

00 40.0

8-hp Riding Mower

1
J
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18 H P Twin Cyl
Reg. $5558" Save $600"

We carry Johnson Outboards

•• •

Close-Out
On All 83
Model John
Deere Equip.
Making Room
For 84

said. "If you couldn't
find the moose you
followed the dog."
Sandy has since lived
in the woods and has
delivered two calves.
Kartes said. But his
farm remains her home
away from home on cold
winter nights where she
sleeps in the garage or
quonset, he said.
The moose was a
regular visitor during
the bitter cold weather
last month, he said
Tuesday night. She left
Friday when the
temperatures warmed
up but, "She knows
where the gravy is. ...
When it get's cold she'll
be back. You can just
about bet on it."
Sandy weighs 1,000
pounds and stands 8 feet
from hoof to head. She
likes to be petted, the
hunter said.

•••

Double AA Service

01

•••

Arms, Ammo, Archery, Fishing,
Hunting, Camping Supplies

410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779

Bride Feels Crushed
Between Mothers' Love

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting
Goods

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
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October, never made
wilderness drilling part
of his official program.
But he complained in
speeches, congressional
testimony and memos
about resources locked
away from development, and the department under his direction
moved toward
wilderness development
until Congress ordered
It to stop.
With the Dec. 31, 1983,
deadline now history,
the department has no
authority to approve
mineral leases or
claims in designated
wilderness areas.
The department
declined to comment
late last week on the
passing of the deadline,
saying the issue already
was moot because of the
congressional ban.

By Abigail Van Buren

•
•

•

II

One of these objectives
will be to get the fleet
back in balance."
He favors limiting the
state's crab fleet to 100
boats. That could be
done through a lottery
for permits, or allowing
no new boats to join the
fishery, so that the
number gradually drops
as fishermen die, retire
or go broke.
There is also talk of
cutting the season off
June 15, rather than letting it run through Sept.
15, Demory said.
"Talk to any fisherman and he'll tell you
there's too many boats
out there," said
Demory. "But then ask
them how you're going
to do it and they can't
tell you."
"The day will come
when the fishery is back
to where it belongs,"
said Hahn. "But a lot of
people will have to get
hurt first."

DEAR ABBY. I'm engaged to marry a wonderful man.
We're both 22. His mother and I get along fantastically. I
call her "Mom." She says that I am the "daughter" she's
always wanted but never had.
"Mom" asked me if she could come along with my
mother and me and help pick out my bridal gown. Seeing
no reason why she shouldn't, I told her I'd love to have
her
Well, I told my mother, and she said she thought it was
totally rude of my future mother-in-law to include herself.
Then she said if "Mom" wants to help pick out my
wedding gown,she should pay for half of it.
Abby, I've already told "Mom" she could come along,
and it would break her heart if I had to tell her I changed
my mind. How should this be handled without making my
own mother look bad?
IN THE MIDDLE
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Basketball tonight: Youngstown State hosts Murray State
Tipoff7 p.m]
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Auburn knocks UK
from list of
unbeatens, 82-63
AUBURN, Ala. (AP)
— Auburn Coach Sonny
Smith could only state
the obvious after his
Tigers kn,ocked off
previously undefeated
Kentucky Friday night.
"DO you think that
this would be an
understatement, that
this would be our biggest win?" he asked
after Auburn beat the
second-ranked Wildcats
82-63.
"It was a great victory over a tremendous
basketball team," he
said.
Auburn was led by
Chuck Person with 25

points in the
Southeastern Conference match-up that
saw the Tigers overcome an early 8-0 deficit
to take first place in the
SEC with 'a 4-0 conference record.
Kentucky, 12-1 overall
and 4-1 in the SEC, got
22 points from Melvin
Turpin and 15 points
from Sam Bowie.
Kentucky coach Joe
B. Hall 'called Auburn,
10-3,
as talented a
team as any one wel7e
played.
'They played very
spirited as a team and
were very unselfish."
Hall said the Wildcats
fell for a few reasons of
their own, however.
"We did not execute
defensively and did not
rebound well. We didn't
get the movement and
execution we needed
from our guards (and).
we couldn't hit the outside shot, even though
most of them were good
ones."
Smith said scheduling

Spark turns into flame, Tigers
make comeback to down Cards
By DAVID TUCK
district win over the
Sports Writer
visiting Mayfield
The Murray High Cardinals.
Tigers improved their
The Tigers trailed
season mark to 3-6 Fri- throughout the entire
day with an exciting, first half, but they got a
come-from-behind 79-63 spark that later turned

wils on Auburn's side.
The relatively wellrested Tigers had not
played in a week, while
Friday night's game
was Kentucky's third
thiA,week.
/"kzLnaucky was a
tired basketball team,"
he said. "A lot of people
ask me if I wouldn't
rather play three games
a week. But at this stage
of the season. I think it
was an advantage for us
(to be rested)."
Auburn led 41-34 at the
half, and Kentucky closed the gap to 60-54 with
9:34 left in the game.
But the Wildcats never

got closer from that
point.
Turpin and Bowie
were the only Kentucky
players in double
figures. Jim Master,
who was averaging 10.8
points per game, scored
two. Kenny Walker,
averaging 12 points a
game for the Wildcats,,
was held to six.
Charle Barkley had
21 points, and Greg
Turner and Gerald
White each added 12
points for Auburn:

KENTUCKY (63)
Bowie 7-12 1-2 15, Walker 3-5 0-1 6.
Turpin 2-14 4-6 22. Master 1-5 0-0 2,
Harden 1-2 0-0 2. Blackmon 3-10 0-0 6,
Beal 2-5 1.1, 5, Andrews 0-2 0-0 0.
Bearup 0-0 0-0 0. Bennett 2-7 1-1 5.
Hefts 0-004 0 Totals 2642 7.1113.
AUBURN(82)
Person 9-20 7-11 25, Stricklratid 3-8
1-37. Turner 4-7 4.4 12. White 6-10 0-2
12, Ford 2.7 1.2 5. DanleLs 0-0 0-0 0.
Martin 0-0 0-0 0, Holland 0-0 0-0 0.
Barkley 7-11 7-11 21 Totals 31-63
20-3382
Halftime—Auburn 41, Kentucky
34
Fouled out—Bennett
Rebounds-.-Kentucky 36 A 13owle 101.
Auburn 41 i Barkley 101
Assists—Kentucky 13 (Blackmon.
Beal 41. Auburn 16 'Daiilela7i Total
fouls—Kentucky 27. Auburn 17
Technical'—Kentucky Coach Hall
A-12,424

Navratilova wins
OAKLAND, Calif.
(AP) — Martina
Navratilova won her
53rd straight singles
match by quickly
disposing of aggressive,

Miierray Ledger & Times

crowd-pleasing Zina
Garrison 6-1, 6-1 Friday
night in the quarterfinals of the $150,000
Virginia Slims of
California.

STEVE AND STAN — Murray High's Rutledge
. Brothers, Steve(12 above)and Stan(40, right photo)
helped the Tigers overcome district rival Mayfield Friday night in Murray. Steve ran the Tiger offense at
guard tcoring 13 points while Stan pumped in 18
points in a rare starting appearance. Murray improved to 2-1 in district play.
Staff photos by David Tuck

into a full flame when passed in the second
reserve guards Mark half, and the Tigers
West and Mark Boggess were back in the game.
entered the game at the
Little by little, as the
beginning of the second Cardinals kept getting
quarter. On consecutive deeper in foul trouble,
plays, both grabbed re- the Tigers became more
bounds, took the ball the aggressive in their relength of the floor and bounding and in their
popped 12-foot jumpers full-court, pressing
from the top of the paint defense.
to pull Murray High to
"We started slow, out
within four points of the of the chute, but we improved as the game
visitors.
Not to be out-done, went along. We had
Mayfield scored two some different faces in
unanswered baskets to there, and it took some
give them a 24-16 advan- time to get things settltage. The second ed," Miller said.
basket, a slam dunk by
Miller was also pleascenter Tim Coneal, pro- ed with what he saw in
mpted Tiger coach Cary junior center Paul
Miller to call a time-out Dailey's play. Dailey,
to discuss the situation still nursing an injured
with his troops.
knee, saw limited play"We were getting a ing time in the first half
little sloppy at that but his timely rebounds
point," Miller said were instrumental in
afterwards. "I had to re- spurring his
mind the kids that Con- teammates.
eal's dunk was only two
"Paul was our
points, and- It. counted catalyst," Miller said.
the same as any, other
In all, the Tigers had
shot."
nine players to register
One new face in the' points in the win. And,
Tiger starting five was like most coaches,
that of sophomore Miller enjoys getting as
center Stan Rutledge. In may of his players into
his first varsity start the game as possible.
alongside his brother
'It takes all
Steve, Stan was perfect players to have a s
on all seven of his shots cessful effort, and tha
from the field, and his what we had tonight,
four free throws gave Miller said.
him 18 points for • the
Tonight the Tigers
evening. Only guard play host to Trigg CounTommy Wagner, who ty in a make-up game
had 19 points and eight originally scheduled for
rebounds, scored ,more December '20. Tipoff
points for the Tigers.
time for the junior varMurray .High moved sity game is 6:00 p.m. at
past the Cardinals eitrix_ Murray High School.
in the second half by
MURRAY 4791 — Wagner 2.20 1.2
111. Rutledge, Stan 7.7 4-6 18:
scoring the first 'six Rutledge,
Steve 6-16 1-2 13. Wells 3-1
point's of the third 6-9 13, West 3-6 39;,InDalley 1-2 0-1 2.
—
Parks
1-10-1
2,
0-0 2-.4 2; Bagstanar'
ifiess 1.3 04 2 Totals 311730 ,
Ciineal, who had been
MAYFIELD 1631 — Corneal 6-12,
a dominant force in the 3-4 13: Carlisle 5-11 3-5 13, Mathis.
Ray 7-14 2-5
Mathis, Kent 1-6 0.1
rebounding department, 2: Owens 5-7 16;
0-1 10: Waggoner 3-5 1-2
drew his fourth foul- 7: Williams 1-4 0.02. Totals 27 9-19 63
before a minute had 3-6Records — Murray 3-6. Mayfield

Lendl, Connors advance to Volvo semifinals
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Defending champion
Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia and
fourth-seeded Jimmy
Connors advar_ye Friday to the semi als of
the $400,000 Volvo

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION WEEK

STEAK HOUSE

Buy One Steak At
Reg. Price And Receive
A Second Steak of equal
Value FREE!!!

Masters tennis championships, with Lendl.
mokling up when
Ecuador's Andres
Gomez was -forced to
retire with a pulled muscle in his left shoulder.
Lendl, who has reached the final in each of
three previous trips to
the Masters, will face
Connors in Saturday's
second semifinal. The
first match will pit topseeded Mats Wilander
against John McEnroe.
. Lendl was ahead 6-2,
1-0 when Gomez was
forced to retire. Connors
struggled earlier in the
day before downing
Tomas Smid of
Czechoslovakia 6-4, 2-6,
6-2. •
Saturday's
semifinals, as well as
Sunday's final, are
scheduled to begin at
12:30 p.m. EST. The
matches will be televised by NBC.

hard enough to get it into play. But, whatever
the problem was, it
didn't appear to affect
his heavy top-spin
groundstrokes.
Lendl had no problems breaking G-omez'
serve in the seventh
game, taking it at love.
But the right-hander
had problems holding
Sunday's winner will his own service in both
collect $100,000, with the the sixth and eighth
runner-up receiving games.
$60.000.
Lendl fell behind in
Gomez moved into the the sixth game as
quarter-finals of this Gomez sprayed his
12-man tournament with backhand around the
a decisive first-round court. He reached
victory over Eliot triple-break point only
Teltscher. The Gomez- to have Lendl come
Lendl battle shaped up back.
to be one of power tenLendl, who is ranked
nis, with both players No. 1 in the world in the
hard-hitting baseliners. Atari-ATP computer
Beginning with the rankings, fired his seseventh game, Gomez cond ace of the match.
had problems raising When Gomez was wide
his arm over his head with two forehands
and only served the ball down the line, it was

deuce. Lendl then held
service with a service
winner and ace.
In the eighth game.
Gomez again jumped on
top. He reached break
point at 30-40. Lendl's
fourth ace made it
deuce. Ace No. 5
brought it to deuce
again. After fighting
through five deuces,
Lendl closed out the
first set with a service
winner.
In his two service
games, he saved a total
of six break points,
three in each.
Gomez served to
begin the second set,
again just putting the
ball in play. After he lost
the game at 15, he went
to Lendl and shook
hands, then spoke to
umpire Frank
Hammond.
"I never stopped a
match before in my
life," Gomez said, "and

I'm very sorry it happened at a moment like
this."
Advancing to the
finals of the doubles
were McEnroe and
Peter Fleming, the U.S.
Davis Cup doubles
team,and
Czechoslovakians Smid
and Pavel Slozil.
McEnroe and Fleming, who have won the
last five Volvo Masters
doubles titles, defeated
Mark Edmondson of
Australia and Sherwood
Stewart 6-3, 6-4, while
Smid and Slozil downed
the Swedish team of
Anders Jarryd, and
Hans Simonsson 1-6, 7-6,
7-5.
The doubles final,
with the winners splitting $34,000 and the
losers dividing $16,000,
will be held Sunday
after the singles title ,
match.

Detroit Pistons earning respect from NBA

Offer Good Jan. 16-Jan. 22, 1984
Eat In Only

U.S.D.A. "CHOICE"
WESTERN BEEF
"CUT FRESH DAILY. NEVER FROZEN"

759-9555
406 122 STREET MURRAY
4.
‘

By The Associated Press
The Detroit Pistons
are making inroads and
veteran Bill Laimbeer
knows why.
"We have confidence," Laimbeer
says. "I don't think
anybody lacked con" fidence that we were going to win tonight."
After just missing the
National Basketball
Association playoffs last
year by finishing 37-45
— third in the Central
Divison — the Pistons
are leading the division
with a :
21 15 record.
"We have to go out
and work hard every
game," Laimbeer says.
The Pistons' latest
income caine against

Chicago Friday night.
Kelly Tripucka and
John Long scored 23
points apiece as the
Pistons won 115-104.
"They're an explosive
team," said Bulls Coach
Kevin Loughery. "I
think we played a very
good team tonight. They
played extremely well."
Isiah Thomas had 19
points and 15 assists in'
the Pistons' victory.
Detroit led from the
outset, but the Bulls,
who trailed by as many
as 13 points, pulled
within 10047 with three
minutes left.
•
Chicago was ,called
for aft illegal defense,
and katimbeer mada the
techidcal, then added a

field goal to put the
Pistons up 110-99.
In the rest of the NBA,
Boston edged
Philadelphia 105-104,
Golden State downed
New Jersey 114-111,
Atlanta beat Indiana
117-108, Dallas defeated
Portland 113-110,
Milwaukee beat New
York 103-101, San Antonio outgeunned
Houston 133-103, Utah
edged San Diego 122-119
anti Seattle defeated
Phoenix 108-99.
Celtics 105,
76ers 104
Robert Parish's
basket broke a 101-101
tie, and he hit two free
throws with ol8 seconds
left to erase a 104-108

Philadelphia lead and
give Boston the victory.
Larry Bird had 29
points, 19 rebounds, and
eight assists for the
Celtics.
Parish had 21 points
and 15 rebounds as the
Celtics increased their
Atlantic Division lead
over the 76ers to 314
games.
Andrew Toney led the
'leers with 28 points.
Warriors 114,
Nets 111
Mike Brats scorodill
13 at his points in the
fourth quarter as
Golden State overcame
an 813-84 deficit after
three periods to, beat
New Jersey. The Warriors ran off 12 of the

first 16 points in the final
period to beat the Nets.
Purvis Short led
Golden State with 24
points, and Joe Barry
Carroll had 23. Otis
Birdsong led the losers
with 29 points.
Hawks 117,
Pacers 108
Dominique Wilkins
scored 32 points and had
12 rebounds as Atlanta
built a 53-38 halftime
lead, then held off an Indiana rally. Brooke
Steppe came off the
bench in the second half
to score 19 points in 18
minutes for the Pacers,
but Wilkins scored 18
points in the third
quarter as Atlanta held
firm.-
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Calloway boys, girls take back-to-back wins at Lowes

•••

By MIKE PRUSINSKI
Hooks (16 points, 22 for
Sports Writer
the game) the Lady
LOWES, Ky. - Lakers found
Superstition wasn't part themselves holding a
of the Laker gameplan 24-17 halftime lead.
on Friday the 13th as However Lady Laker
both the girls and bogs head coach John Orr
squads traveled to wasn't happy with what
Lowes High School look- he was seeing.
ing for back to back
"Our defense was the
wins.
worst that it has been in
"Our defense did a
To the credit of both the last couple of super job in the second
Calloway County games," said Orr. "We half," added Orr. "This
squads, they succeeded. needed to make some is really going to give us
Varsity Girls
big changes to stop confidence, especially
With the help of a very them from getting the our younger players
solid second half inside shots."
who got to see more
defense the Calloway
With changes in mind, playing time tonight."
County Lady Lakers im- the Lady Lakers took
Aiding Hooks in scorproved their record to the floor for the second ing for the Lakers was
8-2 with a 44-28 victory half and completely Tammy Treas with
over the Lady Blue shutdown the Blue Devil nine. Sharon Daugherty
Devils.
offense.
collected 12 for the Blue
Behind the first half
In the third quarter Devils.
scoring of senior Beth the Lady Blue Devils
The Lady Lakers look
made only one basket for victory No. 9 tonight
while the Lakers picked when they host Paducah
up 11 points of their own Tilghman at 6:30.
to take a 35-19 lead.
Varsity Boys
The final eight
With the Lakers two
minutes were just as im- starting inside scorers
pressive as both teams Jamie Johnson and
scored nine points but Brad Skinner playing
MOREHEAD, Ky. the Blue Devils could very little because of
(AP) - Senior forward only manage their foul trouble, Laker head
Earl Harrison pumped points from the charity coach Jack Pack found
In 16 points to help stripe.
himself looking to his inMorehead State beat
Tennessee Tech 79-72 in
an Ohio Valley Conference college basketball game Saturday
morning.
Also pacing the
Eagles were senior
guards Jeff Fultz with
14 and Arthur Sullivan
with 13, all in the first
half, to help Morehead
boost its conference
record to 1-1, 8-4 overall.
Tennessee Tech fell to
2-1 in the OVC and 6-6
overall. The game, billed as a "Friday Night
Live" event for the conference, began at 11:30
p.m.
But Morehead fans
who were willing to stay
late found the Eagles
leading on all but four
occasions, those coming
in the first half. The
Tennessee Tech edge
ended with its 16-14 lead
at 13:10 remaining until
halftime. Morehead
pumped in nine
unanswered points to
bring the score to 23-16,
By WILL GRIMSLEY
Philadelphia Eagles.
and Tennessee Tech
AP Correspondent
"I had dinner with one
never caught up again.
Joe Theismann and of the Eagles guys," Joe
After the 43-32 Jim Plunkett are
said. "First thing the
halftime, Morehead members of football's
man asked was how tall
built up a lead of as class of '70 - a
pair of I was. I said, 'Six feet.'
many as 15 points on quarterbacks widely
He said, 'You look 5-10.'
three occasions but different in per'How much do you
Tech closed the margin sonalities find style who
weigh?' he asked. 'One
to 65-60 with 341eft, on followed a common,
seventy-five,' I said.
a pair of free throws by frustration-pocked
path 'You look 165,' the Eagle
Stephen Kite.
to the Super Bowl.
rep said. That ended the
Morehead built up
Could either have im- interview.
leads in the last three agined 13 years ago that
"I grew up in New
minutes of as many as 9 they would be matched
Brunswick, N.J. My dad
points on five occasions.. when the Washington
was a red hot Giants
The Eagles hit 100 Redskins defend their
fan. I spent my youth
percent from the line championship against
watching the Giants and
and 62 percent from the the Los Angeles Raiders
Jets."
field. Its other scorers in in the sport's premier
Deemed too small and
double figures were spectacle Jan. 22 at
fragile for the pros,
senior center Jeff Tip- Tampa, Fla.?
Theismann wasn't pickson and senior forward
It almost didn't ed until the fourth round
Eddie Childress with 12 happen.
by Miami. Embittered,
apiece.
Each has suffered he chose to play with the
Junior forward Lon- disappointment and
Toronto Argonauts in
nie Boone led Tennessee punctured pride. Each
the Canadian League.
Tech with a game-high' hit the depths, watched
Meanwhile, Plunkett,
22 points, while junior his skills grow rusty on
who led Stanford to a
guard Jimmy Elliott ad- the bench and came
victory over Ohio State
ded 15 points.
close to quitting in in the Rose Bowl, was
despair. But each refus- No. 1 in the NFL draft,
ed to give up.
selected by New
Thus Super Bowl England.
XVIII becomes a perPlunkett was traded
sonal duel between the to the San Francisco
game's most celebrated 49ers in 1976, but his forLOUISVILLE, Ky. "Comeback Kids."
tunes suddenly went
(AP) - .A National
Theismann's first sour. Critics said he was
Hockey League team is disappointment came a poor passer, threw a
considering Louisville when he failed to win the wobbly ball and had no
as a possible site for a Heisman Trophy in 1970. poise.
St. Louis Blues farm "As a kid, I had two amThe 49ers dumped
team.
bitions ," said the him. He put out feelers
Harry Ornest, prin- onetime star of Notre to other pro clubs. The
cipal owner of the St. Dame's Fighting Irish. phone never rang.
Louis Blues, said he "One was to win the Finally, he was picked
placed Louisville in Heisman, the other to by Al Davis, maverick
competition with Cincin- play football for the owner of the Raiders,
nati, Omaha and Kan- New York Giants."
who was assembling a
sas City for the franHe realized neither.
rag -tag bunch of
chise because of the suc,,The 1970 Heisman outcasts.
cess of the Redbirds, a Trophy went to Jim
"We were taking peominor league baseball Plwikett of Stanford.
ple nobody wanted,"
team that has drawn
Theismann and Notre said Coach Tom Flares.
record -breaking Dame were so eager "Why not Plunkett?"
crowds.
that he win the Heisman
Plunkett was a standThe hockey team that Roger Valdiserri, in for veteran Ken
would play at Broadbent the school's public rela- Stabler. When Stabler
Arena at the Kentucky tions director, got him was traded to Houston,
Fair & Exposition to change pronunciation the Raiders brought in
Center, but ice equip- of his name from hotshot Don Pastorini.
ment must be installed. "Theesman" to Plunkett didn't touch a
The other three "Thighsman" to rhyme football in 1978.
facilities already have with Heisman.
"I was really down,"
the necessary
Not only did he recalled later. "A
equipment.
Theismann fail to win couple of times I said to
Fair Board president the Heisman but, myself,'The hell with it.
Charles Hertzman said although chosen over I'll.try something
the board is interested Plunkett on The AP All- else."
in Itte hockey club. He America, he was shunnIn the fifth game of
saci installation of ice ed by the Giants in the the 1980 season,
equipment would pro- pro draft and received Pastorini broke his leg.
bably cost several hun- only passing interest The Raiders had to give
from one team - the Plunkett the ball. All he
dred thousand dollars.

Morehead
turns back
TTU Friday

experienced bench for Albritton and junior
help.
Mark Waldrop provided
Substitute guards the necessary leaderJ.W. Foster and Mickey ship for the visitors
Garrison combined for while collecting nine
16 points, while David and 14 points
Schwan provided inside respectively.
strength to give their
"Tonight might be the
skipper a 67-62 hard- key to the rest of the
fought win, snapping a season for us," added
six game tailspin by the Pack. "We may have
Lakers.
rebuilt some of that con"This was an impor- ,fidence which we lost
tant game for us and we the last couple of
needed to win it," said weeks."
Pack. "Our bench did a
Calloway, now 3-8 on
great job providing the the year, hosts Paducah
scoring and defense, Tilghman tonight.
especially down the Tilghman is presently
stretch, to secure the the top rated boys team
win."
in the state.
The Lakers had to batat Lowes
tle back throughout the
Varsity Gifts Game
first half - twice makCALLOWAY C,o.
- Trees 4 1-3
ing up margins of six 9. Malcolm 2 0-1 4. Hooks 102.322.
Gallimore 1 0-0 2: Hill 2 1-3 5;
points, while only taking Eldredge 0 2-2 2. Totals 19 6.10
44
LOWES 128' - Wyatt 1 0-1 2, Dotthe lead once, 33-31, at
son 2 3-7 7. Daughert 28.10 12, Forthalftime.
ner 1 0-0 2. Burchard 1 3-5 5 Totals
With Skinner and - 7 14-23 28
Halftime - CC 27. LHS 17
Johnson inserted back
Varsity Boys
CALLO WAY CO (67i - Waldrop 5
in the Laker lineup,
4-6 14. Potts 1 4.8 6; Johnson 4 2-3 10.
Calloway opened a 44-37 Skinner 5 2-3
12; Albritton 4 1-1 9;
lead before the Lakers Foster 2 1-1 5, Garrison 3 5-6 11;
Schwan
0
0-3
0
Totals - 24 19-28 67_
big men retired for /he
LOWES i 62
To fill the gap,
regulars senior Todd

- Rust 5 8-11 18;
Thurston 4 4-6 12. Williams 1 3-6 5...
Apperson 25-7 9: Cope 1 6-6 8; Spicer
5 0-0 10 Totals - 18 26-36 62
Halftime - CC 33 LHS 31

BASELINERS - (Above) Calloway County junior
Brad Skinner shoots and underhand layup against a
Lowes defender while (left photo) the Lady Lakers
and the Lowes girls battle for a rebound. From left in
the Calloway dark uniforms are: Terri Malcolm (24),
Tracey Eldredge (22), and Beth Hooks (25). Both
Calloway squad came away from the road trip with
victories.

1

Class of '70 quarterbacks follow
path of frustration to Super Bowl

Blues look
at Louisville
as farm site

4

SCOREBOARD

did was rally the
After three years in
Raiders to a nine vic- the Canadian League,
tories in 11 starts and a Theismann was picked
sweep of the playoffs up by the Redskins in
and Super Bowl.
1974. For four years he
At the start of the 1983 had to play in the
season, Plunkett return- shadow of Billy Kilmer
ed to the bench, his job and Sonny Jurgensen.
taken over by the young
passing whiz from
"It was very depressBrigham Young, Marc ing," he said. "I was coWilson. When Wilson pying mannerisms of
hurt his arm, Plunkett Joe Namath, Roger
was recycled again. The Staubach and Johnny
result: the AFC Unitas to try to get
Championship.
attention.".

CO' For all your Travel Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
epresenting

American and International Troveltime

Demos At Great Savings
1983 Buick Regal Limited, 2 door.
1983 Pontiac Trans Am.

Local Pre-Owned Specials
These Must Go
1983 Cadillac Sedan D'N'ille
1982 Olds Custom Cruiser Station Wagon, full
lal
poweriandair,
cods
ne owner
Cutlass
1981 Olds Cutlas Supreme, 1 owner,
1981 Olds 98 Regency, one owner, local low
mileage, like new. 38,000 miles, Sharp
1979 Cadillac Coupe D'VWe, 1 owner.
1979 Cadillac Seville, 1 owner, local.
19/9 Datsun 310 Coupe, 1 owner, local.
1978 Monte Carlo, local.
1977 MG-13 Roadster Convertible, 2 tops, 2
owners, local "young man's dream car"
1977 Cadillac Eldorado

CHECK WITH US FIRST FOR THE BEST
LOCAL USED CARS IN TOWN
See Jim Salter, Mary Watson,
Jerry Henry • Well Purdom, Jr.

PURDOM
MOTORS !NC.
Olds 4' ,,4 01 Cori...

11,,-(1.
, 0,-,

otoShoe

Your discount arts su ermart
Do it yourself..save big bucks!
Car & truck Darts...save 10-50%
High School Basketball
Friday's Games
Boys
Allen Central 70. McDowell 64
Ashland 68, Malarci 67
Ballard Memorial 77, Lyon Co 63
Bardstown 54, Bardstown
Bethlehem 37
Bath Co. 98, Menifee Co. 62
Belfry 58. Phelps 37
Bellevue 59, Silver Grove 55 OT
Betsy Layne 68, Russell 50
Boyd Co. 77. Bourbon Co. 76
Bracken Co. 75, Deming 43
Bullitt East 70. Spencer Co 62
Caldwell Co. 54. Union Co. 5.1
Campbell County 73, Covington
Holmes 59
Corbin 50. Whitley Co. 48 (CIF)
Covington Conner 67. Dixie Heights
60
Covington Holy Cross 68, Covington
Latin 34
Cumberland Co 63, Russell Co. 60
Danville 74. Wayne Co 51
Daviess Co 45. Hancock Co 36
East Carter 72, West Carter 61
K Hardin 48. Fort Knox 46
Eminence 59, Henry Co 50
Erlanger St Henry 53. Dayton 39
Fleming-Neon 68. Wheelwright 64
OT
Franklin Co. 53. Las Tetes Creek 51
QT..... _____
.....
Harrodsburg 64. Mercer Co. 49
Hardinsburg St. Romuald 53. Lou
Brown 52
Henderson Co. 68, Evansville
HarrisonI mdi 57440T
Hughes-Kirk 79, Graham 75
Independence Scott 56. Fort Thomas
Highlands 40
Jessamine Co 67. Scott Co 64
Knott Co Central 53. Virgle 46
Knox Central 63. Harlan 62
LaRue Co. 92, Caverns 52
Laurel Co 87, Monticello 48
Lawrence Co N. Ashland Holy
Family 43
Lee Co 63. Somerset 43
',etcher 66, Jackson City 56
Lax Lafayette 62. Garrard Co. 314

Playoffs

Lea Sayre 56. Burgin 37
Lewis Co 7E, Elliott Co. 66
Leslie Co 83. Bockhorn 51
Livingston Central 80. Trigg Co. 47
Lone Oak 68. Heath 56
Lou. Ballard 79. Lou. Male 65
Lou. Doss 52, Iroquois 47
Lou Fairdale 58. Pleasure Ridge
Park 47
Lou Fern Creek 83, Lou Atherton 72
Lou Seneca 56, Jefferstovin 54
Lou Shawnee 71, Butler 53
Lou Southern 55, Bishop David 43
Lou Valley TO. Lou DeSales 58
Lou Western 63, Lou Central 56
Ludlow 59, Beechwood 57
Madison Central ID, Montgomery
Co 61
Madisonvllle,71. Owensboro Catholic
51
Maysythe 71. Owsley Co 57
Maysville St. Patrick 73. Augusta 58
Murray 79. Mayfteld 63
McCreary Central 77. Everts 60
McLean Co 75, Ohio Co. 57
M.C. Napier 86. Hazard 62
Newport 68, Covington Catholic 64
Newport Central Catholic 81. Boone
County 50
Nicholas Co 75, Richmond'Model 49
N. Hardin 54, Meade CO. 43
Oldham Co. 67, Allen Co.-Scottsville
50
Owen Co 55, Trimble Co. 45
Paducah Tilghman 82. Paducah St
Mary 51
Paris 54. Harrison Co 50
Pendleton Co 62, Mason Co. 60
Pulaski Co 62. Rockciuille Co 48
Rowan Co 88, Pikeville 58
Sedalia 87. Farmington 42'
Simon Kenton 49, Erlanger Lloyd 48
St Xavier 89 Lou Moore 66
Taylor Co 69, Manon Co. 44

College
EAST
Dartmouth 62 Harvard 52
Holy Crow 83. Manhattan 82
Howard 75, N Carolina Agree
Loyola Md 79, St Francis. N.Y

71
Menet 67. Siena all
Meseta?' 139, Dickinson 62
NFL Playoff Schedule
S Carolina St 77. Delaware St 73
AFC Wild Card
Saturday. Dec 24
SOUTH
Auburn 62 Kentucky 63
Seattle 31 Denver 7
Morehead St 79 Tennessee Tech
NFC Wild Card
72
Monday. Dec 26
los Angeles 24 Dallas 17
MIDWEST
Cornell 76 Knox 63
CoMerence Sesnilinals
Morehead St 72, Bemidji St 67
Saturday. Dec 31
AFC Divisional PWycift
FAR WEST
California NI, Stanford 64
Seattle 22, Miami 243
C.onsaga 84. Seattle Pacific 67
NEC Divisional Mayon
San Diego St RR Azusa Pacific 78
San Francisco 24 Detroit 23
Sunday. Jen I
NEC Divisional Playoff
Washington It, Los Angeles
Rams 7
AFC Divisional PlayMI
Los Angeles Raiders W. PItt•
sburgh lu
Collage Football Bowl Giance
Cealmence Championships
By Th• Associated Press
•11114
Sunday. Jan.
Sabin* Jan 14
AFC Otamplemship
5,0teart Bowl
Los Angeles Raiders an. Seattle
At Mobile. Ala
14
North vs South
NEC Championship
Freedom Gene
Washington 24 San Francisco 21
At AtMata
SUPER BOWL
S'8.AC vs NEAC
Jan 22. 111114
Sunrkw, Jan. 15
At Tampa Madisaw Tampa. Fla.
Mesh Jame Bowl
•
Washington vs Loa Angeles
At Telestisma City. lapse
Raiders
East vs. West

College
Football

xvni

Todd Central 61, Hopkinsville 60
Walton.‘'erona 51. Alexandria
Etrossart 50
Washington CEk 59. Nelson Co 5241,
Western Hills 75. Lex. Catholic 66^
4. Hardui 65, Elizabethtown 58
Whilesville 83. Cioverport 59
Woodford Co 71. Frankfort 47
Choo-Choo Classic
•
First Round
Estill Co. 51, PoWell Co 49
Greenup Co 74. Berea 57
Evangel Invit. Trrry.
Christian Academy 55. Sou
--thwes
Christian 38
Evangel SS. Riverside Christian 40
Girls
Ballard Memorial 47. Lyon Co 27
Barren Co Nit Green Co 44
Bracken Co 56, Harrison Co 53
Bullitt East 41. Spencer Co 19
Caverns 55. Lame Co 48
Clinton Co 60. Tompkinsville 53
E Hardin 59. Fort Knox 57
Farmington 45 Sedalia 34
Hickman Co 62. Fulton 29
Iroquois 60. Lou Doss 34
Jeffersontow-n 52. Lou Seneca 41
Livingston Central 55. Trigg Co 47
Lane Oak 42, Heath 23
Lou Atherton 52. Fern Creek 26
Low Manual-3k
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 46. Lou
FaIrdale 43
•
Lou Western 54, Lou. Central 37
Marion Co 48. Taylor Co 32
Metcalfe Co Gamaliel 24
Mulilenberg Central 68. Owensboro
Apollo 63
Ohio Co. 42, McLean Co 40
Owensboro Catholic 67, Madisonville
51

Pro Basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic 01i/ratan
W L Pct
Boston,
29
8
754 Philadelphia
34
594
25 11
New York
sOj
20 16
556
New Jersey
IR 20
474 11
Washington
472 Ili,
97 19
Central Division
Detroit
21 15
553 Milwaukee
20 PS
556
1
Atlanta
20 18
526
2
Chicago
15 19
441
5
Cleveland
11 25
306 111
Indiana
IC 25
2A6 10',
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
I talk,
24 13
649
Dallas
21 16,568
3
16 2‘111 432
8
L*
Kansas
ns
'
as City
15 30
429
ft
San Antonio'
396
15 23
9i,
Houston
13 25
342 114
Pacific Division
Los Angeles
23 13
639 Portland
Seattle
25
18 15
17
*25
514 44
("olden State
If 20
474
8
Phoenix
IC 22
4.21
8
FIn2d.,25s
114
Games
San
GoD
ld
tre•gu
n State 114 New Jersey 111
Boston 106. Philadelphia 104
Atlanta 117, indlalia 159
Detrott 115 Chicago 104
Milwaukee 103 New York 101
Dallas 113. Portland 1111
San Antonio 151 Houston 108
Lei Mertes Tel, Denver 134
Utah 122. San Diego 119
Seattle 1011. Phoenix SI
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U.S., Vatican attempt to improve relationship
By GEORGE CORNELL
AP Relqgion Writer
A zigzag, on-and-off,
some-times halfway
course has marked the
U.S. government's relationship with the
Vatican, sometimes
rankled by waves of
anti-Catholicism in this
country.
That was the case in
1867 when Congress
simply banned appropriations for paying

the salary of a U.S.
minister to the Vatican,
says the eminent
American Catholic
historian, Monsignor
John Tracy Ellis.
It was that law
against any funds for
the mission that Congress repealed only last
September, with the ensuing action this - week
by President Reagan
and the Vatican to
reopen formal

diplomatic ties.
migrants the right to activities.
The step, coming in a naturalization, parperiod of deepened ticularly Catholics.
Ellis, now a lecturer
ecumenical friendship Later the more extreme at the Catholic Universibetween Roman anti-Catholic "Know ty of America in
Catholicism and other Nothings" arose.
Washington, says . the
churches, still was opThey got their name major waves of "deepposed by Protestants, from their practice of seated and persistent
but generally with saying "Don't Know" bias" in the 19th century
lessened intensity.
when asked what they prompted the cutting off
"We're not anti- were doing in the midst of U.S. diplomatic relaCatholic," says Gary of anti-Catholic tions with the Vatican.
Ross, religious liberty
specialist for Seventhday Adventists, who,
along with Baptists,
have been among the
Census at Murray- Burkeen, Rt, 3; Mrs
most vigorous in oppos- Calloway County Cloteal Paschall, Rt.
2,
ing the new links to the Hospital for Tuesday, Puryear, Tenn.;
Vatican.
Jan. 10, was 108 adults
•
Preston B. Oliver,
He insisted in a recent and six in nursery.
Hazel; Clyde H.
issue of The Wanderer,
Newborn admissions Roberts, Box 424, MurACROSS
3 Walked on
WILL PERFORM — The Kings Sons will be among the groups to perform tonight
4 Sowed
a conservative Catholic were as follows:
Amster to Previews Puzzle
ray; Roy Tucker, Rt. 3; (Saturday) at the singing by the West Kentudcy Gospel Music
1 Performs
5 Apportion
Association at 7 p.m.
weekly
published
Baby
Boy Blalock, Mrs. Oina P. Darnell, at Southland
in St.
E
C A
5 Chart
Exist
Baptist Temple, Paducah. Members of this local group include Randy
Paul, Minn., that the op- parents, Thelma and Rt. 1, Farmingt
O
0
8 High
7 Forecasts
on;
McClure, Gary McClure, Tony McClure and Roger Stubblefield.
TNIN
12 Learning
OWID A,
position was based Richard, 1523 London
8 Mexican dish
Bryan Overcast, 521
IS
13 Sin
E
DER
RES
9 Sandarac
strictly on the U.S. prin- Dr.;
Whitnell; Mrs. Rubye P.
14 Solo
'SLOE
EER
tree
PEST
ciple of church-state
Baby Boy Rogers, Barnes, 706 Poplar
15 Cry of
TEMPOS
10 Roster
SPURTS
Bacchanals
separation, not on old parents, Rhonda and Mrs. Clarice St.;
11 Strip of wood
G.
16 Golf mound
19 Note of scale
A
0
religious prejudices.
Ralph, Rt. 1;
McDaniel, Rt. 3;
17 Spar
21 Organs of
neR 0 Ellie; N!
"Thirty years ago we
Baby Girl Cruse, Howard H. Willoughby
18 Interfere
hearing
E R N
A Dl
may have come across parents, Jamie and (expired) Rt. 3.
20 Lack of
23 Erased:
A LABA
A
sufficiency
printing
-sounding that way, but David, 605 College Ct.;
A
A S, A
22 Babylonian
24 Diocese
•
E
not today," he said.
Baby Girl Turner,
deity
25 Writing
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
That past period was parents, Rhonda and
23 Face of
implement
watch
26 Cloth
in the early 1950's when James, Rt. 2, Mayfield.
DEAR DR. LAMB — At serve a lot of the vitamins, seldom have a problem. You
35 Gets up
42 Tear
24 Hurried
measure
36 Baby s
what temperature are the
43 City in
Those who want to avoid'ban assure yourself of
the
late
Dismissal
Presiden
were
s
t
as
27 Cowardly
27 Sign up
plaything
Russia
trichinosis
larvae
fat
in their food can take improved nutrients from
in
fresh
Truman
follows:
sought
31 Lamprey
to
send
28 Fuss
NEW ORLEANS
38 Concerning 44 Paper
32 Strips of
29 Hard-shelled 39 Donkey's cry
an ambassador to the
Jeffrey E. Owen, 1807 (AP) — "The Sun King: pork killed? I've read they advantage of removing the your foods by the way you.
measure
leather
fruit
40 Part in play
45 Spreads for
Vatican, but dropped Sherry Lane; Mark A. Louis XIV and the New are killed at meat tempera- fatfrom the drippings used prepare and store them.
33 Pair
30 Pedal digit
tures of 135 degrees for gravy, sauces or served
41 Arabian
drying
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
the plan amid sharp Brown, Rt. 6, Martin, World" opens at the
34 Makes bigger 32 Wire nail
seaport
Fahrenheit, which is long with meat. Any canned prod- thyroid was partially
48 Garden tool
36 Repetition
Protestant outcries, Tenn.; Jerry W. Miller, Louisiana State before pork is ready
to eat ucts, including canned removed, but a small piece
2 3 4
37 Foray
5 6 7
10 11
contrasting with the Jr., New Concord;
(at 185 F). I also would like meats, that are stored ton was left. I was on thyroid
Museum April 29.
38 Sun god
12
113
114
present warm interMrs. Laura A. Baker,
39 Plaits
The exhibition, which to know what effect freezing long will begin to lose some medication for two years.
42 Sharp reply
church climate.
16
New Concord; Miss will be on view through and long cooking periods of their vitamins. That also The medication made my
17
46 Staffs
But the explicit tides Mary M. Wright, Rt. 8; Nov. 18, will consist of have on the nutrient content applies to frozen foods heart beat fast, caused me
20
47 Article
of anti-Catholicism Mrs. Martha K. Cain, over 200 objects il- of meat.
stored for a long period,
fatigue and increased my
49 Woody plant
22
DEAR READER — If the
Even the simple act of appetite. My doctor stopped
came in the last century Almo; Corey L. Sander- lustrating the life and
50 Toward
internal temperature of cutting and preparing foods the medication gradually. I
shelter
through activities of son, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
times of the king during fresh pork
51 Vast age
is 137 F (58.3 for eating will affect the took a test then that showed
31
American
Mrs.
"Nativist
Janice
F.
s"
Dun52 Conduct
whose reign the French Centigrade), the trichinosis vitamin
content. I've dis- my thyroid was normal.
and
-53 Intense
the "Know can, Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. explored and adlarvae will be killed. I might cussed the details of this in
desires
Is it true this small piece
Nothings,
"
Ellis
Jennifer
said
Hill,
in
Rt.
2;
ministered the vast caution that all of. the meat the Health Letter 20-8, How
37 slang
of thyroid will provide all
a recent issue of the Na- Paul S. Vonschoech, 522 Louisiana Territory.
54 Crimson
must
be
at
the internal Food Processing Affects the hormones I need,
434445
or will
tional Catholic Broad St.; Mrs. Jolinda
55 Shade trees
The objects shown temperature.- Sometimes, Nutritive Values, which I
P11111111
48
147
49
Reporter, published in Gail Howard, Rt. 1, will include paintings, with microwaving, there am sending to • you. Others I have to return to the thyroid Medication?
DOWN
•
50
Kansas City.
Si
Farmington;
52
renderings, sculpture, might be cool spots that who want this issue can send DEAR
READER
— The
allow
The
bacteria to persist. 75 cents with a long,
"Nativists" in pie
1 Turkish flag
Elmer C. Colson, Rt. furniture, architectural
53
54
55
2 Sheltered
1840's tried unsuc- 1, Dexter; Covie E. elements and historical Irkidentally,- storing the stamped, self-addressed trick to thyroid surgery is to
inlet
pork in the freezer for three envelope for it to me, in care remove enough to relieve
cessfully to deny im- Smith, Rt. 3; Lynn Dale documents.
weeks at 15 C also will kill of this newspaper, P.O. Box the overactive thyroid condition and still leave enough to
the trichinosis larvae.
1551, Radio City
Station' provide adequate thyroid
THEY SAY THAT KIPS
Cooking
and
storing
have
York,
New
10019.
NY
WHEN YOUR BLANKET
(LM NOT 50 SURE
I THINK MAYBE THEY
significant effects on the
IN THE OLP PAYS
Perhaps one of the best hormone. There are some
15 STILL NOT FROM
HAP IT EASY
nutrient contents of food, rules to follow for many people who regenerate so
HAP IT TOUGH._
BEING IN THE PRYER...
including meat. Most vita- foods is simply to use fresh much thyroid tissue after
mins and minerals in meat foods and eat them as quick- extensive surgery that
is lost in the drippings. If ly as they are prepared. We another operation is
you use the drippings in food are fortunate the recom_ required.
preparation, or served with mended daily allowance
Your symptoms were
the meat, it helps to con- (RDA) for most vitamins is those of too much thyroid
much higher than actual dai- hormone. It sounds like you
ly requirements, so that we are doing much better now.
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Tutoring slated

COUR
marrh
Christi
7
Jones,
59 96o
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NEW YORK (AP) —
A 83 million grants prog ram aimed at
significantly reducing
functional' Miteracy in
the United States was
recently announced by
B. Dalton Bookseller.
The B. Dalton
tional Liferacy Initiative will allow
100,000 Englishspeaking adult
Americans to receive
literacy tutoring in the
next four years, said
Sherman A. Swenson,
chairman and chief executive officer of the
bookseller.

I'M MAKING A
TANG LED MESS
OUT OF THEM
BEFORE I PUT THEM
BACK IN 11-1E BOX

7t:,- •
PON'T YOU THINK
YOU SHOULD BE
GETTING UP NOW?

LOOK,CONSCIENCE, GET OUT
OF MY LIFE. I HAVE NO
USE FOR YOU

•
0
0
o

o

CAREFUL,FELLA,
OR I'LL CALL
IN MY BIGBROTHER
'41
CI:

Oft CAWS

THE ACES®

BOBBY WOLFF

Mtn
has nu

imaginative spirit. With
such a worthless hand as
dummy, how can South be
expected to win many
tricks, leading continuously
from- his own hand? The
luckiest thing .that might
"The less I have in high happen is that South escapes
cards, the less I bid," brags a double.
The practical North
the man who sees the world
through a funnel. He doesn't makes expedient use of the
realize that for every good Stayman convention, intendrule there is always the ing to pass whatever South
bids. Surely. North's hand
ON THE
exception.
JOGG I NG
The North player who will be of more help at a
TRACK IN
passes South's one no-trump trump suit than at one no5 MINUTES,
opening needs to kindle his trump!'
At two diamonds, South
SUCKER!
wins
the club ace and ruffs a
BE
THERE!
0
club in dummy, The heart
finesse wins and another
club is ruffed in dummy. A
0
spade is led from dummy to
East's ace and East exits
0
CO:
with a trump. South wins,
Fraaces Drake
cashes the spade king and
sedis 4:4=41
the heart ace and ruffs
FOR MONDAY, JANUARY 16,1964
another club in dummy.
C) 1984 United Feature Synclicate,Inc
What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
South is now out of gas and
row be? To find out what the (Oct.23toNov.21)
the defenders take charge.
stars say, read the forecast
Money could easily slip No matter, South already
HE MUST HAVE
gives for your birth sign.
away now. Concentrate on has scored eight tricks and
STUDIED TIMING
self-improvement rather than instead of down at least 200,
ARIES
ITH LAWRENCE
NORTH
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) fr1
1-14-84
:
4 material goals. Sign up for a
•10 8 7 5
WELK
It will be difficult to get the course of study.
it
96
54
facts now. Watch out for SAGITTARIUS
•8 7 4 2
misinformation. You'll have (Nov.22to Dec.21) "
.3
You're anxious to tackle a
better luck in business matWEST
EAST
research project and may be a *
ters.
Q4
•AJ9 3
bit absentminded in other af- •J 8 2
(
TAURUS
20
IPIC10 7
toMayApr 20) t-S4iii? fairs. Do what you feel you * K 10 9 3
•Q J
•KQJ10
Care is needed in financial have to do.
•11 5 2
dealings. Unsound proposi- CAPRICORN
SOUTH
tions are voiced now. You'll (Dec.72toJan. 19) Xra
•K 6 2
WAQ3
It's difficult to concentrate
enjoy improved relations with
•A 6 5
on wort now. Guard against
a loved one.
•
A 76 4
escapism. The social picture
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) nolli5P- brightens. Enjoy the company
Vulnerable: Both Dealer:
You and a loved one are on of friends.
South. The bidding
different wave lengths today, AQUARIUS
Sega West North East
but extra energy and drive (Jan.20to Feb. 16)
Pass
The vagueness of others 1 NT Pass 2*
pay off for you in financial afPass Pass Pass
leads to disappointment in 2*
fairs.
relationships. Concentration
CANCER
on career will payoff.
(June 21 to July 72)
Opening lead: Club king
The day begins on &sluggish PISCES
note. This is not the time for (Feb.19to Mar.20)
You may not accomplish as South makes a plus score.
brooding introspection.
Some bad bands are not
much
as you'd like. Evening
Socializing will put you in a
favors relaxing pursuits. By as bad as others.
better mood.
all means attend a social funcLEO
BM with The Aces c
tion.
• (July 23to Aug.M)
Others are reluctant to
South bolds: 1-14-84
make commitments. You'll
YOU BORN TODAY have
have happier times at home creative talents, but may be
•Q 4
111J12
than in the company of too concerned about material
•K 1093
success. Undoubtetily,1You'll
•KQJ10
VIRGO tYPes.
unreliable
rise to a position of pro(AK.23toSept.
IP% minence, but you must not
You'll make a strong impact abandon a cared If Success is North Soak
on your social circle, but it's not quickly forthedning. I•
24
hard to finalize a career con- You're somewhat introspec- 211
cern. Group activities are tive and must be caned Abt to
insad dben eat. You have a
no-trump.inv
--EMU
lughty
—rockVof P111649116
(Sept.23toOct
can succeed in inhilecttedpir- tional and in the right direcYou may be indedsive in suits.low,Wunder%seism, tion.
Ind matters noir, but you banking, nude and WWIIwhore you're going ment service are flab for km/ kW, memilms NM* Mks,
Ike MK Deka. tem nses.
careorwlee. Expect' a very which you ban a netaral.st. PA.
wiags/MaInmed.stampli swam,
productive day!
finny.
kr NO.
JAN

"Expediency may tip the
scales when arguments are
nicely balanced." — Benjamin Nathan Cardozo.

Your Individual
Horoscope
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1.Legal

1.Legal

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF BANKING AND SECURITIES
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D.
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fter
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NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF
BANKING AND SECURITIES HAS RECEIVED AN APPLICATION'FROM KENTUCKY FINANCE INC., FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INDUSTRIAL LOAN CERTIFICATE AT 1013S. 5TH
STREET, MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY. 1CRS
CHAPTER 291 DIRECTS THE COMMISSIONER OF THE
DEPARTMENT TO INVESTIGATE THE APPLICATION AND
BASE HIS DECISION TO APPROVE OR DENY THE APPLICATION UPON THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA:
1. THE MORAL CHARACTER AND FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INCORPORATORS AND PRINCIPALS
OF THE APPLICANT,ITS OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
MUST COMMAND THE CONFIDENCE OF THE COMMUNITY AND WARRANT THE BELIEF THAT THE INDUSTRIAL LOAN BUSINESS WILL BE OPERATED
HONESTLY, FAIRLY, AND EFFICIENTLY;
2. THE CONVENIENCE AND ADVANTAGE OF THE COMMtINITY WILL BE PROMOTED BY APPROVAL OF THE
APPLICATION;
3. THERE IS A REASONABLE PROBABILITY OF THE
SUCCESS AND USEFULNESS OF THE INDUSTRIAL
LOAN COMPANY AND BY APPROVING THE INDUSTRIAL LOAN APPLICATION, NO UNDUE INJURY
WILL BE BROUGHT UPON ANY EXISTING, PROPERLY CONDUCTED INDUSTRIAL LOAN CERTIFICATE
HOLDER; AND
4. THE STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS PERTAINING TO
THE APPLICATION AND ALL APPLICABL FEES
HAVE BEEN MET.
ANYONE DESIRING TO COMMENT ON THESE CRITERIA
SHALL SUBMIT WRITTEN COMMENTS WITHIN TWENTY (20)
DAYS OF THE PUBLICATION OF THIS NOTICE TO THE COMMISSIONER OF BANKING AND SECURITIES, DEPARTMENT
OF BANKING AND SECURITIES, 911 LEAWOOD DRIVE,
FRANKFORT,KENTUCKY,40601. ANYONE DESIRING TO PRESENIZEVIDENCE AT A PUBLIC HEARING SHALL DIRECT A
WRITTEN REQUEST FOR HEARING TO THE COMMISSIONER
WITHIN TWENTY (20) DAYS OF RECEIPTS OF THIS NOTICE.

I, Willard Windle, am
no longer responsible 2.Notice
for any debts other than
my own as of 01-13-84
2
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Beta
Beta
Beta
/Movie World
now has a full
line of Beta
Movies. Call or
come In for
details.
Dixieland
Shopping
Center
753-7670

COUNSELING -Family.
marriage. personal - in a
Christian context. Roland
Jones, M Div. MS. Phone
759-9605.
M&G COMPLETE Glass SHIRLtY DAVIS TAX
has moved to Building #16 SERVICE now taking
in the Dixieland Center appointments. Will
next to the Green Door. prepare your returns
For a complete line of ANYTIME! Your place
glass or glass work call or mine. Or pickup and
deliver. No extra
753-0180 or 753-2798.
charge! Federal and
Ky. short forms - $12.50
for both. Call 436-5574.
Jim Suite, & Jerry

Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick
PAY less than less
Clearance sale through
January. Ladles Duck
Shoes, now $9. Payless
Shoe Source, 628 Central Shopping Center.
Murray

Will Paint
Will paint tractors,
lawn mowers, cars
and other such
Call
items.
474-8852.

Dance To
Going
My Way
Fri. & Sat.
Jon. 13 & 14
11-12
Murray Eagles
For members
and
th•Ir
guests.

W.. ',pail lam.,
,
1 V
.11.11•11
S1111.111 .,111111.111.

MURRAY H01111
s. Atilt)
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TAXES filed. Short
Forms $7.50, Itemized
$15.00. Now offering in
home service for shut•ins.
Call Joyce Noel Tax Service at 489-2440 for
appointment.
3

Card

of Thanks

CARD OF
THANKS
The family of
Clarence Mohler
wishes to express
our deep appreciation and thanks for
the many acts of
kindnesses
and
sympathy extended
to us following his
sudden death. A
special thanks to
Bro. Lake Riley,
Bro. Reed Bennett,
the singers from
Hickory
Grove
Church of Christ,
donors of food and
flowers and for just
your presence. May
God's richest blessings rest upon each
of you in your hour
of sorrow.

6

Help

Wanted

ARTIST'S models,
temporary part-time. $5
per hr Experienced
and artistic sensatively
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for
spring semester 1984.
Contact Art Dept.,
Murray State University. 762-3784. EOE/MF.
COOK. Apply in person
between 1: 30-5 : 30.
T.J.'s Barbeque, 808
Chestnut St..

31E
6. Help Wanted

Opportunity In
Health Field
Would you enjoy direct patient
care?
Do you have talent In personal
communications?
Would you desire the challenge
of developing interpersonal relationships with patients?
If these questicknd perk your curiosity
and you would like to explore the potentials they imply, please respond by sending your resume and comments to P.O.
Box 104013, Murray, Ky. 42071.

24. Miscellaneous

34

DENTAL Assistant, FIREWOOD for sale
minimum high school Call 438-2197
education. Likes help- FIRE Wood Seasoned
ing others and interest oak, tree trimming and
in working. with your removing hedges and
hands Send resume to shrubs Free estimates
P.O. Box 1040A, 753-5476
Murray, Ky.
FLASHING ARROW
GOVERNMENT JOBS. SIGN $60 per month.
$16,559 - 350,553/year. Rent to buy. FREE rent
Now Hiring. Your area. first month
Portable
Call 805-887.8000 Ext. sign, $225. New and
R-8155.
used. Call 502-782-2922.
NEW CREDIT card!
Nobody refused! Also
INDUSTRIAL
Visa/Mastercard. Call
805-687-6000 Ext. C-8155.
NURSE
OAK firewood, $25 rick
Ask for Billy Duncan
489-2104.
A major industrial
OUTDOOR color T.V
manufacturer located
antenna, $65. 2 months
in Paris, Tenn. has an
old. Call 436-2682.
Seasoned hickory, oak,
immediate opening
mixed hardwoods,
for a full time plant in$30/rick delivered. Min.
dustrial nurse. Aporder 2 ricks. Call John
Boyer at 753 0338.
plicants must have a
WHILE they last. 12 Volt
RN or LPN certificate
Auto Batteries, $15 Ex.
as well as experience
change Call 753 3711.
in processing medical
WOOD for sale
759-1260.
insurance
and
Wood for sale. $22.50
workers compensarick delivered. Also
tion claims. Qualified
build plank fences 759
applicants may ob9313 after 5p.m.

tain further information
by
calling
901-642-1120 Ext.
273 between the
hours of 8 a.m.-3
p.m. Equal Opportunity Employer.

27, Mobile Homes for Sale
12x60 1972 MOBILE
home with 24 acres,
new well. Both for
$15,000 or will split up.
438-2714 after 5p.m.
12x70 BRENTWOOD
Custom Built mobile
home, completely furnished, washer and
dryer. 2 BR, 2 complete
baths. Call 901-232-8256
or inquire at Hickory
Hill Grocery.
1974 14x70 MOBILE
home, 3 BR. 14 bath.
Call 753-8810`or 753-4589.
1978 CITATION 14x70
mobile home. 3 bedroom, 2 bath. Leaving
town, must sell. Reasonable. 759•9620
nights and weekends.
1982 14x70 ENERGY
efficiency trailer, 2 BR,
1 bath, fireplace, central h/a, appliances.
$19,000. Call after 5 for
appointment. 759-1831.

9. Situation Wanted

EXPERIENCED Key
Purich operator, would
like full time job, references given. Call. 7538759.
RESPONSIBLE mother
wants to babysit your
baby or small child.
Experienced. 759-1692.
5140, Typing Service.
P.O. Box 45. Call 7530406.
WILL do any type of
house work. 3 years
experience. Have re•
ferences. Send all replies to P.O. Box 789,
Murray.
WILL do baby sitting day 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
or night in my home. Call
12x65 2 BR trailer.
759-4803,
753-7637 or 759-4588.
SMALL 2 br trailer, $100
10 Business Opportunity
month, $100 deposit. 1
mile north of Almo
Heights, old 841. 7535618.
HODGE'S
TWO bedroom Trailer,
TAX SERVICE
excellent condition in
Now open for
country, large lot with
patio. $285 with utilities or
1984
Tax
$185 without. Call 901-286Season, 7 years
0805.

experience.
1 104 Pogue
Ave.
502-759-1425

29. Heating and Cooling
FISHER Wood Stove
with fire place screen,
$300. Call 753-3618 after
5p.m.
30

14

Want to

15. Articles for

Sale

WOOD
STOVE
SALE

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
759-1492
BUILDINGS on the
University campus
Ideal for sororities.
fraternities or offices
753-2967
COMMERCIAL Building. Work area, 25x25
Office, 12x25. $160
Available Feb. 1st. Call
753-5980, After 5p.m
753-1203.
31

Want to Rent

2 BR furnished cabin on
Ky. Lake for 3 to 4
months After 6p.m •
753-0302

4
different
brands
to
choose from.
Starting
at
*250.
OZARK
LOG HOMES
121 Bypass

32

or potential CPA.
Own in-house computer and computer
experience would be

SMITH Corona TP•1.
computor printer, $395.
33x75 darkroom sink and
table, 753-5206.

helpful.
Salary open and

16

Home

Business Rentals

Mini

Buy

ELECTRIC stove. Call
753-2895.
RAW Furs. Raccoon,
mink, muskrat, red and
gray fox, opossum, beaver, coyote. McClellan,
Pulaski, Ill. 618-342-8316.
USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
VACANT lot within city.
Call 753-2825.

Locally
owned
multi-state
firm
needs a full time CPA

nd
DO,

sr-

2.Notice

4,

_

Furnishings

2 THICK deluxe king
good fringe benefhs
size bed spread, shams,
goose down pillow and
Send resume to P.O.
sheets. 4 months old,
Box 1040E, Murray.
$500 complete. Dinghy
sail and row boat, $150.
Call 753-9687.
ONE reason why so 32 PIECES of Metlox
many parents become Vernon Ware. ''Della
successful World Book Robbie" pattern. 753sales representatives is 9487.
because the person they GE Microwave oven,
visit is usually a parent full size bed frame, box
too. Parents share your springs and mattress,
concern for quality large antique oak
table.
education and a 492-8436.
stimulating home learRange for sale, excelning environment. If
lent condition. 753-6865
you'd like to meet new
after 5p.m.
people, discuss their
children's educational ZENITH Allegro Conneeds, and earn a good sole stereo with 8 track
income contact us to- cartridge player. New
day. Full time and part Atari Frogger and Pittime opportunities for fall cartridges Call
men and women. Call 759-1918.
for information. Phone 19. Farm Equipment
753-5570 for interview.
Ramsey
PART-time director for 8.000 LB
Community Theatre, winch, all mounting
July 1, 1984 through hardware. For sale or
July 1, 1985. Send trade. Call 753-8555 or
resume by Jan. 30 to 753-9648.
Purchase Players. P 0.
Musical
22
Boit 173, Mayfield, Ky.
tJPRIO}r!' piano, $200
42006.
TIER7MIPVT 753-1206 or 759-1020
nii
for short trips sur- 24 Miscellaneous
rounding Murray. Conr
Ramsey1,0
t ac t customers. We winch
all mounting
train. Write P.Q. hardware For sale or
Dickerson, Pres., trade Call 753-6666 or
Southwestern Petro- 753-9648
leum, Box 789. Ft. FIREWOOD for sale
Worth, Tx. 78101.
Call 753-5483 or 753-0144

A

Apts for

Rent

3 ROOM apt. furnished,
electric heat, near University. Also frame
house, 3 BR, 24 miles
from University. Call
759-1671. Evenings 7536045.
DUPLEX for rent. 2
BR, Bagwell Street, all
appliances, $275.
Available Feb. 1st. Call
753-9240.
EFFICIENCY apt. $100
plus utilities. Room $50
plus utilities. 753-8165 or
438-2411.
FURNISHED apts. Efficiency, 1 or 2 bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts
S. 16th St
753-6609
VERY Private furnished Apartment in
town. Call 753-3984.
ONE and Two bedroom
apartments, near down
town Murray. Call 7534109, 762-6850 or 436-2844.
TWO bedroom duplex
now available stove, refrigerator, carpet. re•
cently redecorated. Deposit required, couple
prefered. no pets, Call
438-2755.
33

Rooms for

Rent

FOR boys Private
room with kitchen
facilities, central air
.and heat. Private entrance and parking 1628
Hamilton. Call 438-5479
after 4p.m
TkoOM for rent One
block from University
Call 753-1812 or 750 9590
34

Houses for

Rent

17111er
br cIouse.
near University 4928225
!IMAM, house, furnished. Available now.
1901 % W. Main 7533984

X 30IC
P
I
Houses for

Rent

5 ROOM office suite_
Located 703 S. 4th St.
next to Black's Decorating Center. See
Carlos Black. Jr or call
753-0839 or 436-2935.
A COUPLE of young
ladies wants to share a
house. Located near
344§1.3 and downtown
with 1 or 2 other ladies.
Call Rebekah, 759-4172

46

Homes for Sale

406 S. 12th St., Murray 3
BR brick house, electric
heat, insulated. re•
wired. To be moved by
buyer. 1-502-554-9660.

49

Psed

Cars

53

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

CAR FOR SALE
1972 Cadillac

FORMAL OR INExtra Clean
FORMAL... This is a
509
S. 11th
great entertainment
home. You can get in on
the tun with this four
bedroom, two bath, 14
story home. .Fenced
FOR SALE
back patio Truly a
marvelous home for en1981 Cadillac
37. Livestock-Supplies
tertaining and comfortaDiesel, white
ble family living Let's
with burgandy
see this one today. CENRIDGEWOOD STABLES
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
top, excellent
Now renting, Stalls or
Realtors.. 753-1492
condition
22
pasture space available.
FROM the road or from
Convenient to Campus
miles per gallon
within, you'll be imand Vetefinaran. $20
pressed. Split rail fencing
plus you save $8
Month. 753-3010 after
frames the beautifully
to $10 a tank on
landscaped 1142 acre lot
6 p.m.
dtesel fuel. Will
and stately 8 room brick
3 COWS coming with home. Walk in closets,
trade, finance
third calves. 4 cows marble baths, top quality
with down paycomtng second calves. 4 workmanship and
ment or pay off
materials are sure to
heifers coming with
first calf in Feb. 4 please the most discernbank balance.
heifers not bred. 1 year ing buyer Priced at $80,
753-7113
old register bulls and 000. Call KOPPERUD
one steer, 700 lbs. All REALTY, 753-1222.
cows registered Black HOUSE, lot, and furniAngus. Call 437-4365.
ture. ‘Only 315.000. Ideal
for srarter home or
50.Used Trucks
38. Pets-Supplies
investment. Very Ilya
AKC Bassett puppies and ble. Compare with 1953 FORD Pickup.
AKC Beagle puppies, mobile home and you'll good condition. 435-4326
wormed and shots, Call buy it. MURRAY- or 435-4158.
CALLOWAY CO.' 1957 CHEVROLET
489-2599.
REALTY, 753-8146.
truck. Red, short wheel
AKC registered minia
ture Shelties, LHASA, IMMACULATE CONDI- base. Tinted windATSO English Springer TION! The results of shield. Overhauled 6
Spaniels, Bassett Hound hours of hard work by the cylinder 753-9218.
puppies. 1st shots and owners are evident in this 1977 GMC Short Wheel
wormed. Deposit will lovely home 3 bedroom. 2 Base. 8 cylinder autohold. Also other AKC bath. All new carpet, new matic, extra sharp.
Breeds for sale. Call drapes and freshly pain- 753-8963.
ted inside and out. Nice
489-2495.
patio on back,.. large 53. Services Offered
storage area plus 2 car
4 3 . Real Estate
carport. For your perAN office, business or sonal
Mobile Home Anchors,
tour. call CEN•
residence could be yours
underpinning, roofs sealTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
at this desireable locaed, aluminum patio awnRealtors at 753-1492.
tion. Zoned B-4 and has ar
ings, single and double
assumable loan Don't • PASSIVE Solar home.
carports.
rustic
in
lovely
Paramiss this opportunity.
JACK GLOVER
$35,000. KOPPERUD dise setting, 3 acres.
Country living only 10
753-1873
REALTY, 753-1222.
minutes from town.
UNUSUAL combination Three
spacious be- APPLIANCE SER
of attractive residence drooms,
Two full baths, VICE. Kenmore
plus adjoining commeriplush carpeting Westinghouse.
cal building suitable for throughout.
Kitchen Whirlpool. 21 years
many types of retail
complete with built-in experience. Flirts and
businesses. Located two
appliances, lots of servict. Bobby Hopper,
miles East of Murray on storage.
Don't buy any- Bob's- Appliance Sermain highway to Ken- thing
until you see this vice, 202 S. 5th St.
tucky Lake. KOPPERUD one.
By owner, 753-4501.
753-4872, 753-8886
REALTY. 70-1222.
SOAK in your Jacuzzi; (home).
bask in the warmth of APPLIANCE repair
your fireplace, enjoy work all brands
Purdom & Thurman
your 24 acre wooded Specialize in Tappeo
Insurance &
homesite from the large Call 753-5341 or 354-6956
Real Estate
secluded patio. En- Earl Lovett
Southside Court Sq.
tertain in your spacious
Murray, Kentucky
beamed ceiling family
Aluminum and Vinyl
room. Only minutes
753-4451
siding and Aluminum
from town and just
reduced .$6,000. Call
trim for all houses It
Murray Calloway Co., stops painting
STROUT
Realty for an appointJack Glover
REALTY
ment to see this lovely
753-1873
Home. 753-8146.
THREE bedroom brick
Ranch style home on CHRISTINE Odom
acreage in Lynn Grove. Counselor and Advisor
Lou Ann Phil:101753-8843
wood burning stove, low E.S.P. and Card ReadWayne Wilson 753-5088
utilities Call 435-4559 ing. Appointment only.
Joe I Kennon 438-54378
after 5pm.
(901) 247-5737.
1911 Coldwater Road
THREE bedroom FAYE'S Monograms.
Murray. Kentucky 42071
Ranch home close to Dixieland Shopping
15021 753-0186
town. large lot, garage. Center, 753-7743.
Anytime
equipted kitchen, 14x20 Sweaters, shirts, pur•
JOE I KENNON
ft. deck, carpeted. cen- ses, linen, custom pat.
Brokla
tral air, lots of living ches. Fast service.
Liconsod & Bonded
space. By Owner, only Fence sales at Wars
$43,900. Call 753-9706.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
47.Motorcycles
Your needs
1980 CB 750F Honda,
low miles. 435-4326 or
435-4158.
XT-250 Yamaha, 1100
miles. like new. Call
Appointments made
435-4178 after 6:30p.m
for your conve48. Auto Services
nience. FuN time sale
associates evening
IMPORT Auto Salvage
New and used parts for
phones.
most imports at reAmos McCarty
753-2249
asonable prices 474Theresa Knight
753-7728
2325
Joyce Betsworth 753-9380
49
Used Cars
Anns Rsquarth
753-2477
Louise Baker
Prentice Dunn
Bob Hi.y

753-2409
753-5725
489-2266
0

44

Lots for Sale

1901 WESTWOOD Dr.,
Murray. Ky. Approximately 90x124 ft
Tel. 759-4951.
46. Homes for

Sale

1979 Trans Am.
good condition,
black
w/red,
louvers, power windows, t-tops,
cruise,
AM/FM
Cassette Stereo,
rear de-fog, low
misags, 301 motor.
Call 753-7777

3 BR house, natural gas
heat, central air, additional living space or
efficiency apt. with
separate entrance. New
storage building, 127c113
1968 PLYMOUTH Bemany extras. 2 blocks
lvedere. Manual trans.
from college in quiet
Good- condition.
neighborhood. Sale by
759-4409.
owner. 753-3949.
1972 MAVERICK, 6
BY owner, 3 bedroom
cylinder automatic,
14 bath, large kitchen, good transportation,
den, private living $750 753-6505.
room, walk in closets,
Volkswagon. rebuilt
kidney shaped pool 1972
w/bath house, large motor, new brakes, tires
patio, privacy fence, and battery, $1,050 or best
large lot, storage bldg. offer. Call 753-3010.
1073 CHEVY Impala
Call 753-0962
COUNTRY home, 4 Wagon. Asking $700
489-2377.
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath. Call
living room with cath- 1974 TOYOTA Cellca
edral ceiling, also has GT. 5 speed, $600
fireplace with heatola- 753-4076.
ter, large kitchen, for- 1976 MONTE Carlo.
mal dining room, den nice clean, 1 owner,
Tenn. car, red. 753-3378.
and large storage room
1979 BUICK Electra
By Owner. Call 436-2197.
EXCELLENT invest- Limited, 2 dr., loaded
with extras, 1 owner,
ment property is the
house and lot at 218 bought at Benton. Ky.
North 13th Street Two See at 701 S. 4th St. Call
753-0839 or 436-2935.
bedroom frame, storm
doors and windows. 1967 ('ORV AIR Black.
hardtop. Newly upnatural gas heat, carport. Near MSU c.am- holstered, new engine':
Sharp! Price negotiapus. Reduced to $23,000
Robert's Realty, ble_ Call 753-7883 afternoons or evenings
753-1601.

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
Work Guaranteed
World of Soursel
222 S. 12th St.

753-31145

Services Offered

Low, Low Rates_
Satisfied References
Free Estimates
759 1983

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and virrft
siding. Custom trim work
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 753-0689

Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753 2310 for free

estimate

For Your Hauling
Needs
Sawdust,
Lime, White Rock,
Grain
Call 492-8425
or 492-8485
Insulation blown in by
Sears. TVA approved
Save on those high
heating and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.
WM haul white rock,
sand, lime rip rap and
masonary sand coal.
f.) •
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545
or
753-6763
McKinney Appliance
Service on all major
appliances
Wards,
Westinghouse, Maytag,
Tappen, Admiral, G.E
and all others. No. 10
Dixieland Ctr 753-8505.
Need wOrk on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shap
ing, complete removal
and more. Call BOVER'S
TREE SERVICE for
Professional tree care.
753-0338.
Irrigation Ressdential
CAMPBELL WILL
DRILLING
McKenzie To
Coil•ct
901 352 3871
or
901 352 5704
Free Estimates

BOB'S Home Improvement and General
Contracting 20 years
experience, additions,
carpentry, painting,
concrete work,
aluminum awnings and
trailer skirting Call
753-4501.

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR

PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting

753-3716
FREE E.--,T4n4,-XTES*

SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Ken.
neth Barnhill. 753-2674,
Stella, Ky
WET BASEMENT. We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442-7026.

GENERAL HOME • People s growing
is concern to preserve
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry, • their heritage has
concrete, plumbing, • created a demand
roofing, sliding. NO • for copying 8 pr,f,
JOB TO SMALL Free • tmq
estimates. Days 753
• photographs Copy
6973, nights 474-2276.
•Work is a spec oh!v
•01 Otos
CARTER STUDIO
Experience
a, top MAIN 150 82.om

tree topping
and
tree
removal. Free
estimate.
Wood for sale.
Call
474-8835
or
474-8819

56

Free Column

FREE
6
Labrador

week old
puppies to
good home Call 753-0290
after 6p.m
5 7

Wanted

INVENTIONS, ideas
new products wanted'
Industry presentation/national exposition. 1.800-528-6050
X831

WALLIS DRUG
•PIESCRWTIONS *MU FRUIT NINES
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
•110111STER OSTEMIT PRODUCTS
hos Ilisivery es Preses•Iisas is Oly Wilts

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 368.50
°Pond
374.00
Today
5.50
Up
Comp'

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
7.96
Yesterday
Opened
8.24
Today
.28
Up
“fs nf

SILVER CUSIC”.1
JEWELERS Oly MPIC P1 A IA
l_POL D &
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King supporters seek state holiday

OBITUARIES
;•',

FRANKFORT, Ky.
'(A13) — A spokesman
for the NAACP wants
Kentucky lawmakers to
approve legislation that
would make Jan. 15, Dr.
Martin Luther King
Jr.'s birthday, a state
holiday.
The Rev. Melvin
Hughes, a Frankfort
minister and president
of the local chapter of
National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People, urged
legislators to approve a
bill sponsored by Rep.

Jennifer White dies at home
Jennifer Gail White,
14 months, died sudden-1y at her home in
Laurel, Miss., on Monday, Jan. 9.
She is survived by her
parents, Gail and Jack
W. White, and two
brothers, Jonathan and
Jay, Rt. 3, Laurel.
Also surviving are her
maternal grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Robinson of Natchez,
Miss., and her paternal

grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. Garland L. White
of Brookhaven, Miss.
She is survived by
many cousins, three
uncles and six aunts,
one of whom is Dr.
Janet W. McGuire,
North Seventh Street,
Murray.
Funeral services were
held Tuesday in
Brookhaven, Miss. Interment was at Mission
Hill Cemetery.

Mr. Valentine dies Thursday
Rubin Valentine, 76, Mrs. Betty Kremkow,
New Concord, died at Livermore, Calif.; and a
8:30 p.m. Thursday
'
. at sister, Mrs. Bessie
his home.
Adams, Murray.
Mr. Valentine is sur- Several neices and
vived by his wife Lane nephews also survive.
Valentine, New ConFuneral ar
cord: two daughters, rangements are in.
Mrs. William (Ruby) complete at Max ChurColey, Michigan and chill Funeral Home.

Al. Duncan dies at home
Albert Lee Duncan, Westview Nursing
69, 608 Ellis Drive, died Home; two sisters-inat 8:20 p.m. Friday at law, Mrs. James
Murray-Calloway Coun- Burkeen, Dexter and
ty Hospital.
Mrs. Clarence Duncan,
Mr. Duncan is surviv- Route 6'; several neices
ed by two sisters, Mrs. and nephews.
Birdie Barnett, East
Prairie, Mo. and Mrs.
Funeral arMay Ramsey, Westview rangements are inNursing Home; one compleft at Max Churbrother, Erie Duncan, chill Funeral Home.

Raymon McCuiston dies
Raymon McCuiston, daughter, Barbara June
76, New Concord, died at Curtis, Baton Rouge,
4:30 a.m. Saturday at. La.; two step-sons, Ray
Westview Nursing Stover, Anchorage,
Home.
Alaska and Roy Stover,
Funeral services will Kenya, East Africa; one
be at 2 p.m. Sunday in brother, Clayborn Mcthe Blalock-Coleman—'Cuiston, Route 6 and
Funeral Home Chapel 'four grandchildren.
with Ed Davis ofBorn June 3, 1907 in
ficiating and burial in Calloway County to ErBarnett Cemetery. vin and Cora Lee
Friends may call at the Blalock McCuiston, the
funeral home after 4 deceased was an Army
p.m. Saturday. Masonic Veteran of World War II
Rites are to be said at 7 and retired from the
p.m. Saturday.
Ford Motor Co. in
Mr. McCuiston is sur- Michigan. He was a
vived by his wife Mary member of .the New
LaDelle Finney Mc- Concord Church of
Cuiston, New Concord; Christ, American
one son, Keys Mc- Legion, Disabled
Cuiston and his wife American Veterans and
Janet; one step - Lodge No. 105 F8zAM.

Former state trooper, three
others face escape charges
PIKEVILLE, Ky.
AP — A former state
trooper described as
"hotheaded" and three
other men who broke
out of an eastern Kentucky jail will face
escape charges, according to Perry County
Commonwealth's Attorney Alva Holton Jr.
The four were already
awaiting trial in Perry
Circuit Court on felony
charges when they
escaped Thursday, and
the escape charge, a
Class D felony, carries a
penalty of one to five
years in prison, Hollon
said Friday.
Still at large Friday
were former trooper
Benny L. Collett, 29, of
Hazard, and his brother,
who are charged with
armed robbery and
a.ssault, and a third man
accused of robbery and
rape.
Coll et t and his
brother, Jack E. Collett,
27, of Hazard, were
charged in an Oct. 26
robbery at a Perry
County service station
in which an attendant
was shot in the arm,
Hollon said.
Samuel "Sambo"
Sumner, 19, of Vicco,
was held on burglary,
robbery and rape
charges in connection
with a break-in at a
Perry County residence
in the fall, Hollon said.
The fourth escapee,
James "Bimbo" Davidson, 20, of Grapevine,
had been held for 12
days on robbery
charges in connection
with a Perry County
quor store holdup, he
said. Davidson was
recaptured-about 12:30
p. n1. Thursday in

Lewis Baker said the inmates apparently broke
loose a welded metal
plate that gave them access to a ceiling air duct
and made their way to
the roof of the Perry
County Courthouse. The
jail is on the third floor
of the three-story
building.
They evidently climbed down on a rope that
was found later, he said,
and officials were trying
to find out where
"somebody bought a
new rope."

Baker said police
were investigating
whether friends or
relatives might have
had the rope waiting on
the roof of the building.
State police reported
no new developments in
the search Friday,
though Baker said officials were probing the
possibility the three
fugitives had taken
refuge with relatives out
of state.
Benny Collett was a
state trooper from May
1975 to May 1981, said
state police Sgt. Gene
Hicks at the LaGrange
post.
Collett started out at
the Hazard post, then
transferred to
LaGrange, where he
worked for the two or
three years prior to his
resignation, Hicks said.
He said he did not
know specifically what
led to Collett's
resignation.
"He was the type you
couldn't talk to much.
He was just hotheaded.the sergeant said. "He
would just implode and
say 'I'm going to
resign,' and then he
did."
Holton said a circuit
Holton said Jack Colcourt bearing had been lett was under indict111/Wies0a_iyi,_ ment. as a pelridatent
s:
a t
him
gr**Ea In pan: Many °Mufti-because
ding 1111billegil amok In. of an Abseil IISO.eousvlcóistat**lour tiga on a illaklagree
tobbery &win In Winner Crenry County.

Mae Street Kidd, DLouisville, that would
make King's birthday a
state holiday.
About 200 people
gathered in the Capitol
rotunda Friday to commemorate the 55th anniversary of the ,.slain
civil rights leader's birthday, which is Sunday.
President Ronald
Reagan recently signed
an order making Jan. 15
a federal holiday, beginning in 1986.
Although progress has
been made since King

led a civil rights march
in Frankfort in the
19808, segregation still
exists in Kentucky,
Hughes said.
"We must realize today that Dr. King's
dream is not a reality.
The changes for civil
rights are slow. Do not
become too comfortable," Hughes said.
Gov. Martha Layne
Collins proclaimed Friday as Martin Luther
King Jr. Day in Kentucky, and said King's
legacy is the progress
that has been made in
racial relations.
Mrs. Collins
presented a dogwood
tree to Kentucky State
Universjty President
Raymond Burse. The
tree is to be planted on
the school's campus as a
memorial to King.

Builders get grant
CLUB SPEAKERS — Brenda Call, left, and Marion O'Rourke, right, coaches for
Academic Team at Calloway County High School, spoke at a recent meeting of the
Murray Kiwanis Club.

Club hears about team
Brenda Call and
Marion O'Rourke informed Murray Kiwanians of the purposes of
the Academic Team at
Calloway County High
School at a recent
meeting.
Kiwanians. were told
that one purpose of the
Academic team was to
promote recognition for
students who excell in
classwork just like
athletic awards promote excellence in their
field.
Students try out for
the Academic team and
are selected for competition by the team

coaches, Mrs. Call and
Mrs. O'Rourke, on the
basis of their performance in practice
sessions.
Practice sessions are
held weekly and utilize
the computer as well as
more traditional
methods in asking questions and gaining
information.
Areas covered include
science, mathematics,
history, English, social
studies and the arts as
well as current events.
The coaches emphasized that all areas of study
were covered by questions asked when in
competition.

Mrs. Call and Mrs.
O'Rourke emphasized
that the Calloway County and Murray High
Academic Teams practiced together as well as
competed with each
other and were loyal
supporters of each
other.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The National
Association of Home
Builders has been
awarded a $74,550 grant
to train as many as 60
Elizabethtown-area
residents to rehabilitate
old buildings and
homes, the Cabinet for
Human Resources
announced.
The training site is
Elizabethtown's vacant

Joplin Hotel, which will
be converted into onebedroom apartments
for the elderly and handicapped, the statement
said Friday. The project
is expected to take two
years.
The Home Builders
Institute, the educational arm of the
association, will ,conduct the training, the
statement said.

eseRentrw

The two teams are
members of the newly
formed Western Kentucky Academic
Association which includes all of the schools
in the First District
Basketball Association.
The season for active
team competition is
March and April.

Both the Center and
the Council are part of
the JCEE's network of
50 state councils and
more the:1215 uniefinii-.
ty Centers on Economic
EducatIon. MI are Independent, non-profit,
non-partisan ocluestiom
organizations establish-

cruali-

ed to improve the
and to increase the
quantity of economic
education in
kindergarten through
college -level
curriculums.
Besides Dr. Maupin,
others who will be conducting seminars in.
elude these from Murray: Dr. Dan Harrison,
director of the Center
for Economic Education
Murray State; Robert
LaMastus, president,
Credit Bureau of Murray; and Loretta Jobs,
real estate broker.
Others are: Jack
Bradley of Paducah,
vice president of Home
Federal Savings and
Loan; Marvin Orgill of
Paducah, district
manager of South Central Bell; Barbara
Banks Shields of
Nashville, Tenn., consumer affairs officer,
U.S. Food and Drug Administration; Dr. Jack

ty

Morgan of Louisville,
director of the Kentucky
Council on Economic
Education; Dana Allen
of Frankfort, consumer
education specialist in
the Division of Consumer Protection; Carl
Webb of Paducah, president of the Life Underwriters Association of
Paducah; and Michele
Reilly Mijytie of
Louisville, 6onsumer
education specialist,
General Electric
Company.
Partial tuition
scholarships are
available and will be
awarded on a competitive basis.
Anyone wishing to obtain further infromation
or a scholarship application may contact
Dr. Maupin in the
Department of Home
Economics at Murray
State University,
telephone 762-3387 or
762-6991.

KJAS to celebrate 50th year
The Kentucky Junior
Academy of Science is
an organization which is
designed to promotean
interest in the sciences
In the youth of Kentucky. Founded in 1934,
the K.J.A.S. has since
grown to include over 30
schools throughout the
state.
As members of this
organization, students
are entitled to compete
for research grants and
to participate in the annual K.J.A.S. spring
symposium. At the symposium., students present papers which they
have written on an indiviudal research project of their own choosing, as well as participate in group conpetitions and activities.

In 1984, the Academy
will be celebrating the
50th anniversary of its
founding. In honor of
this celebration, the
K.J.A.S. is interested in
gathering information
about past members.
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MSU, PCC plan seminar series
A series of seminars
on consumer credit,
money apd banking,
estate planning, investments, economics,
and management will
be offered by Murray
State University at
Paducah Community
College this spring for
area preserVice and inservice teachers.
Both local and area
experts in these fields
will be involved in conducting 16 seminars,
which ate a part of a nationwide Consumer
Economic Forum
designed to provide
educators with an
understanding of
economic concepts and
the techniques and
materials for teaching
consumer economics.
Teachers who enroll
in the series of
seminars, to meet from
6 to 9 p.m. on Wednesday in Room 14 of the
Matheson Learning
Center, beginning'Jan.
18, may earn either
three semester hours of
graduate or
undergraduate credit.
Dr. Joan L. Maupin,
assistant professor in
the Department of
Home Economics and
Child Studies and
instructor-coordinator
for the seminars, said
students who enroll may
earn credit for Home
Economics 597,
Economics 597 or
Education 597.
She said students may
register for the course
at the first class
meeting. Tuition is $51
per semester hour for
graduate credit and $35
per semester hour for
undergraduate credit
for Kentucky residents.
The Consumer
Economic Forum is offered by the Department of Home
Economics at Murray
State in cooperation
with the Center for
Economic Education on
the campus, the Kentucky Council on
Economic Education
and the Joint Council on
Economic Education
(JCEE).
It is sponsored
through a grant from
The Quaker Oats Company, Fisher-Price Toys
of Murray and Home
Federal Savings and
Loan Association of
Paducah — Murray
Branch.

UK STUMP
REMOVAL

MEDICAL Is
/-/AV/NCl A
MONEY
SHOE
SALE!

We're Getting Out Of The
Shoe Business
So All Our Shoes
Must Be Sold
All In Stock Sizes

1
/
3 off
Name Brands Like:

SEBAGO

Anyone who once
belonged to the
organization or knows of
any other past
members, is asked to
send the information to
Terri Dietz (2889 Gayle
Court, Lakeside Park,
Ky., 41017, current
president of the
K.J.A.S., or Herbert
Leopold, director,
Department of
Chemistry, Western
Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, Ky.,
42101.

FA

r4'

r4'

1980 Chevy Scottsdale
2 tone, a.c., p.s., p.b., 3 speed, 41 xxx
miles, rally wheels, AM-FM stereo, cloth
interior.
46,1177

CHEVROLET

Be A Wise Shopper Like
Ben And Save On Shoes At:

H&LLAND
MEDICAL
502-753-1465
107 S. 4th St.
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TAX-SHELTERED
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The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray Ledger & Times

•

Guaranteed
Retirement Income
For The Self-employed.
If you're self-employed, any pension or retirement program you're going to
have when i,ou quit working is up to you. And from all viewpoints, few
things are as sure, as practical, or as profitable as one of our Individual
Retirement Accounts.
Choose either our high-paying fixed rate or floating rate program (we'll be
happy to help you decide which will fit your needs best) and start salting
away the money that's going to help make your retirement worry-free. A
time for travel, relaxation, or whatever else you have in mind.
Not only are you able to deduct the money you contribute to your IRA from
your income taxes each year, but every cent it earns over the years will be
tax-sheltered. You pay taxes only when you retire at age 59IJ, or later—
when you'll be in a lower tax bracket.
Come in or call us today and let our experienced personnel help you set up
an IRA that will make your retirement something to look forward to!

ITimi
T Bank of Murray
"THE FrNIn.LBAINK"

TITILLATINQ TERRY — Laura...Johnson stars as Terry Hartford. one of the new regulars on
"Falcon Crest,7 airing Friday, Jan. 20

Sataiday, January 14, 1984
NOIDNIX31
9050 •
A13%11191'1 ONIN
1131N30 fr114083.111
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MONDAY

1/16/84
5:30 A.M.

Predators Robert Redo
ford hosts this examination
-

of animals who hunt to survive

6:30 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Shipwreck'
Shipwreck victims share a
deserted island with Kodiak
boars, wolves and a killer
Whale. Robert Logan, Mikki
Jamison-Olson,
Heather
Rattray Rated G
Financial
Enterprise

2:00 P.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Shipwreck'
Shipwreck victims share a
deserted island with Kodiak
bears, wolves and a killer
whale. Robert Logan, Mikki
Jamison-Olson,
Heather
Rattray Rated G.

4:00 P.M.

-

8:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Fools' An aging movie actor, who is
trying to find a meaning to
his life, meets a young
woman and falls in love. Katharine Ross, Jason Robards,
Scott
Hylands
1971

8:30 A.M.
0- Video Jukebox

9:00 A.M.
C4D - Phil Donahue Donahue's guests include several legal experts,and Dr.
Robert
Freeman-Longo,
who examine legal, medical, moral, and psychological arguments over castration or thirty years in prison
as punishment for rapists
0- MOVIE:'Best Friends'
Trouble starts when a happily unmarried couple decides to wed and visit their
families. Burt Reynolds,
Goldie
Hawn, Barnard
Hughes. 1983 Rated PG.
Phil Donahue Donahue's guests include homemakers who are rebelling
against the notion that
housework is an exclusive
lifelong career for all
women
-

11:00 A.M.

O

- Sheona Easton in
Concert
Grammy
This
Award-winner performs at
the Hollywood Palace

12:00 P.M.

O

Predators Robert Redford hosts this examination
of animals who hunt to survive
-

5:00 P.M.

O-

Little House on the
Prairie
0- Video Jukebox
- MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour

5:30 P.M.

O

- Sheena Easton in
Concert
Grammy
This
Award-winner performs at
the Hollywood Palace

6:00 P.M.
O C2D - ABC News
C5D AD 0 CU
Njws
IC- Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program features
Gina Lollobrigida and her
plans for an acting comeback.
- Carol 814/nett
BusAtes Report
(21.4 KentAlky General
Assembly
a- Charlie's Angels
(12) - CBS News
TBN Today
-

6:30 P.M.
Newscope
O(1D0CE)- Family Feud
EL - Barney Miller
O - Hogan's Heroes
O - Fraggle Rock Wembley must save Marjory, the
Trash Heap, from the
Gorgs
O Jefforsons
CU - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
- NHL Hockey: New
York Islanders at Boston
(1)- MASH
(27) - Kids Praise the Lord
-

o

-

•

O- MOVIE:'Mara Meru' A
former Navy commander
leads a mobster to sunken
treasure, then battles him
for the diamonds. Errol
Flynn, Ruth Roman, Raymond Burr. 1952.
O - MOVIE: 'Kiss M.
Goodbye' A widow about to
remarry is haunted by the
outspoken ghost of her late
husband. Sally Field, James
Caen, Jeff Bridges 1983
Rated PG.

700P.M.

O

c1) X, 0 - That's
I ncredi
SI CE)- NCAA Basketball:
Mississippi State at Georgia
O - MOVIE: 'Centennial'
Pert 7 Seventh of 12 parts
A range war erupts when
Messmore Gerrett arrives
with thousands of sheep
Gregory Harrison, Timothy
Dalton, Christina Raines
CC al GE)- TV's Bloopers,
Commercials & Pratical

We Stock Appliance Parts
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Jokes Dick Clark and Ed
McMahon host this look at
scenes never intended for
viewing by an audience.(60
min )
a_ MOVIE:'All the Rivers
Run'
strong-willed
A
womati named Philadelphia
Gordon forges a place for
herself
in
the
maledominated society of late
Dr. Potter (Harry Morgan,
19th-century
Austrailia.
r.)
must try to save the job of
Sigrid Thornton, John Watthe hospital's new surgeon
ers. 1984.
(David Akroyd) when his job
O 11 - Frontline 'Crisis at
General Hospital: Tonight's
is
in
jeopardy
on
program looks at some hos"AtterMASH." The episode
pitals who market themairs Monday, Jan. 16 on
selves to treat the wealthy,
CBS.
leaving the poor with no
place to go. (60 min.)
(Stations reserve, the right
[Closed Captioned]
to make last-minute changes )
- MOVIE: 'Legend Of
Lizzie Borden' The story of
the notorious New England
spinster accused of the axe
murders of her father and
stepmother. Fritz Weaver,
Katherine Helmond, Elisabeth Montgomery, Helen
Craig. 1975
husband. Sally Field, James
0- MOVIE:'Corey: For the
CBS News
O
(12) - Scarecrow and
Caen, Jeff Bridges. 1983.
People' A young assistant
Nightwatch JIP
Mrs. King When an Italian
Rated PG.
district attorney refuses to
scientist defects to the UnC3i - Three Stooges
0 EL - Great Perform-„,
knuckle under to pressure
ited States, the Agency asa _ MOVIE: 'Endangered
ancos 'Dance in America: g
from
medical
and
boss
a
his
signs Amanda and Lee to
Species' The discovery of
Song for Dead Warriors.'
authority. John Rubinstein,
help him establish a new
mutilated farm animals
The San Francis° Ballet
Eugene Roche, Ronnie Cox.
identity. (60 mm.)
leads a retired detective
gives a special performand a female sheriff to a
EL - Barney Miller
- Calling Dr. Whitaker
ance of Michael Smuin's
dangerous germ warfare
epic ballet. (60 min.)
11:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
Jobeth Williams,
- Wild World of
O (2E) - MOVIE:'Robbery' operation.
_ Great PerformRobert Urich Rated R
The
story of the planning
Animals
ances 'Edith
Wharton'
CD - Jim Bakker
and execution of a robbery
Looking Back.' Kathleen
27)- Best Day of Your Life
of a British mail train of mil2:30 A.M.
Widdoes
as
stars
Edith
8:00 P.M.
lions of pounds. Stanley
Wharton in a presentation
0- News/Sign Off
af) gip a _ American
Baker,
James
Booth,
based in part on R.W.B.
3:00 A.M.
Music Awards Lionel RiJoanna Pettet, William MarLewis
biography.
(R)
(60
chie hosts the eleventh anMOVIE:
'Crime by
_
lowe. 1967
min )
nual presration of 'The
Night' Called in about a
- All In the Family
American Music Awards.'
child custody case, a deteca
Mrs.C53
King- W
Schaerec
n err
Itaalin
adn
- Praise the Lord
(2 hrs.)
tive discovers murder, a spy
scientist defects to the Unring and sabotage Jane
(14150 EL _ MOVIE:'Matter
9:30 P.M.
ited States, the Agency asWyman, Jerome Cowan,
of Sox' Eight women, who
(I)- Benny Hill Show
signs Amanda and Lee to
Eleanor Parker. 1944.
are frustrated over unequal
help him establish a new
P.M.
10:00
pay and unfair promotion
3:15 A.M.
identity.
min.)
(60
0C2D0CID CID C4D EN'
opportunities, wage a bitter
_ MOVIE: 'Kiss Me
Thick.
Night
of
cc
the
0
EL
09
go
News
two year battle as they
Goodbye'
Night with
O - All In the Family
strike against their em4:00 A.M.
C4Dlia
Dayld aD-ie
CU - Angoon: 100 Years
ployer Jean 'Stapleton, Dia_ Varied Programs
Letterman-Nightline
_ columbo
02
Later
nah Manoff. 1983.
ar_ TBN Today
'Dead
0
- Business Report
Frontline 'Crisis at
Weight.' Columbo faces the
General Hospital.' Tonight's
4:30 A.M.
0- Honeymooners
difficult task of proving a
program looks at some hos- Candid Camera
O
10:30
P.M.
military hero guilty of murpitals who market them(27) - Heritage Singers
WKRP in
der. (R)(90 min.)
selves to treat the wealthy,
Cincinnati
leaving the poor with no
12:00 A.M.
O CL) _ AfterMASH KlinQuestion
place to go. (60 min.)
MOVIE:
'Charlie Chan
writes
ger
a letter to his old
[Closed Captioned]
in
Honolulu'
The
disappearbuddy Radar, describing
WHERE'S JACKIE? — I
Great Performance of jewels leads Chan
life at General Pershing
hope you can help me with an
ances 'Dance in America: A
on
a
chase
in
his
own
back
Hospital.
Vng for Dead Warriors.'
yard. Sidney Toler, Phyllis address for Jackie Cooper.
EL - Nightline
The first movie I ever saw
The San Francis° Ballet
Brooks,
a
_ John
King. 1938.
N
- Catlins
was "Treasure Island" in 1934
gives a special performand I still remember him in it
ance of Michael Smuin's
EL - Three's Company
1 2:30 A.M.
You can write him at his
0CC - Tonight Show
epic ballet (80 min.)
1111 CU - News
business address, Jackie
(121 - AfterNIASH Klin111 - Hawaii Five-0
O - MOVIE: 'One Foot In Enterprises Inc., 9621 Royalger writes a letter to his old
▪
Latenight America
Heaven' A hardworking ton Dr., Beverly Hills, CA
buddy Radar, describing
0- Thicke of the Night
minister and his faithful 90210.
life at General Pershing
a
_ Hart to Hart The
wife face many difficulties
Hospital
Harts try to rescue a framed
with spirit and courage.
(27) - Sonshin•
man from the clutches of a
Fredric
March. Martha
murderous
sheriff
(R)
(60
8:30 P.M.
Scott, Beulah Bondi. 1941.
min.)
0 (a) - Newham SteEL - CNN Headline News
phanie discovers that her
10:45 P.M.
0 - Sheena Easton in
former 'Prince Charming' is
0- MOVIE:'Best Friends'
Concert
This
Grammy
married to her former high
Trouble starts when a hapAward-winner performs at
school rival
pily unmarried couple dethe Hollywood Palace.
- Jack Van !moo
cides to wed and visit their
0- Hogan's Heroes
families. Burt Reynolds,
9:00 P.M.
NHL Hockey: New
Goldie
Hawn, Barnard
cs au a
_ Emerald
York Islanders at Boston
Hughes. 1983 Rated PG.
Point N.A.S. Glenn Matv
moun-tainUp on Melody
thews forces Harlan to
1 100 P.M.
make him a vice president
as
_ Entertainment
100
mpf Adams Industries and
Tonight Tonight's program
Magazine
Music
aD-ki
iM
Kgy discovers that,Hilery is
features Gina Lollobrigiids
GENTLE BEN — TV
EIJNIws
named Glenn's new assisand her plans for an acting
executive Ben Gibson
• News/'Sign Off
tant.(60 min.)
comeback
(Douglas Shaahan) is a
0- TBS Evening News
CBS News
O CU - Newhart Ste
now resident of "Knots
ellwINighttch
- MOVIE: 'Kies Me
chants discovers that her
Landing." The CBS
•- Praise the Lord
Goodbye' A widow about to
former 'Prince Charming' is
remarry is haunted by the
series airs Thursday
married to her former high
1:30 A.M.
outspoken ghost of her late
school rival
nights
SI C2D - News

POTTER PLANS
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o

o

o

CU -

-

o

(21
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110

G E., Hotpoint, Whirlpool, Soars, Magic Chef
Ect. Artliorhoil Hotpoint, G.E..
Illogk Chef aid illeinirol Sonde*
"If W.Don't MIMI,
We Will Get it"
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PAGE 3

DAYTIME
WEEKDAYS

of
)n
)b
)n
ie
)n

5:00 A.M.
0CL012)- CBS Early
Morning News
0- TBS Morning News
CAD - NBC News at Sunrise
- Religious Programming
5:30 A.M.
0au Era _ Ag-Day
C41) - Ralph Emery Show
27)-Joy in the Morning
5:45 A.M.
- Waather
11.0 - Sign On/News
6:00 A.M.
ABC News This
Morning
0 CID - CBS Morning
News
- Cartoons
- SuperStation Funtime
0 CC - NBC News at
Sunrise
a - Jim Bakker
ED - Carl Tipton Show
ED 12) - Breakfast Show
6:30 A.M.
- Morning Stretch
a_ I Dream of Jeannie
ED CE - News
0 - Business Report
-

114rws

)ered
ry of
imals
ictive
to a
Oars
isms,

- Jimmy Swaggert
(211 - Religious Program-

ming

• by

iut a
latOCII spy
Jane
wan,
Me

— I
eta an
Doper.
r Saw
I 934

3 in it.
at his
ackie
loyals, CA

TV
son
Is a
note
B

iday

7:00 A.M.
O C2D
- Good
Morning A
a_ Bewitched
CAD0 - Today
0COD - To Life: Yoga w/P.
Patrick
1211) - Weather
ED - Great Space Coaster
- CBS Morning
News
• - Lester Sumrall
7:15 A.M.
Cf
- Weather
O etu - Instructional
Programs
7:30 A.M.
O - I Love Lucy
o

0

-

Instructional

Programs
ED - Tom & Jerry
_ Religious Programming
8:00 A.M.
ED EL - Tattletales
a_ Movie
CID - Sesame Street

o

[Closed Captioned]
CD - Woody and Friends

8:30 A.M.
- Match Game
11)- Spiderman
- Joy in the Morning
9:00 A.M.
C2D - Little House on the

Restless

11:30 A.M.
CE 0 - Ryan's
-

Restless
0

Young and the
- Search

—

-

-
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Hollywood Squares Hour
- Electric Company
- Joy in the Morning
3:00 P.M.
By Nancy M. Reichardt
engagement to San Antonio,
- Family
Even though Tony Geary Texas, entrepreneur Patrick
0CID - Waltons
has ended his five-year stay as Lampert Searcy. The couple
0- Edge of Night
Luke Spencer on "General are planning a May wedding
Hospital," dry your tears die- and a month-long honeymoon
O - Munsters
hard Luke fans.
EL - Days of Our Lives
"I have completed my role
(n) - sesame street
on 'Hospital," says Geary,
[Closed Captioned)
"but more than likely I will be
ED - Woody and Friends
returning for periods of time,
_ Tattletales
as one occasionally goes home
to visit."
3:30 P.M.
"I'm taking the opportunity
- Scooby Doo
to leave the show to do other
O - Brady Bunch
projects," he says. "I'd like to
0 - Gilligan's Island
announce the next step of my
Andy Griffith
partnership with Gloria
(I) - 3-2-1, Contact (Monty, the producer of
[Closed Captioned)
"GH"). We're preparing a
ED - He Man & Masters/ number of projects. the first
Universe
of which will be an ABC mov09
- Alice
ie of the week."
"We don't want to say m'uch
- Lester Sumrafi
more about the movie at this
4:00 P.M.
time, except that Tony will
play many parts and that it's
ED CE/arnatc Jones
a romantic adventure," says
0C1) HiPs
Miss Monty.
EL - ogan's Heroes
Geary has also been busy
- Leave It to Beaver
with his role in the Encyclo(it) - People's Court
pedia Britannica videocasAndy Griffith
sette version of "Antony and
Little House on .Cleopatra," in which he cothe Prairie
stars with Lynn Redgrave and
0(211- Mr. Rogers' Timothy Dalton. The cassette 11/
Neighborhood
will be distributed to universiED - Scooby Doo
ties and then it may air on
PBS.
- Praise the Lord
••

SOAPSCOOP

o

0 cip arit - Price Is
Right
CY a - Benson
O - Catlins
,4; 0
- Wheel of
Fortune
ED - Braun and Company
1:27) - Praise the Lord
10:30 A.M.
O GD GO ED - Loving
O - Texas
C41)0(1)- Dream House
-11:00 A.M.
O(2) 3)0- Family Feud
O CE - News
O - Perry Mason
gl)i- Channel 4 Magazine
- Hot Potato
ED - Midday
ED (12) - Young and the

Hope

- •

For

Tomorrow
ED - To Be Announced
12:00 P.M.
OC2DC3D 12- All My
Children
- movie
- News
To Be Announced
Ca)- TBN Today
12:30 P.M.
OVIDAD(12- As the
World Turns
(A)- Sale of the Century
0EL - Days of Our Lives
a- 20 Minute Workout
27)- Jimmy Swaggert
1:00 P.M.
9(121)CE
- One Life to
Live
CAD - Another World
ED Andy Griffith
_ Religious Programming
1:30 P.M.
- Capitol
O CL
0 - Another World
ED - Three Stooges
2:00 P.M.
ED Go co a _ General
o

0CU0

ED -

-

Hospital

0 CU 0 12) - Guiding
Light
a- SuperStation Funtime
j_D - Match Game/
Hollywood Squares Hour
ED - Little Rascals
2:30 P.M.
op - Flintstones
0
- Match Game/

in Greece. Miss Cheatham.
who is of American Indian
descent, is planning a traditional Comanche acceptance
ceremony for the nuptials.
-

o

Time Machine

O-

o

0,

a cc_
a tio(ft_

• 4:30 P.M.
- Tic Tac Dough
41)- Beverty Hillbillies
- Wheel of Fortune

0 - People's Court
0CL - Electric Company
0(21 - 3-2-1, Contact
[Closed Captioned]

ED - He Man & Masters/
Universe
5:00 P.M.
O 1:23 - MASH
ED
ED Sanford and
Son
C3D
- News
O _ Little House on the
Prairie
- Tic Tac Dough
- Sesame Street
0
aiD

-

4
t\i
"Another World" has added
the talents of veteran • actor
Charles Keating in the role of
Carl Hutchens. Keating's
recent TV roles include
Ernest Simpson in the miniseries "Edward and Mrs.
Simpson" and Rex Mottram in
the PBS series "Brideshead
Revisited." Prior to his "AW"
role, Keating, who is a member of the Royal Shakespeare
Company and the Chichester
Festival Theater in England,
was starring in the Cleveland
Playhouse production of "The
Tempest."
Marie Cheatham (Stephanie
Wyatt)of "Search For Tomorrow" has announced her

By Teresa Byrne-Dodge

c-\

Before he moved over to Gov. Gene Gatling's staff in his
own show, "Benson," Robert Guillaume was a member of
the Tate household on "Soap."
I) What town was the setting for "Soap"?

2) What was the name of the religious cult from which

Benson rescued Billy Tate?
3) What was the name of the character who replaced Benson as butler on "Soap"and who was he played by?
uato.43 aaq aoasou q paAeld 'sJapunes(g
saluuns
(g
•uuo3
sytma

[Closed Captioned]

0 1211 _ MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
ED - Bewitched
CD - Varied Programs
ci=t - Three's Company
5:30 P.M.
0GU0 - News
0CIE - CBS News

Love

Valentine Picture

CID0- ABC News
CE0Cle - NBC News

ED - Alice

Prairie
- New
0 Cr 0
$25,000 Pyramid

EL - Webster
CE)- Phil Donahue
EL- Donahue
O - I Love Lucy
O
- Instructional
Programs
ED Jim Bakker
9:30 A.M.
0ID
at -Press Your

1 xl ;
ortratts 1 .84
Call For Appointmnt, New Hours
Tues.-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 10-12
Closed Monday
Photography By
▪
David Celaya

o

-

216 E. North
Mayfield, Ky.
247-1851

10:00 A.M.
ED CID - Love Connection

-

•

10P•

e• •
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•
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Luck
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Consumer Reports
- MacNeil/Lehrer
CO
Newshour

o

TUESDAY

1/17/84
5:00 A.M.
O-

MOVIE:'Treasures of
the Snow' A young outcast
from
both family
and
friends fleto _to the high forest. Ted Brown, Paul Dean,
Carey Born. 1982

6:30 A.M.
•

O(f)- Business Report
7:00 A.M.
0- History of Pro Football
The 64-year history of Pro
Football is presenteab

8:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE:'Joy of Living'

•

A carefree globe trotter and
a career-minded stage star
have a whirlwind courtship
Irene Dunne, Douglas Fairbanks Jr. Alice Brady
1938

8:30 A.M.
O - Consumer Reports
9:00 A.M.
(1) - Phil Donahue Donahue's guests are Rev. Troy
Oscar
Perry, and
Rev
McCloud
O - MOVIE: 'Airplane II:
The Sequel' A lunatic airline
crew find themselves on a
lunar shuttle hurtling toward the sun Robert Hays,
William
Hagerty,
Julie
Shatner Rated PG
- Phil Donahue Donahue's guest vicludes Dr.
Andrbw Weil, author of

Chocolate to Morphine'
who provides an overview
of the whole range of mind active drugs and how they
affect the body

10:30 A.M.
O - Everly Brothers
Reunion This reunion concert was taped at London's
Royal Albert Hall
11:30 A.M.
MOVIE: 'The ThirtyNine Steps' An innocent
man tries to stay one step
ahead of German assassins
and Scotland Yard Robert
Powell,
Karen
Dotrice,
David Warner Rated PG

O

-

12:00 P.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'McHale's
Navy' The nutty crew of a
PT boat is involved in a
horse race and some big
betting. Ernest Borgnine,
Joe Flynn, Tim Conway
1964

1:30 P.M.
O - History of Pro Football
The 64-year history of Pro
Football is presented

3:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Treasures of
the Snow' A young outcast
fraiti 'both family and
friends flees to the high forest Ted Brown, Paul Dean,
Carey Born 1982.

o

5:00 P.M.
O

-

Little House on the

Prairie

-

5:30 P.M.
O

MOVIE: 'Airplane II:
The Sequel' A lunatic airline
crew find themselves on a
lunar shuttle hurtling toward the sun Robert Hays,
Hagerty,
Julie
William
Shatner Rated PG
-

BET ON 'GINA'
Michael Brandon and
Valerie Bertinelli both have
different reasons for spending their time in a gambling
casino in The Seduction of
Gina " The movie makes its
debut Jan. 17 on "The CBS
Tuesday Night Movie."

6:00 P.M.
O EL _ ABC News
COMCDOS.0News
IT)- Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program features
husband and wife Eddie
Van Halen and Valerie Bertinelli
0- Carol Burnett
O(1)- Business Report
0 J. - Kentucky General
Assembly
- Charlie's Angels
cj.)_ CBS News
_ TBN Today

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes)

1
.

6:30 P.M.
_ Newscope
OM°CBD- Family Feud
- Barney Miller
O _ Hogan's Heroes
O - Jeffersons
O ceD _ MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
•
Play Bridge
030 12 - MASH
271- Dn. Way Game

au-

r' 7:00 P.M.
a co ED - Foulups,
Bleeps/Blunders
0CID0132- Mist;te!ppi

0 - MOVIE: 'Centennial'
Part 8 Eighth of 12 parts.
The
Venneford
Ranch
comes under a dual threata devastating blizzard and
charges of fraud against
Oliver Seccombe. Timothy
Dalton, Lynn
Redgrave,
Brian Keith.
(An 0 Cep - A Team A
woman hires the A Team to
investigate the theft of munitions. (60 min.)
_ MOVIE:'All the Rivers
Run'
A
strong-willed
woman named Philadelphia
Gordon forges a place for
herself
in
the
maledominated society of late
19th-century
Austrailia.
Sigrid Thornton, John Waters. 196'4.
O _ Hodag Country Music
Festival
29- Nova 'The Case of
ESP.' The scientific evidence for and against ESP is
examined.(60 min.)[Closed
Captioned'

0
4

- Wilson's Reward
(D - NCAA Basketball:
Kentucky at Florida
_
Rambo's
Dottie
Magazine
7:30 P.M.
CZ CtID - Happy

Days
Fonzie pleads 'The Fifth at
a school board •hearing at
which he is accused of hitting a student.[Closed Captioned]
0 CID - Metro Council
Meeting
- I Choose Life

Pt

8:00 P.M.
1:2D CY) - Three's
Company

etz -

la a the

Our Annual
Bride's Section
Will Be Published
Thurs., Jan. 26,
-T—
o geTlicluded
Call 753-1916

murray
Ledger -

MOVIE:
'Seduction of Gina' A young
woman risks destroying her
marriage anct future when
she is lured into the world
of high-stakes gambling.
Valerie Bertinelli, Michael
Brandon, Frederic Lehne.
1983.
GU 001) - Riptide Nick
and Cody risk their lives to
rescue an executive analyst
being held captive by an assassin.(60 min.)
American
Playhouse "the Ghost Writer.' A young artist recalls a
visit with a world-famous
author who lives in seclusion with two women. (90
min.)[Closed Captioned]
NCAA Basketball:
•
Clemson at Maryland
VI- In the Land of the Bible

-

-

m.
8:3_00
Ph.M
Madeline
- Answer
-.
HM
ar
cr
9:0
0
0P
to Hart
0EL
0- TBS Evening News
1:43 0 P - Remington
Steele Laura and Remington infiltrate the circus to investigafb a homicide. (60
min.)
Brothers
- Everly
Reunion
n
- Praise the Lord
0In 9:
133
u0
sinPe;;M
s Report
10:00 P.M.

cc _ McCloud

- Thicke of the

Night
Late Night with
David Letterman
0- Nightline
_ McCloud
ag

0

12:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE::The Bowery
Boys: Hold That Hypnotist'
Scoffing at 'regression' one
of the Boys submits to
being
hypnotized,
and
lands back in the year 1683
as tax-collector for the king
The Bowery Boys, Huntz
Hall, Stanley Clements.
1957
27) _ TBN Today

0up a clo cuck

12:15 A.M.

RD00C12 - News
- All In the Family

O-

_ Not Necessarily The
News
CI CU - New Tech Times
- Honeymooners

10:30 P.M.
(,7D - WKRP

MOVIE: The ThirtyNine Steps' An innocent
man tries to stay one step
ahead of German assassins
and Scotland Yard. Robert
Powell, Karen
Dotrics,
David Warner. Rated PG.

12:30 A.M.
- CNN Headline News

in

oCincminn_
Magnum,
agnum, P.I.
- Nightline

0- Hogan's Heroes
(27k- We Shall Serve Him

gj- Three's Company

1:00 A.M.
019 - Music Magazine
CL - News

MOVIE:'Kitty and the
Bagman' An innocent English bride arrives in a
rugged land that is very different from her dreams.
Liddy Clark, Val Lehman,
John Stantion. 1983. Rated
R.
- Tonight Show
O - Hawaii Five-0
(1)- Latenight America
- Thick• of the Night
(2- Magnum P.1. When
an image appears to Rick
on the beach, the idea leads
Magnum to a deserted plantation and a dangerous family servant. (R)(60 min.)

0

09

11:00 P.M.
0 P - Entertainment
Tonight Tonight's program
features husband and wife
Eddie Van Haien and Valerie Bertinelli.
- MOVIE:'Strait-Jacket'
Released from a mental
hospital after having committed axe murders, a
woman goes to live with her
children and the murders
begin again, Joan Crawfoid, Dias* Baker, Lief Erickson. 1984.
(I)- Barney Miller

11:30 P.M.
cr - MOVIE: 'Heaven
•
with a Oure

0- MOVIE: 'Seven Days'
Leave'
_ News/Sign Off
Cl2 - CBS News
Nightwatch
zn_ Praise the Lord

1:15 A.M.
c2D _ News

1:30 A.M.
_

CBS

News

Nightwatch JIP
- Three Stooges
- Jim Bakker

1:45 A.M.

o- MOVIE:'Partners'
2:30 A.M.
- News/Sign Off

3:00 A.M.
O - Rat Patrol
3:15 A.M.
- History of Pro Football

o

3:30 A.M.
O - Africans
4:00 A.M.
O - Varied Programs
ap _ NCAA Basketball:
Kentucky at Florida
(27) - TBN Today

4:30 A.M.
O - To Be Announced
(27) - I Choose Life

1.

S.

41.

•••••••r

1
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Trash
Gorgs

5:00 A.M.

O-

Adventures of Robin
Hood nik

6:00 A.M.

O-

Seal Pup A family
nurses a seal pup back to
health

6:30 A.M.
110 -

Fraggle Rock Wembley must save Marjory, the
Trash
Heap, from the
Gorgs
- Business Report

7:00 A.M.

0-

MOVIE: 'Chariots of
Fire' Religious courage motivates two runners competing in the 1924 Olympics.
Ian Charleson, Ben Cross,
Dennis Christopher. 1982
Rated PG.

8:00 A.M.

O _

ht
with

MOVIE: 'Without
Reservations A couple of
marines out for fun and
romance encounter a lady
novelist on a Hollywood'bound train. Claudette Colbert, John Wayne, Don
DeFore, 1946.

Very

ItiSt

one
to
and
683
;log
untz
ints

irty:ent
step
sins
bert
rice,
G.
WS

im
ne
aye'

OWS

9:00 A.M.
- Phil Donahue Donahue's guests include Ken
Norton, who models fashions for men, and Gordan
Lee, a beauty therapist.
MOVIE:'The Terry Fox
Story' A cancer-stricken
boy runs across Canada to
raise money for cancer research. Eric Fryer, Robert
Duvall,
cc _ Phil Donahue Donahue's guests include AIM
chairman Reed Irvine, author Victor Lasky, and Rev.
Jerry Falwell.
1 1:00 A.M.
O - Gotta Dance, Gotta
Sing This special celebrates
the Hollywood musical.

o

O

12:00 P.M.
_
MOVIE:

'The
McConnell Story' The life
story of one of the most famous test pilots, who died
during a test flight of the
Sabrejet F-86. Alan Ladd,
June Allyson, James Whitmore. 1955
0 - Kenny Loggins in
Concert

1:00 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'Cannery Row'

OW'S

A marine biologist tries to
forget his past while a
young runaway drifts into
life in a bordello. Nick
Nolte, Debra Winger. Rated
PG

3:00 P.M.
O_

Adventures of Robin
Hoodnik

3:30 P.M.

cr 0 _

tball

ball:

ABC Afterschool
Special 'Between
Two
Loves: A girl competes
against her boyfriend for a
college scholarship.(R)(60
min.)[Closed Captioned]
4:00 P.M.
- ABC Afterschool
O
Special
"Between
Two
Loves ' As girl competes
against her boyfriend for a
college scholarship. (R)(60
min.)[Closed Captioned]
O - Seal Pup A family
nurses a seal pup back to
health

4:30 P.M.

-

Fraggio Rook Wembley must save Marjory, the

•

Heap,

from

the

5:00 P.M.
O-

Little House on the

Prairie
O- MOVIE:'The Terry Fox
Story' A cancer-stricken
boy runs across Canada to
raise money for cancer research. Eric Fryer, Robert
Duvall.
o
- MacNeil/Lehrer
N•wshour
6:00 P.M.
_ ABC News

O

0:BMOC
News
CID- Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program features
Desi Arnaz, Jr and his new
series 'Automan '
O - Carol Burnett
Cf)- Business Report
(21 - Kentucky General
Assembly
Er- Charlie's Angels
12)- CBS News
(215 - TBN Today

6:30 P.M.
-

O

Newscope

aao01-3 _Family Feud
- Barney Miller
O Hogan's Heroes
O Jeffersons
MacNeil/Lehrer
O
Newshour
0(112)- MASH
(27) -; On Campus
-

-

X

-

7:00 P.M.
OE2D(IDO-FallGuy
Colt goes into action when
a city official tries to extort
$40,000 from Colts friend.
(60 min.)
O CID0(12 - Domestic
Life Martin's attempt to lie
his way out of a dinner engagement proves futile.
- MOVIE: 'Centennial'
Part 9 Ninth of 12 parts.
The Wendell's fleece the
Reverend Holly out of his
home and then take on land
buyer
Sorenson.
Brian
Keith, Anthony Zerbe, Lois
Nettleton
390 CC - Real People
O MOVIE:'All the Rivers
Run'
A
strong-willed
woman named Philadelphia
Gordon forges a place for
herself
in
the
male,
dominated society of late
19th-century
Austrailia.
Sigrid Thornton, John Waters. 1984
oa- Smithsonian World
'Time and Light: Host Divid
McCullough looks at both
the first and the very latest
in light gatherers. (60 min )
_ Superstars of the
Super Bowl
ID - NCAA Basketball:
Seton Hall at Villanova
- Up on Melody
Mountain

o

-

•

7:30 P.M.

ffP

op
- Empire
While Cromwell flirts with
acquiring a new company.
Ben is the only executive
who wants to call in the poi,
ice after Martinson commits murder
(I)- Butterflies
27)- Murray Arnold Show
8:00 P.M.
0ID CE0- Dynasty Alexis helps Des clinch an oil
deal and Peter makes a surprise announcement (60
min.)[Closed Captioned]
O
- MOVIE: 'Carbon
Copy' A white executive's

o
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life takes an unexpected
turn when his unknown
black son shows up. George
Segal, Susan Saint James,
Jack Warden
X0
- Facts of Life
Smithsonian World
'Time and Light: Host David
McCullough looks at both
the first and the very latest
in light gatherers (60 min )
0(21 - Style Wars The seOn the new CBS series
cret world of New York's
"Domestic Life," Martin Mull
youthful graffiti writers is
(l,)'stars as TV reporter Marexamined (60 min.)[Closed
Captioned]
tin Crane with Christian
- Special
Brackett-Zika as his son,
n_ 4th Annual Music
Harold.. The half-hour sitcom
•
City News Awards
airs Wednesday, Jan. 18.
17)- Faith That Lives
-

THAT'S 'LIFE'

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes 1

8:30 P.M.

0

- Night Court
Members of Harry's staff,
while wondering how old
their new boss is, discover
that he has a criminal record.
(27) - Shock
Waves/
Armageddon
9:00 P.M.

O

C21) CID 0 - Arthur
Hailey's Hotel
0_ TBS Evening News
CW)0 - St. Elsewhere A
snow storm creates problems for everyone at St. Eligius and a bored youngster
playing around with the
hospital's computer records leads to tragedy.(60
min.)
- Growing up Stoned
This documentary focuses
on drug abuse.
0 - Style Wars The secret world of New York's
youthful graffiti writers is
examined.(60 min.)
([Closed
Captioned]
0(21)- Business Report
NCAA Basketball:
•Missouri at Kansas
(27) - Praise the Lord

9:30 P.M.

0

_

Tony Brown's

Journal

10:00 P.M.

EICEOCUCCOO
CC00 - News
O All In the Family
-

0- MOVIE: 'Valley Girl'
When a prom-queen candidate starts dating a punk.
rocker, her friends sand
family try to dissuade her:
Nicholas Cage, Frederic
Forrest, Colleen
Camp,
1983. Rated R
0cu_ Fragile Giant
- NCAA Basketball:
Virginia at North Carolina

marked by controversy because of his strong stand
for social justice and the
tragic effects of his power
Powers
Boothe,
Ned
Beatty, Rosalind
Cash
1980.
- Barney Miller

11:45 P.M.

'Quest for Fire'
The people of the Ulam
tribe have learned the value
of a fire, but not how to
make one. Ron PerInsan,
Re Dawn Chong, Everett
McGill 1982. Rated R.
12:00 A.M.
11:30 P.M.
O - MOVIE: Marriage, 0 - MOVIE: 'The Big
Noise' A retired manufacItalian Style' A philanderturer teams up with a young
er's mistress forces marman who was a victim of
riage
after
22
years,
racketeers. Guy Kibbee,
pretending she's on her
Warren Hull, Marie Wilson
death bed; then thwarts an1936
nulment by telling him one
of her three sons is his. So- •- NCAA Basketball:
Seton Hall at Villanova
phia Loren, Marcello Mastroianni. 1964
(27) - TBN Today
MOVIE:'Voices' A
12:30 A.M.
struggling rock singer end
CNN Headline News
a deaf dance teacher find
0- Hogan's Heroes
the strength to realize their
(rt) - Good News
dreams. Michael Ontkean,
1:00 A.M.
Amy Irving, Alex Rocco.
1979.
- Music Magazine
-371 _ News
- Thicke of the Night
RD - Tonight Show
O _ MOVIE: 'Caprice' A
woman in the cosmetics
Late Night with
business becomes an inDavid Letterman
dustrial spy searching for
O - Nightline
the narcotics ring that had
C2) - MOVIE: 'Belle
her father killed. Doris Day,
Starr' Belle Starr, the outRichard Harris, Ray Wallaw,tries to make a home to
ston. 1967
raise her two sons with her
O _ News/Sign Off
Indian husband_ Elizabeth
Montgomery, Cliff Potts,
ID (IZ - CBS News
Michael Cavanaugh. 1980
Nightwatch
a

-MOVIE

:

- Praise the Lord
1:15A.M.
O 12 - News

1:30 A.M.

0 GE -

CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
- Three Stooges
O MOVIE:'Cat People' A
sister and brother share a
strange and horrible secret
Nastassia Kinski, Malcolm
McDowell, John Heard
1982 Rated R.
_ Jim Bakker
•
-

2:00 A.M.

ID -

NCAA Basketball:
Missouri at Kansas

2:30 A.M.

- News/Sign Off

-

(AD -

-

O_

3:00 A.M.
Rat Patrol

3:30 A.M.

O - Candid Camera
0- MOVIE:'The Terry Fox
Story' A cancer-stricken
boy runs across Canada to
raise money for cancer research Eric Fryer, Robert
Duvall

4:00 A.M.

o _ World/Large
(27) - TBN Today

4:30 A.M.

O

To Be Announced
(27) - Destined for the
Throne
-

•

10:30 P.M.
WKRP in
Cincinnati
0(1)- Police Story
g31- Nightlin•
- Cadens
(4)- Throe's Company
- Tonight Show
O Hawaii Five-0
- Latenight America
0(12) - Police Story 'Sniper ' Detectives Calabrese
and Jameson hunt a psychotic who killed several
people in a random sniping
at rush hour traffic. (R)(60
min.)
61

(

-

12th & Chestnut
Murray

759-4646

-

11:00 P.M.
(2) - Entertainment
Tonight Tonight's program
features Desi Arnaz, Jr and
his new series •Automan
_ MOVIE: 'Guyana
Tragedy - The Story of Jim
Jones' Part 1 This drama
tells of Jim Jones' life from
his childhood in Indians
through his early ministry,

Now, Pizza Hut
Delivers The Goods.

Introducing Fast Delivery Service From The Murray Pizza Hut
At 12th & Chestnut. Just Phone In Your Order And One Of
Our Friendly & Courteous Delivery People Will Bring It Right
to Your Door, Piping Hot And Ready To Eat!!

Hours Of Delivery:
•Sun-Thur 4-10 p.m.
•Fri-Sat 4-11 p.m.
Delivery Charge 99'
Delivery Hotline: 759-4646
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FUN IN MURRAY

PA

2

COMMERCE CENTRE

Jr
ROY STEWART STADIUM

DOT SCOUT MUSEUM

3

PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDMOUSE
CEARA EAGLE GALLERY

ROBERT
LOVETT AUDITORIUM

JOHNSON THEATRE

I
WEST KENTUCKY MUSEU

1•1111161•11

Prog. Info
753-3314

......

alfe
THE Mt.RRA‘ THEATRES

GA E.S
Two Free Tokens

JOHNS.
,TACO
EVERY TUESDAY IS
Taco Tuesday
2 Tacos

99c

ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER PER DAY
WITH THIS COUPON

for only
Central Shopping Center
Across from ths Stodium

•

The MINI PAGE Is Yours Courtesy Of These Businesses.
Also Patronize These Businesses For Fun In Murray.

_
•

• --..,••••-•-•

.
16/ft-w.2
••4(**4.741
P-i.11•rit, • 4.,

•
-77."
,•

•
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Distinguished Achievement Awaids Winner
MMMMM

By BETTY DEBNAM
•" _

A Mini Page Guide to Who's Who

from The Mini Page by Betty Debnarti

o

I 91t4 Universal Prem Syndicate

Pro Football Players

Offensive Team

The team with the
ball includes these
players.
Center
snaps the ball to the
quarterback,
protects him and
helps other linemen.
2 Offensive
Guards
(left and right)
protect the runner
and passer and also
create holes for the
runner.
2 Offensive
Tackles
(left and right)
block for the runner
or passer.
Tight End
blocks for ball
carrier and catches
short passes. Is
bigger than most
receivers.
2 Wide Receivers
have "good hands"
for catching long
passes.
Fullback
often runs with the
ball when the team
needs to gain only a
few yards. Must
also be a good pass
receiver and blocker.
Quarterback
is the brains of
the team He's also
the main ball
handler, and he
must be a good
passer. Sometimes
he runs with the
ball.
Halfback
is the all-around
player who must
run, block, receive
and throw passes.

Wide Receiver

Object Two teams, each made
up of 11 players, try to carry or
pass the football across the
other team's goal line for a score
(called a touchdown) of 6 points.

Defensive Team

This team does not
have the hall. It
defends its goal line
and includes these
players.
2 Defensive
Outside
Tackles
Linebacker
(left and right)
rush -the passers and
try to stop running
plays.
Strong Safety
2 Defensive Ends
rush thepasser and
stop running plays.
2 Outside
Middle
Linebacker
Linebackers
Halfback
stop runs and defend
against short passes.
Safety
Middle
Wide Receiver
Outside
Linebacker
Linebacker
Cornerback
stops the run,
defen
ds against
Defense
short passes and is
usually the leader of
This is one of the many formations teams might
use to line up at the line of
scrimmage(an imaginary line where the ball
the
defense.
is placed and where most plays
start). The offensive team goes back into a huddl
e
and
2
the
Corn
quart
erbacks
erbac
k
calls
the play. Usually the coach sends in the play by using
a substitute or hand
try to block passes
signals. and stop runs.
Usually cover the
Special Teams
wide receivers.
A chance to play in Usually smaller
Mark Moseley
other defensive
is the special
the Super Bowl is the than
players.
kicker for
dream of every pro
last year's
Strong Safety
football player.
Super Bowl
covers downfield
champs,the
Super Bowl XVIII
runs and passes,
Washington
and especially the
will
be
playe
d
on
Redskins.
tight end.
Sunday, Jan. 22, in
Safety
Tampa, Fla.
roams the backfield
while covering runs
and passes.
'lb make it easier for us to follow the game,
,s•
players who playicertain positions wear specia
l
numbers.*
A pro team can have 49
1-19 Quarterbacks and kickers
players. There are special
20-49
Running backs and defensive backs
players for special situations.
50-59 Centers and linebackers
There are also special teams.
60-79 Defensive linemen and interior offensive
Both the offensive and.
linemen
80-89 Wide receivers and tight ends
defensive sides use special
90-99 Defensive linemen
teguns on kickoffs, punts, extra

points and field goals.

'Some players who had their numbers before 1972 do
not follow this numbering system.'
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is•

Meet Alex Karras of"Webster"

•

eras MUSS

Alex Karras also has written two
books,"Even Big Guys Cry" and
"Alex Karras by Alex Karras."

DI

An anagram is made by changing the ietters in one
word to form another word. Peter Penguin haEirrnade up
sentences using anagrams. Use the letters of the
underlined word to find the anagram to complete these
sentences.
1. The sign said not to
3. I saw a

on the Ieaf.

5. Stop, before the

I

PM* by

are buzzing around
boil over.

from Th, Mtni

4
the files.

Betty Debnam V

2. The peach was not.

6. A foal will not eat a
of bread.
7. Do not put gum in your coffee
'Mod g Irattl P ltett

tainui L 'poi 9
maimill•V

`tivatta z'Hum

from The Mini Pao by Betty Debris..
•1984 Universal Press Syndicate

on "Monday Night Football" for
three years.
Alex began his acting career
while he was still playing
football. He appeared on the
"Tonight Show" with Johnny
Carson many times. He also
appeared in the movie "Paper
Lion" with Alan Alda.
,Before getting the part on
"Webster," Alex was in..many
movies, including "Blazing
Saddles" and "Babe."
While filming "Babe," Alex
met actress Susan Clark and
later married her. She plays his
wife on "Webster." In real life
they have a 3-year-old daughter
named Katie.
from The Mini
C 1954
Prgsty. 1;en's.D.ta—

The Mini Page Advice Column
Pr•••• Synchcate

•

1484 l'nlversal

•

Alex Karras, once a defensive
football star for the Detroit
Lions, is now a TV star. He
plays Webster's new father,
George Papadapolis, on the ABC
comedy "Webster."
Alex was born in Gary, Ind.,
where his father was a doctor.
He played football for three
years in high school and was
named to the 1953 high school
All-America team. p,
After high school, Alex went to
the University of Iowa, where he
was an All-American for four
years. In 1958 he was drafted by
the Detroit Lions. With Detroit,
he made All-Pro seven times. He
also worked with Howard Cosell

pa

What shovid
I do so I
do not qe+
nervous"
before a
test?

S

e
T1
Ce
mi
fe
24
roi
ch
ot
rn

Dr. Egan says:
A common reason for nervousness before a
test is the fear that you won't do too well. If you
could study very hard and know the material, I
bet you wouldn't be so nervous.
Dr. James Egan is director of the Department of Psychiatry,
Children's Hospital National Medical Center, Washington, D.C.
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SUPER SOWLWiler
7

rEL/

sei
ms

from The Istim Pegs by Betty Delman.•1984 Universal Preis Syndicate

Mini Spy is close to the goal line, but Bassett Brown
the last minute. See if you can find.
•apple
•frying pan
•comb
•zipper
• nail file
•needle
•jack-o'-lantern
• paint tube
•egg
• bowl
•lady's bonnet

tackles her at
• hook
•lamp
• word MINT

Words about the Super Bowl are hidden below. See if
you can find: team, coach, fans, football, players, score,
kicker, win, Super Bowl, stadium, crowd, cheer,
quarterback, field, helmet, pass, run, kickoff, touchdown,
rush, block, line.
K I CKERK
CRU,SHPASS
* FOOTBALL I'NE
B IAFESTADIUMI
W LECAABQYCROW_D.F
I OLH'NMDHELMETRG
N CDESUPEltBOWL- UH
K I.CKOFF.SCOREN
.QUARTERBACK
TOUC.H DOWN
I KCHEER

del
wi
Th
Zn
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for
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pri
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Spi
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enj
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SIC
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net
qui
mu
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CABLE KICKOFF
CAB E
'A519N
MURRAY

New cable offers expanded programming
As Murray Cablevision rebuilds its new expanded cable system,
cable television
customers will be able
to view the best and
most popular cable programming services
available today.
"Our programming
package will offer
something for
everyone," Ken
Thomas, Murray
Cablevision system
manager said. "We offer everthing from
24-hour services to
round the clock sports to
children's channels and
other solid entertainment choices."
One of the 12 services
presently offered by
Cablevieion — USA Network, will also move
from a part-time to fulltime basis once the
channel expansion is
complete, Thomas said.
When the new expanded service is available
in the three different
construction phases,
every customer will be
notified to make the
necessary arrangements to get new
services, the system
manager said.
New cable programming channels
delivered via satellite
will feature:
NICKELODEAN —
The award-winning programming network for
children has something
for all ages. "Pinwheel"
is planned for
preschoolers. "Reggie
Jackson's World of
Sports" is for the young
sports enthusiast. Teens
enjoy "Livewire" and
Special Delivery" has
entertainment for the
whole family..
BLACK ENTERTAINMENT TELEVISION — The nation's
first Black television
network, BET features
quality movies, sports,
music and variety pro-

gramming geared
specifically to the entertainment needs of today's Black Americans.
CABLE NEWS NETWORK — This 247houra-day all-news network
includes coverage of international as well as
national events, on-thefloor reports from the
New York Stock Exchange, same day
sports segments, and
national and regional
weather items.
THE WEATHER
CHANNEL — This
channel provides quick
forecasts as well as
long-range predictions.
A,staff of 5 2
metereologists keeps
viewers not only up to
date but knowledgeable
about the causes of
weather patterns.
THE NASHVILLE
NETWORK — This network will bring
Nashville even closer as
country and western
singers entertain Murray viewers on this service. Stereo sound from
the Nashville Network
will be available to all
customers who take the
optional FM hook-up.
ARTS — Cultural programming, such as
piano recitals, jazz sessions and discussions of
well-known works of
art, is featured on this
channel.
MTV MUSIC
TELEVISION — MTV's
24-hour rock music service includes visual and
audio features, current
music, on -air personalities, concert information and news and
special concert presentations. Stereo sound
will be available to all
,customers who take the
option-0.
1 FM hook.up'
WON from Chicago —
Movie fans will enjoy
dozens of hours of
movies each week while
(Continued on Page 2)

sy
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Workers string cable that will carry the new system in Murray.
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PM

Cablevision Section

New system features

expanded networks

4

(Continued from Page 1)
sports enthusiasts can
follow their favorite
teams. Syndicated programming, documentaries, and fine arts programming is also offered on WGN.
ENTERTAINMENT
AND SPORTS PROGRMMING NETWORK
— (ESPN) Collegiate,
professional and national and international
sporting events are
available around the
(Mock. The ESPN forrriat
• is based on he concept
that almost evey type of
sports, from downhill
skiing and flytishing to
soccer and bicycling is
exciting to watch. In addition to sports, ESPN
features "Business
Times," a high quality
business news report
weekday mornings from
5 a.m. to 7 a.m.
THE LEARNING
CHANNEL — This nationwide educational
service provides course

offerings in a variety of
areas,from government
arid arts to education,
medicine, and business.
WEBS from Atlanta —
This "superstation" will
continue to be offered to
cable television
customers. It is one of
the most popular independent broadcast
stations and features an
extensive film library,
popular syndicated programs and coverage of
Atlanta sports.
USA NETWORK —
This service will be carried full-time on the ex,panded service. Sportstime in the evenings
features more live
prime-time spors than
any othebr network.
Kidstime provides
award -winning
"Calliope" and other
children's programming. "Nighttime" offers
late-night Programming
and "Daytime"
features shows particularly geared to

women.
THE ETERNAL
WORD and ALTERNATE VIEW NET- WORKS — Religious
programming geared to
the entire Christian
faith is provided by both
networks
LIFETIME — Thi
channel provides news
information and "Howto's" in the world of diet
nutrition, physical
fitness and exercise,
psychological counseling, health and
medicine. Lifetime will
officially begin service
In February. It is a combination of two services
that will be available to
cablevision customers
taking the service in
January, Cable Health
Network and Daytime.
In addition to the
satellite delivaged networks, Cablevision hasallotted six channels to
programming produced
by members of the
community.

•

Visit the cable store
Many obstacles must be overcome to run the lines

MURRAY

13
,

SPECIAL RATES

TELEPHONE
(502)753-1916

*HBO Listings
*Local News
'Community Calendar
*Murray State Statistics
'24 Hours Weather
National News
*School Report
*Sports - Game Scores
•Stock Market

for your Colorful advertising
medium NOTE: You can choose
from 8 colors Red-Blue-Green- •
Yellow -Violet-Black -WhiteBrown

Prime Time Insert Rates
The following rates are Prime Time Insert Rates.
When available, they guarantee 168 inserts per
week, 24 inserts per day.
Open Rate
$5.00 per day...$35.00 per week
30-Day Contract. $4.00 per day...$28.00 per week
13-Week Contract $2.75 per day...$19.25 per week

Watch For Racer Trivia
And Win Prizes!

Tie your advertising $'s
together
on
CABLE 13 NEWS
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Cable construction continues on schedule
The distribution of
channel selectors for the
new services on Murray
Cablevision's new cable
television system is on
schedule, Manager Ken
Thomas announced this
week.
The first of three construction phases,

located in the southern
portion of the city, will
be completed during
January. The two remaining phases will be
able to meet construction commitments of
February and April,
respectively, the system
manager said.

Store developed
for convenience
When the new cable
service is ready in your
neighborhood, how will
you be able to get it?
"It's not easy to
switch over to a new
system and to issue all
the necessary equipment to all cablevision
customers," said Ken
Thomas, Murray
Cablevision system
manager. But Cablevision has come up with a
unique solution: The
Cable Store.
As service becomes
available in each of
Cablevision's three
areas of construction,
customers will be invited by mail to come to
the temporary "Cable
Store" at the Cablevision office.
"The store has been
set up to make the
switch over to the new
service as easy and convenient as possible for
our customers,"
Thomas said. "We have
divided each construction phase into smaller
areas that we can help
each week. Customers
will be given a week
after they have received
the infoknation in the
mail to come into the
cable store to pick uo
their new channel
selectors."
At the cable store,
staff members will
demonstrate the use of
the new channel selectors which allow the
customers to receive the
new channels. The staff
members will also be
able to demonstrate the
optional remote control
selectors.
''Subscribers will
need, for their own protection, to bring identifiction in order to
receive their channel
selectors," the system
manager said each
channel selector will require a $15 refundable
security deposit.
"Cable Store hours
are, again, designed for

the convenience of our
customers," Thomas
said. The store will be
open weekdays from
8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. on
Saturday from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m.

"As the new service is
available to each
customer, we will let
them know," Thomas
explained. "We will
send them information
buy mail about how and
when to sign up for the
new services."
During the switchover
to the new cable services, individual
customers may experience a very brief interruption of service...for 60 seconds to
20 minutes depending on
the condition of existing
equipment. "libu can be
sure we will work to
make all the changes as
quickly as possible,"
commented Thomas.
The number of programming services
available to Murray

Cablevision customers
will nearly triple as the
three-phase construction of the rebuilt cable
system is completed.
The expansion from
the original 12 channels
will offer cable viewers
the opportunity to see
such popular services as
Entertainment and
Sports Programming
Network (ESPN), the
round the clock sports
channel; Cable News
Network, 24-hour world
and national news;
MTV, the 24-hour music
television network; and

Nickelodean, programming for youngsters,
teenagers and families.
The expaned service
also will offer two new
premium services in addition to Home Box Office: Cinemax, the
24-hour movie and
entertainment service
designed to complement
HBO, and a new
premium family service, the Disney
Channel.
Customers in Phase I
of the cablevision construction area will be
able to pick up their

JANUARY

channel selectors in
January. The entire
system will be completed by April.
With the new services,
the monthly charge for
basic service will be
$8.95. Home Box Office
will continue to cost
$9.50 monthly and the
new Cinemax and The
Disney Channel will cost
$9.50 each monthly. An
optional remote control
will cost $4.50 monthly.
Charges for the second
sets will vary depending
upon the service
desired.
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Free Cable
Installation
When You Present
Your Receipt Of
Purchase On A New
Television Purchased
Between Jan. 13-31

We've Also Have A
Good Selection Of TV's
Sanyo
Philco-Sharp

Free Cable
Installation
When You Present
Your Receipt Of
Purchase On A New
Television Purchased
Between Jan. 13-31
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PAC

Caution urged when purchasing cable-ready sets
s • WI Mori stali.a tu. L.ss • Wal-Mart Soils for Lass •W al-Mart Sells hat Lets •W at-Mart Sells In. Lass •

WM:MART

13" Remote Control RCA
Color TV
•Colortrak remote control *LED channel numbers
•Accufilter picture tube with tinted phosphors
*Automatic Color control any fleshtone correction
*No. EFR338WR

37893

Wail Mari Sells hw Lass •

Hwy. 641
Central Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9,
Sun. Noon-6

XL-100 13" Color TV
•100% Solid State VHF/UHF Tuners
*Automatic Contrast 1 Color Tracking
'Model EJR335-W

$28384

RCA
•

XL-100 19" Color TV
•100% Solid State VHF/UHF Tuners
•Automat.iC COntrast Color Tracking
'Model FJC 440W
3

$34447
Free Coble
Installation
When You Present
Your Recalpt Of

5

Purchase On A New
Television Purchased
tween Jon. 13-31
'w.

Sa41s hw Lass • Wet-Mora Solis for Lass •Wo1-114•01

RCA Sportable 12"
Black & White T.V.
•100% Solid State Chassis
•Deluxe walnut finish
*One set VHF fine tuning
'Fast warm-up picture tube
•No. 121W

$7488
WAL•MART
WM.
'S ACIVENTIE mesowassa POLICY
e our
b neve every advertised Wm in elmS Norreve, rf due
11) OW eteseeseen reon. an saisrama Win s Me enfeebleto. Our
dew Wieldwi WI ewe a Men dud on request tor eve ow
dwells* to be ourctisaw a the site MC* whenenet &vadat. 0,
te• IWO tem•WWII Ave el•convent** whecie00 prve We
Menet WI. floaD, WI Wen WW410•11

Is kw Lass .Wut-Mur Sails 14.

Last • W CPI 44t•••

has the conversion
equipment that is in the
channel selector
already built into the
set. "Because of the
state-of-the-art
technology in Murray,
there are no television
sets that are 'cableready' for this system,"
Thomas explained.
"Consumers should
be aware that every
television connected to
the cable system will require an individually addressed channel selector," Thomas said,
"because of the
technology used in providing those channels."
Consumers should
also be aware that some
remote control features
may not work with the
cable system selectors.
A special optional
remote control channel
selector wily be
available from the cable
company.

Cable line-up

4111111)

3

If you are in the
market for a new television set, be cautious in
purchasing a set
described as "cableready." That's the advice of Murray Cablevision system manager
Ken Thomas.
"Since every cable
system is virtually
custom-designed for its
community and cableready sets also vary in
their design, the
technical requirements
that make a television
"cable-ready" will'vary
from market to
market," explaffied
Thomas.
Murray Cablevision
staff and representatives from local television dealers are working to help the community in the Murray
Cablevision service
area understand what
makes a set "cableready." A "cable ready" television set

fix Um% •M.

CABLEVISION ANNOUNCES NEW LINE-UP
Customers with Murray Cablevision service
will receive the following new line-up on their
new channel selector are:
2— WNGE (ABC) NASHVILLE
3 — WSIL (ABC) HARRISBURG
4 — WSMV (NBC) NASHVILLE
5 — WTVF (CBS) NASHVILLE
6 — WPSD (NBC)PADUCAH
7 — WBBJ (ABC) JACKSON
8 — WDCN (PBS) NASHVILLE
9 — WGN (IND) CHICAGO
10— WZTV (END) NASHVII-1,91
11 — WKMS MURRAY STATE
12— ICFVS (CBS) CAPE GIRARDEAU
13— MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
14 — GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
15 — USA NETWORK 24 hours
16 — NICKELODEAN/ARTS
17 — WTBS (IND) ATLANTA
18 — BLACK ENTERTAINMENT
TELEVISION
19 — C-SPAN (House of Representatives)
20 — ETERNAL WORD/ALTERNATE VIEW
NETWORK
21 — WKMU-ETV
22 — THE NASHVILLE NETWORK
23 — CABLE HEALTH NETWOR1C,
LIFETIME
24 — HOME BOX OFFICE (optional
premium)
25 — CENEMAX (optional premium)
26 — THE DISNEY CHANNEL (optional
premium)
77 — MUSIC TELEVISION (MTV)
28 — LOCAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
29 — CABLE NEWS NETWORK
30 — THE LEARNING CHANNEL
31 — ESPN (Entertainment and Sports Programming Network)
32 — LOCAL RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS
38 — CHRISTIAN .BROADCASTING
NETWORK
34 — LOCAL PROGRAMS
35 — THE WEATHER CHANNEL
36 — CALLOWAY COUNTY LIBRARY
37 — MODERN SATELLLITE NETWORK
38 — LOCAL PROGRAMS
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Rebuilding a system takes time and coordination

ion
the
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"What does it take to
-make all the new cable
services available to
customers? When will
the new services be
ready for my family?
Questions such as
these aren't unusual for
Ken Thomas, system
manager for Murray
Cablevision.
"It's not unusual for
people to think that we
can just sort of flip a
switch and all the cable
programming that's
available will be here in
Murray," Thomas said.
"The technology, and
the fact that our existing
cable, system wasn't
capable of providing
more than 12 channels,
is complicated."
The complicated process of rebuilding a
cable system can be
easy to understand
when the individual
steps are explained.
The first step in construction of the system
was strand mapping,
Thomas explained. This
is where all the streets
have been surveyed to
see what changes in
electronic equipment
might be required in the
new cable system.
After strand mapping,
the vfitem worked with
the tnephone and power
companies to discuss arrangements for the
building of the now
cable plant while temporarily keeping the old
cable in place. In this
discussion, we "make
ready" the poles for the
new strand and cable.

uld
ery
to
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he
ro-
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Then, the system
design was created using strand maps as well
as specification sheets
prepared by engineers.
A final design map was
drafted which shows
where all the new electronics equipment will
need to be placed.
Next, the construction
crews moved in. Climbing poles using bucket
trucks, and other tools
of the trade, the crews
are moving the existing
cable on the poles to
make room for the new
cable, Thomas said. A
galvanized steel support
cable is hung from pole
to pole. This "strand"
carries no signal, but instead supports the coaxial cable which actually
carries the signals. Construction teams lash the
coaxial cable to the
strand, a step called
cabling.
After cabling, splicing
takes place. Electronic
devices which control
the signal and provide
access to the individual
homes are attached or
spliced into the coaxial
cable. Once the
households are connected, however, the entire system is balanced
and tuned to proper
signal levels to ensure
compliance with FCC,
state and local
requirements.
In Murray, construction is being completed
in three phases to ensure orderly activation
of the system. Each of
the three phases is at a

different step in the process. And while the new
cable system is being
built, the current
12-channel system con-

tinues to be
manintained.
"Cable construction is
easy to understand
when you realize how

BETA

t° .

•

•

BETA
Murray's First Movie Store
Is Proud To Announce It's
Addition Of The Full Line Of
Beta Movies For Rent Or Sale

CALL OR COME IN
FOR DETAILS
a

AT

Dixieland
Shopping
Center

Sales & Rentals
Long hours and hard work
behind the scenes.

addition to maintaining
the present system, it
makes rebuilding a
cable system a real
challenge.
-

BETA

Free Cable
Installation
When You Present
Your Receipt Of
Purchase On A
New Television

‘10

many steps are in the
rebuilding process,"
Thomas concedes. "But
when you need to coordinate all the steps in

7537670
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Many smiling faces will greet customers at the Cable Store.

Murray Cablevision hires 10 new local employees
APIIC,Irire

or—ifr
T he

Sav ng P iLe

General Electric
January Speci . . .
The Perfect Second Set!
Free Cable
Installation
When You Present
Your Receipt Of
Purchase On A New
Television Purchased
Between Jon. 13-31

reit

Wishes Murray's
New Cable System
All The Bestl

100%
SOUD

T.V.S
STEREOS
APPUANCES

STATE
CHAS%
MIMS MO
MTIMMNIIIM
PMMINIMMI

their homes to explain
the new expanded
services.
The other new
employees will be
assisting with customer
service during launch
activities. They are
Calloway County restdent Charlotte Parker,
and Henry County,
Tenn., residents Mitzi
Parrish, Kim Burton
and Linda Alton.

NOW ONLY

$228.00
al MAIM IMIRCHASOISI POLICY

1.1•• IMO
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Free Cable
Installation
When You Present
Your Receipt Of
Purchase On A New
Television Purchased
Between Jan. 13-31
No Creditors Checked
No Long Term-Obligation
Delivery and Service Included
Rent-To-Own Plan

Modal 13AC3502V
Vanilla finish

• ViviColorTM System for locked-in channel
tuning • In-Line Black Matrix Picture Tube
• DC Restoration • 70-Position "Click-In"
UHF Tuning.

71-1E SAVING PL ACE

University graduate
Robin Parker and Hazel
resident Tamela Wood
are also Cable Store
sales representatives.
The sales representatives will be working
in Cablevision's Cable
Store where current
customers are invited to
visit to sign up for new
sevices. Sales representatives may also be calling on custom e•Tz in

Call Today
and Watch
TV Tonight

13" Diagonal
PORTA
COLOW! TV

AFC

Murray Cablevision
has added 10 new temporary representatives
to help during the
launch if its new expanded services
The new Cable Store
sales representatives include long-time Murray
residents Joella Parks,
Pete Morgan,
Genevieve Thompson
and Lochie Landolt. Recent Murray State

••

• 204 S. 4th
Murray, Ky.
CALL
759-4486

711 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky. CALL
444-6666
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by Murray Cablevision

With any new cable
system, there may be
occasional technical
,
I'

,1

I

problems.
As always, our
customers are en-

couraged to call our offlee first if there is any
kind of reception problem," Murray Cablevision system manager
Ken Thomas advised.
"That way, we can
determine whether the
problem is cable
related. If the problem
ls a tv problem, not a
cable problem, then the
customer will be advised to call a tv repairman," Thomas
continued.
"Cablevision is more
than happy to make a
service call," Thomas
said, "but we can't pay
for a tv repairman's service call if a customer
calls a tv repairman instead of our office
first."
To call for service,
customers should call
the cablevision office at
753-5008. After hours the
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Cablevision Section

We're More Than
A Cablevision
Company

We're your neighbors. And that's why we are so excited about
offering our friends, families and neighbors even more viewing
choices on cablevision.
Building a new cable system for our community is a big job. But,
with our special office hours, our cable store and additional temporary staff, we are confident that we can make the transition
to our new cable system as easy as possible for you. Thank you,
in advance, for your cooperation and patronage.
Cable Store Hours Weekdays 8 a.m.-6:30 p.m. Saturdays 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
753-5005

CABLE
VISISN
MURRAY
TELEVISION WORTH WATCHING 'S
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ROWS Ma nin
than The Min. Page by Betty Debnam c 19K4 Universal Press Syndtctate

Synchente

Pro football players have five to six months of free
time in what is called their "off-season." Many have
business interests. Here's a favorite recipe from Joe
Theismann's restaurant in Virginia, just outside of
Washington, D.C.

WHAT DID THE SNAIL
SAY TO THE TURTLE?

.,.. us,

Tuna Salad Sandwich
You'll need:
• 1 small can chunk tuna
•3 tablespoons chopped onion
•3 tablespoons chopped celery
•1/4 teaspoon pepper
•2 tablespoons mayonnaise
•juice from 1/4 lemon
•bread
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The Mini Page Map of the U.S.A. is a colorful 23-by-35-inch map that
includes state capitals, state birds and state flowers. For your copy,
send $3.00 plus 75 cents (postage and handling) to: Mini Page Map,
Universal Press Syndicate, 4400 Johnson Drive, Fairway, Kan. 66205.
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Buffalo Bills

Baltimore
Colts

Los Angeles
R&M

Dallas
Cowboys

W-0, L-1

Never played

Never played

W-2, L-0

Cincinnati
Bengals

Cleveland
Browns

Detroit Lions

Green Bay
Packers
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Here are the symbols of the teams in the National
Football League. The Super Bowl win-loss record for
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What to do:
Mix all ingredients thoroughly and spread on bread.
For a special treat, you might try adding chopped
white seedless grapes or chopped carrots to the tuna
[d.
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•
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Chiefs
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6 points for a
touchdown
1 extra point after
a touchdown if the
offensive team
kicks the ball
through the
goalposts or runs
or passes it across
the goal line.

Meet the 1983 Super Bowl Champs
elb

The Washington Redskins won the
198'3 Super Bowl. The Mini Page
visited their headquarters outside of
Washington, D.C. The team has a
building with classrooms, offices,
training rooms and locker rooms.
They also have two practice fields,
one with Astroturf and another
covered with grass.

Downs

A pro game is
made up of four
15-minute parts,
or quarters. The
first two quarters
are the first half;
the third and
fourth quarters
are the second
half. Playing time
is 1 hour, but the
game takes much
longer.

Each player on
the winning team
gets a prized
Super Bowl ring.
"My job is to
teach people and
get the game
across so they
will play at their
absolute best,"
Coach Joe 9ibbs
told us.

0(

Ship
class
bear
'wha
Jam
Rani

0.
A VII
her i
Hew
Coln

end.
Van
197.

Mono Page panto.. by Martha Vgnonghlinod

Each head coach in the
NFL has several assistants
to help him. During each
game, some of them sit high in the
stands and use telephone headsets to

A team has four
downs, or
chances, to move
the bhill 10 yards
or the other team
gets the ball.

Time

Head Coach
Joe Gibbs

A Redskin
computer: Like
most pro teams,
the Redskins use
computers to
help plot the
plays and keep
records.

3 points for a
"field goal," a ball
kicked through
the goalposts.
2 points for a
safety, which is
scored when a
player with the
ball is tackled
behind his own
goal line.

the
fron
frier
rest.
Cart

talk to the coaches on the field.,If their
headsets stop working, it is an/NFL
rule that the other team cannot use its
headsets until the problem is fixed.

Quarterback
Joe Theismann
Face mask
Shoulder pads

6

I

all/

Tight End Clint Didier shows us the shoulder
pads and helmet. The NFL rules require all teams
to wear the same type of padding. Players also
wear arm, elbow, thigh, knee and shin pads. They
have their ankles wrapped with tape before each
game and practice.

Joe Theismann is
one of the outstanding
quarterbacks in,the
country. He told The
Mini Page:
"I started playing
football at age 12. I
was always a quarterback. I keep in
shape by playing racquetball and
lifting weights. I also have to watch my
weight.
"I would advise young players to
-enjoy school and enjoy sports. Have
fun. I am very put off by coaches who
teach kids that winning is the only
thing• fneo. The Mon. PIller bY Hew, Debora. a Nat l'norenoal Prove Syndicate
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Bright yellow goalposts at NFL
games are all the same size. To
help kickers tell which way the
wind is blowing, each post has a
42-inch ribbon at the top.

c. hoc
(nom The Mien Page by Melly Debases•11114 (louvers& PM.Arida-at.

In 1970, Tom Dempsey of the
New Orleans Saints kicked the
longest field goal in NFL
history, 63 yards.
NFL footballs are made from
calf leather and cost about $40
each The home team must have
24 of these ready for each NFL
game

1.4 Fool
ei

Many teams prefer all-white
uniforms because they believe
the players look larger in white
than in any other color.

film into her new camera. How
nning with FI can you find?
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THURSDAY

1/19/84

5:15 A.M.
MOVIE:'Treasures of
the Snow' A young outcast
from
both family and
friends flees to the high forest. Ted Brown, Paul Dean,
Carey Born. 1982.

•

_

6:30 A.M.
O W - Business Report
7:00 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Shipwreck'
Shipwreck victims share a
deserted island with Kodiak
bears, wolves and a killer
whale flobert Logan, Mikki
Jamison-Olson,
Heather
Rattray Rated G

8:00 A.M.
O_

MOVIE:'Breaking Up'
A woman fights to discover
her identity when her marriage of sixteen years
comes to an unexpected
end. Lee Remick, dranville
Van Dusen, Vicki Dawson
1978.

9:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Billy Jack' A
half-breed Indian stands up
against hatred and brutality
in a small town. Tom Laughlin, Delores Taylor. 1971.
Rated PG.
- Phil Donahue
Guest include three prisoners who discuss their feelings about capital punishment, the criminal justice
system, and their hopes for
the future.

11:00A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Kiss Me
Goodbye A widow about to
remarry is haunted by the
outspoken ghost of her late
husband. Sally Field, James
Caen, Jeff Bridges. 1983.
Rated PG.

12:00 P.M.
-

MOVIE: 'Mr. Soft
Touch' A gambler gets involved with a social worker
at the local settlement
house. Glenn Ford, Evelyn
Keyes, John Ireland. 1949.
.1:00 P.M.
0- MOVIE:'I Ought To Be
in Pictures' A jobless
screenwriter reluctantly rediscovers love and faith.
Walter
Matthau,
AnnMargret, Dinah Manoff.
1982. Rated PG.

1:30P.M.
O_

Women Watch

3:00 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Dusty' An elderly
sheepherder
must
choose between the love for

7:30 P.M.
CC 0 CC - Family

Ties
Elyse is shocked when her
mother announces that
she's getting a divorce
(13 - Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
27)- Roger McDuff

his dog and the animal's desire to be free.

4:30 P.M.
0- Video Jukebox

5:00 P.M.
a-

Little House on the

Prairie

O-

MOVIE: 'Shipwreck'
Shipwreck victims share a
deserted island with Kodiak
bears, wolves and a killer
whale Robert Logan, Mikki
Jamison-Olson,
Heather
Rattray. Rated G.
(21 - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour

6:00 P.M.
- ABC News
0 CI) CC 0 CC 0 News
- Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program features
Tom Bosley of the series
'Happy Days.'
O - Carol Burnett
Ow- Business Report
an- Kentucky General
Assembly
Charlie's Angels
0CZ - CBS News
TBN Today

_

•

Masquerade Lavender and
his team plant Casey as an
inmate in a prison to rescue
an NIA agent. (60 min.)
▪ CC OD C2) - Simon &
Simon The Simons' search
to find a stolen horse uncovers a decade old race fixing
scheme that led to murder
(60 min.)
CL 0 COD - Cheers Sam
and Diane try to find a way
to get away from the Coach
after he starts following
them around like a magnet.
W - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the
movies.
Scholastic
Challenge
(I)- Starsky and Hutch
(21) - Dwight Thompson

8:30 P.M.
CL0
- Buffalo Bill Bill

6:30 P.M.
Newscope

Om CP CC - Family Feud
CL - Barney Miller
- Hogan's Heroes

O - Jeffersons
- MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshou r
111( - MASH
(rb - Bible Bowl

o

7:00 P.M.

(ID g00- Automan
0MID CZ - Magnum
P.I. A robbery and an attempted murder plunge
Magnum into a mystery ate
charity gala.(60 min.)
ea_ MOVIE: 'Centennial'
Part 10 Tenth df 12 parts
The widow Charlotte falls
in love with Jim Lloyd, but
en route to marriage, Jim rekindles an earlier romance
with Clemma Zendt. Lynn
Redgrave, Alex Karras, William Atherton.
(TIC - Gimme a Break
Nell, the Chief and the girls
recall the first time they
met.
O - MOVIE: 'Billy Jack' A
half-breed Indian stands up
against hatred and brutality
in a small town. Tom Laughlin, Delores Taylor, 1971
Rated PG
021)- People's Business
0- My Mother the Witch
(27) - Lordship of Christ

scrambles to save his job
when WBFL is sold to Hayden Stone.
0
- Portfolio

9:00 P.M.
0CID CU
- 20/20
CE 09 (12) - Knots
Landing Gary discovers that
Cathy had to serve a prison
term for murder and Diana
and Karen reconcile. (60
min.)
a- TBS Evening News
(4)0 CC - Hill Street
Blues Paranoia creeps in on
the officers at Hill Street is
a cop killer claims more victims and LaRue and Washington delve deeper into the
police corruption ring. (60
min.)
0- Inside The NFL
0(E) - Mysteryl 'Reilly
Ace of Spies.' Reilly escapes from the Frontier Police while Mrs. Thomas is
caught in a situation that
scandalizes the British nation.(90 min.)[Closed Captioned]
0(21) - Business Report
s_ All In the Family
O - NBA Basketball: Los
Angeles at Phoenix
27)- Praise the Lord

9:30 P.M.
oa_ To Be Announced

The gang on NBC's
"Cheers" (clockwise from
top left, Shelley Long, Ted
Danson, Nicholas Colasanto,
John Ratzenberger, Rhoa
Perlman and George Wendt)
serve another round of
laughs on Thursday, Jan. 19.
(Stattons reserve the right
to make last-minute changes.)

10:00 P.M.
OaDOcum cio
joeloct_ News

11:00 P.M. 0 gl) - Entertainment

fili - Woman Watch
0 - MOVIE: 'Kiss Me
Goodbye' A widow about to
remarry is haunted by the
outspoken ghost of her late
husband. Sally Field, James
Caen, Jeff Bridges. 1983
Rated PG
21)- To Be Announced
0- Honeymooners

10:30 P.M.
0 CL - WKRP

in

Cincinnati
0(E)- Rockford Files
CL - Viewpoint
a_ Catlins
CL - Three's Company
0CC - Tonight Show
ea_ Hawaii Five-0
O gE)- Latenight America
Thicke of the Night
Trapper John, M.D.
The medical convention
that Trapper is attending
becomes secondary when
he meets a lovely conventioneer (R)(60 min.)

Tonight Tonight's program
features Tom Bosley of the
series 'Happy Days
- MOVIE: 'Guyana
Tragedy - The Story of Jim
Jones' Part 2
CL - Barney Miller
11:30 P.M.
ea CE - MOVIE: 'The
Moonshine War' Mountain
folk fight over bootleg
booze Patrick McGoohan,
Richard Widmark, Alan
Aida. 1970
0
- Star Search
(4)0(I)- Late Night with
David Letterman
ea_ Viewpoint
415 C2) - MOVIE: 'Human
Feelings' An angel has a devil of a time trying to save
wicked Las Vegas from the
wrath of God Pamela Sue
Martin, Billy Crystal, Nancy
Walker. 1978.

11:45 P.M.

O- MOVIE:'Dusty' An elderly
sheepherder
must
choose between the love for

his dog and the animal's desire to be free

1 2:00 A.M.
- Thicke of the Night
- MOVIE:'The Great Ice
Rip Off' With 84 million in
diamonds tucked into their
suitcases,
four
semiprofessional thieves use an
interstate bus as a getaway
car. Lee J Cobb, Gig Young
1974
(27) TBN Today

0

12:30 AM,
- News

CID - CNN Headline News
All
American
Wrestling
- Shock Waves/
Armageddon
1:00 A.M.
0CL - Music Magazine
ep_ MOVIE:'Caxambu' After a gang steals 2,000 carats of raw diamonds, their
plane crashes in the Amazon jungle. John Ireland.
Carol Ohmart, Keith Larsen.
1968
0- Hogan's Heroes

O

27)

JOIN THE COLORTYME
FAMILY IN 1984
We are the experts in Rent-To-Own Systems

0- Benny Hill Show

January Special

20% off

HAVE A BEER

8:00 P.M.
CE CID 0

ENTIRE STOCK OF
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

WHAT OUR SERVICE OFFERS YOU:
•We BIII Medicare Direct
•No Payment In Advance
•Rental Purchase Options

Free
Delivery
RentBy
Phone

RENT-TO-OWN
Television
Stereos
Furniture
No Creditors
Checked

No
Deposit
18
Months
Rental
•

The Respiratory Specialist"

ANGEL

eixe

CALL TODAY!!!

YORK MEDICAL
Sales•Service•Rentals

ACCEPTING MEDICARE
4th & Sycamore St. • 759-1823

444-6666
711 Jefferson
Paducah

Closed Wednesday
759-4487
204 S. 4th.
Murray

-777—

OPP.

a

4

S
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FRIDAY

1/20/84
5:30 A.M.

o - Predators
6:30 A.M.
o - Consumer Reports
cc - Business

o-

Report

7:00 A.M.

MOVIE: The Thirty.
Nine Steps' An innocent
man tries to stay one step
ahead of German assassins
and Scotland Yard Robert
Powell,
Karen
Dotrice,
David Warner Rated PG

10:30 A.M.

a- Gotta

Dance, Gotta
Sing This special celebrates
the Hollywood musical

11:30 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'The
Beastmaster' A young man
who can communicate with
animals sets out to avenge
his father's murder Marc
Singer, Tanya Roberts, Rip
Torn Rated PG

12:00 P.M.

MOVIE: 'Rancho
Notorious' A cafe songstress runs a safe haven for
outlaws until a man arrives
looking for the villain who
killed his fiancee Marlene
Deitrich, Mel Ferrer, Arthur
Kennedy 1952

MOVIE:'Rage' A physician at an isolated construction camp in Mexico is
bitten by a rabid dog Glenn
Ford, Stella Stevens 1966

-

9.:00 A.M.

O

•

and legal experts on both
sides of capital punishment
controversy

8:00 A.M.

o

History of Pro Football
The 64-year history of Pro
Football is presented
- Phil Donahue
Guest int-Yude Scharlette
Holdman. head of the Florida
Clearinghouse
on
Crimial Justice, who joins
families of murder victims
-

1:30 P.M.
0- Consumer Reports

2:00 P.M.

O -

Everly
Brothers
Reunion This reunion concert was taped at London's
Royal Albert Hall

o

3:00 P.M.

Predators Robert Redford hosts this examination
o
v ifvanimals
e
who hunt to sur-

0- MOVIE: Ought To Be
in
Pictures
A jobless
screenwriter reluctantly rediscovers love and faith
Walter
Matthau,
AnnMargret, Dinah
Manoff
1982 Rated PG

1:30 A.M.

O IL

CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
- News
- News/Sign Off
W - Greet American Auto
Race
-

2:00 A.M.
- Three Stooges

a)- Jim Bakker

2:45 A.M.
CI - Rat Petrol

- Fraggle Rock Wembley must save Marjory. the
Trash
Heap, from
the
Gorgs
4:30 P.M.

3:00 A.M.
ED - News/Sign Off
ED - NBA Basketball:

Los

Angeles at Phoenix

3:15 A.M.

O-

3:30 A.M.

o - MOVIE: 'Billy Jack' A
half-breed Indian stands up
against hatred and brutality
in a small town Tom Laughlin, Delores Taylor 1971.

3:45 A.M.

- World/Large

4:00 A.M.

O _ Agriculture U.S.A.
V - TBN Today

4:30 A.M.

O - TBA
- Climb That Mountain

4:45 A.M.

0- World/Large

ABC's new action series
"Masquerade- stars (I. to r.)
Greg Evigan. Rod Taylor and
Kirstie Alley. Their latest
adventure airs Friday. Jan.
20

Little House on the

Prairie

O f21(

- MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour

acz_AB
6:00CPN..w.
Ms

-

CD
0
News
- Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program features
Mickey Rooney and some
of, his new projects.
- Carol Burnett
O - Inside The NFL
0T)- Business Report
- Enterprise 'Hard
0
News.' The clash of Ted
Turner's Cable News Network vs ABC's Satellite
News Channel is examined.
[Closed Captioned]
(13 - Charlie's Angels
ID(12)- CBS News

_ TBN Today
6:30 P.M.
-

Newscope

0 L - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
Comment on
Kentucky
- MASH
ED
(27) - Kids Praise the Lord

7:00 P.M.

0- Candid Camera

TAKE AIM

5:00 P.M.

aima(Ip_ Family Feud
(I)- Barney Miller
o - Hogan's Heroes
a_ Jeffersons

O - Video Jukebox

=MINIM

0- History of Pro Football
The 64-year history of Pro
Football is presented

O 2J

THURSDAY CONT.
09 EiI _ CBS News
Nightwatch
n- Praise the Lord
1:15 A.M.
acr_ News

PA
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4:00 P.M.

E.
(I)U - Benson
Benson is deluged with
fans when he is named
'Bachelor of the Year' by a
racy
magazine. [Closed
Captioned]
Dukes of
Hazzard Mistaken for armored car thieves. Luke and
Bo discover that their only
witness has been declared
legally dead. (60 min.)
O - NCAA Basketball:
Vanderbilt at Kentucky
AD 0 Cep - Legmen
(PREMIERE)
Jack
and
David repossess a foreign
sportscar, unaware that

opED (ft -

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes

hidden in ,the car is a suitcase key worth millions ,of
dollars to the underworld.
(60 min.)
MOVIE:
'The
Beastmester' A young man
who can communicate with
animals sets out to avenge
his father's murder. Marc
Singer, Tanya Roberts, Rip
Taw. Rated PG.
O (23) - Washington
Week/Review Paul Duke is
joined by top Washington
journalists analyzing the
week's news.
ID- MOVIE:'Fast Charlie....
The Moonbeam Rider' A
World War I veteran sets
out to win the first transcontinental motorcycle race
David Carradine, Brenda
Vaccaro. 1979.
(217 - LeHeyes on Family
Life
7:30 P.M.

U mmo- Webster
Katherine
George
and
panic when they believe
that Webster is missing
(1E1
- Wall Street
Week Louis Rukeyser analyzes the '80s with a weekly
review of economic and investment matters
(21)- Joy of Music
•
8:00 P.M.
0 CE CE 0 - Blue
Thunder
CIE)ED d21 - Dallas
J.R attempts to blackmail
Edgar Randolph and Miss
Ellie breaks off her engagement with Clayton. (60
min.)
(I)
- Master

U

Our New Location
At Whitnell & Glendale
Behind Big Johns.

Cf Cep - Nova 'The Case of
ESP.' The scientific evidence for and against ESP is
examined.(60 min.)
([Closed
Captioned]
O (2d)- Kentucky General
Assembly
(27) - Ever Increasing Faith

9:00 P.M.

O

GD CEI 0 - Matt
Houston
aiD (E) (112) - Falcon
Crest Melissa loses control
over her power game when
Phillip forces her to sell the
Agretti harvest to him. (60
min.)
O - TBS Evening News
New Show Tonight's guests are Gilds
Radner and Kevin Kline.
Brothers
- Everly
Reunion This reunion concert was taped at London's
Royal Albert Hall.
•
0 CID - Washington
Week/Review Paul Duke is
joined by top Washington
journalists analyzing the
week's news
- Business Report
0
(1)- Road to LA.
- Praise the Lord

a)0cep -

9:30 P.M.
CD (I) - Inside Story
'Whose News Is It?' Today's
program examines the effects and consequences of
restricting press access to
news.
O (21) - International
Edition Journalist Ford Rowan hosts this look at important trends and news
events as they are reported
by foreign journalists_

10:00 P.M.
OC2D005DIDCCO

(IDOEDEI.2(-News

a- All In the Family
0-MOVIE:'Partners' Two
cops pose as lovers in Los
Angeles' gay community to
nab a vicious killer. Ryan
O'Neal, John Hurt, Kenneth
McMillan, 1982. Rated R
- Lawmakers
CD
To Be Announced
ED - Honeymooners

/ft_

10:30 P.M.
CZ)- NcelA Basketball:
Vanderbilt at Kentucky
0
- Rockford Files
(121- Nightline
Catlins
GID - Three's Company
0(.30 - Tonight Show
Dance Fever
- Latenight America
Thicke of the Night
ED (1:) - MOVIE: 'The
Driver' A professional getaway driver is the target of
an obsessed policeman
Ryan O'Neal, Bruce Dern
1978

a_
_

O_

11:00 P.M.

Night Tracks
- Barney Miller
O - Star Search

1:30 P.M.
-95 on 5
- Thicke of the Night
s
(
IfI
doo
lO
- Friday Night
- MOVIE:'Kitty end the
Bagman' An innocent English bride arrives in a
rugged land that is very different from her dreams.
Liddy Clark, Val Lehman,
John Stantion, 1983.
12:00A.M.
O Solid Gold
ED - MOVIE:'Texas Across
the River' A young Spanish
nobleman flees to Texas after being accused of killing
his sweetheart's fiancee
Dean Martin, Alain Delon,
Rosemary Forsyth, Joey
Bishop. 1966
- TBN Today

-

12:30A.M.

ell(2)- At The Movies

• - America's Top Ten
e
n
bo's
rifia9
Dotti• Ram
:-ne
am
°ff
- P411"/SIg
1:00A.M.
0TM- News
- music Magazine
O - News/Sign Ott
217 - Praise the Lord

404';

a

VIE

•

•• •••""4, -:s.

•
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SATURDAY
1/21/84
5:00 A.M.

o - TBS Morning News
in_ Movie Cont'd

les
r)
ind
est
an

8:00 A.M.

5:30 A.M.
O - Earth, Wind & Fire in
Concert This special was
taped at the Oakland Coliseum
MOVIE: 'The Mad
Ghoul' A dangerous scientist and his aide vie for the
affections of the same girl.
Turhan Bey, Evelyn Ankers.
David Bruce. 1943.
Joy in the Morning

•_

a6:00 A.M.
O m- Captain Kangaroo
O - Between the Lines
03)ct_ Perspective
6:15 A.M.

O cE - Children's Gospel

NS

ily
re' Two
in Los
mity to
Ryan
enneth
ted R.

ou need

Hour
- New Zoo Revue
- Romper Room and
Friends
O - Fraggle Rock Wembley must save Marjory, the
Trash
Heap, from the
Gorgs.
- U.S. Farm Report
(271 - Public Report

o

6:45 A.M.
X - Farm Digest
0CID - Weather

7:00 A.M.

ketball:
:ky
'iles

my

OW

,merica
Vight
: The
ial getirget of
ceman
Dern

0 CID

CI)0 - Best of
Scooby Doo
Kidsworid
O - Starcade
C4) 0 CID - Flintstone
Funnies
O - MOVIE: 'Brainwaves'
A comatose young housewife is a murderer's target
after she receives brainwaves from a murdered girl.
Tony Curtis, Suzanne Love,
Keir Dulles Rated PG
- New Zoo Revue
(1:2) - Buskins
- Get In Shape

Om-

7:30 A.M.
CiD GU 0

Ras-

4ight
, Night

ind the
int Enin a
ery difreams.

Monchhichisaittle
cals/Richie Rich
0UP Mornings on 5
O - MOVIE:'Ride Beyond
Vengeance Returning to
his wife after 11 years, a
buffalo hunter is attacked,
robbed and branded. Chuck
Connors, Michael Rennie.
1988.
- Shirt Tales
GID0
0 - Jimmy Houston

1:15 A.M.

O-

MOVIE: The Thirty.
Nine Steps' An innocent
man tries to stay one step
ahead of German assassins
and Scotland Yard. Robert
Powell,
Karen
Dotrice.
David Warner Rated PG.

1:30 A.M_

vies
op Ten
Off

wine

a) -

8:30 A.M.

0cu 430 - Pac-Man/
Rubik Cube Hour
Health Beat
O - Video Jukebox
05)
Dungeons and
Dragons
2:77) - Practice Makes
Perfect

eau_

_

9:00 A.M.

amon_ Plasticman
- Switch
271- Joy Junction

9:30 A.M.
EL CI)0- Littiss
0 CI) (E)
- Charlie
Brown & Snoopy
O - MOVIE:'The Chase' A
convict escapes and heads
for his Texas home where
his wife is having an affair
with a wealthy man's son.
Marlon
Brando,
Jane
Fonda, Angie Dickinson,
Robert Redford. 1966
AD 0
- Alvin & the
Chipmunks
0alp - GED Course
- Social Problems/
0
Classrm.

o

10:00 A.M.
0 a) IX 0 - Puppy/
Scooby Doo Show
OIMO
- Benji/Zax/
Alien Prince
CE0
- Mr. T
MOVIE: 'Chariots of
Fire' Religious courage motivates two runners competing in the 1924 Olympics.
Ian Charleson, Ben Cross,
Dennis Christopher. 1982.
Rated PG.
IED - Understanding
Human Behav.
0
- Present&
Wild, Wild West
(271 - Kids Praise the Lord

O_

o

a)_

10:30&M.

0 CU MI CM

- Bugs
Bunny/Road Runner
EL 0 (1) - Amazing
Spiderman/Incredible Hulk
0 CID - Understanding
Human Behav.
(21) - Business
Management

o

(2)
CI)
ABC
Weekend Special 'Cougar!'
Conclusion After having
their house swept away in a
flood, a boy and his little
sister are confronted by a
mountain lion and a pair of
kidnappers [Closed Captioned]
0 - Focus on Society
O 211) - Business
Management
OD - Wrestling
One Way Game
121

NEW TRIANGLE
Michael Ontkean. Kate
Jackson and Harry Hamlin
comprise a modern lover's
triangle in the movie "Making
Love." to air on "The CBS
Saturday Night Movie- on
Jan. 21.

a_

11:30 A.M.

a_

American
Bandstand
(TI - Don Devoe
0
- Thundarr
gEl - Focus on Society
Here's to Your
Health
Bible Bowl

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes )

o

o czt _
a-

12:00 P.M.

0 EL -

New Fat Albert
Show
.141-9 0
- NCAA
Basketball: Villanova at
Notre Dame
O - MOVIE: 'Shipwreck'
Shipwreck victims share a
deserted island with Kodiak
bears, wolves and a killer
whale. Robert Logan, Mikki
Jamison-Olson,
Heather
Rattray. Rated G.
0(I) - America: Second
Century
(21) - Here's to Your
Health
- Twilight Zone
(E)(112) - Ron Shoemate
- Trinity Film Feature

o

12:30 P.M.
efr
CID
MOVIE:
'Adventures of Captain
Fabian' Witchcraft in New
Orleans, involving a judge
and his son, a woman and
her daughter who to avenge
mother's death vows to become first lady of New Orleans. Errol Flynn, Vincent
Price, Agnes Moorehead
1951
alk CI) - Children's Film
Festival
(53 - Newscenter Weekly
O MOVIE: 'Will Penny'
0- Dance Fever
0CL - America: Second
Century
0 - Focus on Society
(12)- NCAA Basketball:
Tulsa at Bradley

_

1:00 P.M.

O CL - Greatest

Sports

Legends

clf) - Championship

Wres-

tling
O - News

0 COD

-

Decorative

Painting

ea_ Focus on Society
(1)- MOVIE:'Warp Speed'

1:30 P.M.

O - Public Affairs
0 CL - Woodwrights
Shop
0 CEO - American Gov't
Survey
(21) - Arrow and the Cross
2:00 P.M.
O CE 0 COD - NCAA
Basketball: Alabama at LSU
Professional
Bowlers Tour Coverage of
the $ 175,000 Showboat Invitational is presented from
the Showboat Bowling Center, Las Vegas, NV. (90
min.)
EL - NCAA Basketball:
Georgetown vs. St. John's
O - Video Jukebox
0933 - All New This Old
House [Closed Captioned]
American Gov't
Survey
- Deaf World

_

_

2:30 P.M.
Bonanza
MOVIE:'Be
nanza
st Friends'
Trouble starts when a happily unmarried couple decides to wed and visit their
families. Burt Reynolds,
Goldie
Hawn, Barnard
Hughes. 1983 Rated PG.
(11)- Everyday Cooking
0cup - Another Page
1121'- CBS Sports JIP
- Venturing/Teen's
World

o

3:00 P.M.
Championship

- World

Quarter Horse Show

0CL - Money Show
0(21 - GED Series
0- MOVIE: 'Challenge of
Death' A Snake Fist and his
prostitute girlfriend scheme
to steal the money involved
in an illegal military arms
• transaction. Delung Tam,
Wang Tao, Tommy Lee
- Life of Christ

3:30 P.M.
0CU CID0-Wide World
of Sports
0 (f) - House For All
Seasons
- GED Series
(2171 - Up on Melody
Mountain

4:00 P.M.
0
- Gunsmoke
0 - Fishln' w/Orlando
Wilson
EL - How the West Was
Won
- Fishing w/Roland
Martin

C83:FMiri°ntcgrwLieneek
o 19)
- Murray Arnold Show

4:30 P.M.

O - Motorweek Illustrated

5:00 P.M.

O 49 - Hee Haw

a _ World Championship
Wrestling
CD - That Nashville Music
(I)- Montage
0EL - Portfolio
0(21 - Matinee at the
Bijou
0- Fame
- News
(217) - Dottie
Rambo's
Magazine

o

5:30 P.M.

- Newscope
- At The Movies
Country
Music
0ci)- NBC News
That Nashville Music
0 cr - Tony Brown's
Journal
(5 - CBS News
- Reporte Publico

EL - This Week in

a-

6:00 P m
• 4)0CC C4)0 L82_,
News
_ Lawrence Welk
- Earth, Wind & Fire in
o
Concert

This special was
taped at the Oakland Coliseum
Use Haw
0Cr - Mwton's Apple
- NCAA Basketball:
Western
Kentucky
at
Virginia Commonwealth
- Gloria a Dios

- MOVIE: 'Brainweves'
o
sou_
A comatose young housewife is a murderer's target
after she receives brainwaves from a murdered girl
Tony Curtis, Suzanne Love,
Keir Dune& Rated PG.
0(jD - Austin City Lm'ts
Encore
0 CL - Magic of Oil
Painting
(27)- Friedman and Friends

6:30 P.M.

O EL - Ann

Holt at Large
0CU - This is Your Life
O - NBA Basketball:
Atlanta at New York

FRIDAYCONT.

Dhman,

Across
ipanish
)xas af' killinq
iancee
Delon
Joey

AD0EL - Smurfs
0Cep- All Creatures Great
and Small
Hardy Boys/Nancy
Drew Mysteries

o - Inside The NFL
o Cel) - GEli Course

X - CNN News
6:30 A.M.

iD0

Outdoore
a9
_
Saturday
Supercade
(271 - Love Special

THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Saturday, January
14, 1984

11:00 A.M.

▪
- News
(I)- Three Stooges
EL - CNN Headline News

ay_

2:00 A.M.

MOVIE: 'Escape to
Mindanao' Two Amencan
POW's escape from a Japanese prison and must
make it back to the -U.S.
forces via a freighter.
George
Mahan,. Willie
C000man, Nehemiah Per-

-

soft 1968
3:00 A.M.
0- Inside The NFL

If You Are Concerned About Your
Retirement And Your Social Security

- 4:Q0 A.M.

0- Night Tracks Cont'd

a_ MOVIE:'Partners'Two

cops pose as lovers in Los
Angeles' gay community to
nab a vicious killer. Ryan
O'Neal, John Hurt, Kenneth
McMillan, 1982 Rated R
(ID - MOVIE: Bowery
Bombshell' A street photographer lands the boys in the
middle of a bank holdup.
Leo Gorcey, Hunt: Hell.
1948
- TON Today

4:30 A.M.

NerifIDUAI,

irtunmen
one that you finance yourself. You can make annual tax deductible
cr•Intributions of up to $2;000 with all interest earnings tax deferred.
It's

This offer is too good to pass up and we urge you to stop by-for complete
information.

PEOPLES
oiBANK

czy) -

Mike Macintosh &
Friends

MURRAY

KY.

1•11••••11....±.. 11•11•1•11

•r

17-

'

•

a

NT-

a
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THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Saturday, January 14, 1984
- Entertainment This
Week
EL - Saturday Night Live
0 CC - That Nashville
Music
Dance Fever

SATURDAY CONT.

EL - Point to Point

0CC - Accent
- Trimness..
Outdoorsmen
o 2i - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the
movies
7:00 P.M.
Ct X0-T. J. Hooker
Whiz Kids
EL 0 X - Diff'rent
Strokes Mr
Drummond
finds himself attracted to an
aerobics instructor that his
company is trying to make a
star out of [Closed Captioned]
O - MOVIE: 'Annie' A
young orphan struggles
through the dark Depression toward a sunny tomorrow Albert Finney, Aileen
Quinn, Carol Burnett 1982
Rated PG.
- Austin City Limits
'Ray Charles and Lee
Greenwood: Ray Charles
performs some of his blend
of blues, country and soul
and Lee Greenwood performs his special brand of
music.(60 min )
CCU - Nature 'In Praise of
God' Some of the first naturalists to study animal behavior are examined.(R)(80
min )[Closed Captioned]
NCAA Basketball:
Boston College at Syracuse
Felicidad

Occion_

Ps

_

_

7:30 P.M.
EL0CU - Silver Spoons
•\

When Ricky invites Dexter
along on a camping trip,
one mistake after another
keeps Dexter from enjoying
the outdoor life
27) - Today in Bible
Prophecy

8:00 P.M.
X0- Love Boat
Two sisters meet for the
first time in 40 years, a
childless couple who want
to have a child wind up in
separate cabins and Isaac
shows favor to a pretty student in his bartending
class (60 min ) [Closed
Captioned]
MOVIE:
'Making Love' A young
woman must face the know.

cu

_

ledge that her husband is in
love with another man. Kate
Jackson, Harry Hamlin, Michael Ontkean 1981
EL DEL- We Got It Made
0CC - Austin City Limits
0
- Basketball
- Starsky and Hutch
- Hour of Power
8:30 P.M.
•:13 X- Mama's Family
Mama and Naomi wind up
in court suing each other
8:45 P.M.
O - Unknown War

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS &
CUSTOM

WOODWORKING
Over 10 1'ec:rs
f;wrier?, e
Complete :meow
DeSW Work
Solid Wood Cabinets
& Raised Panel Doors
Birch Oak
Walnut•Cherry
Guncoses•Mantles
800kcases•Kitchen
Cabinet Fops
Custom Built furniture
& Furniture Refinishing
COMPETIVE PRICES
753 5940 da,
"
""
/Murray
771? m\(
,i,

10:45 P.M.
0- Night Tracks
1 1:00 P.M.
0EL - Music City, U.S.A.
MOVIE: 'Carbon
Copy' A white executive's
life takes an unexpected
turn when his unknown
black son shows up. George
Segal, Susan Saint James,
Jack Warden
Zola Levitt

_

a_
11:15P.M.
ED _ Hodag Country Music

9:00 P.M.

(1- ) cu

O

- Fantasy
Island
DEL
- Yellow Rose After helping an elderly bank
robber escape from prison,
Chance avoids trouble
when a warden agrees to
make no charges provided
the old fellow comes back
within 24 hours (60 min )
- MOVIE: The Last
Wagon' A man about to be
hanged, turns hero when
Indians attack a wagon
train Richard Widmark,
Felicia Farr, Ken Clark
1956
(E)- Music City, U.S.A.
_ James Robison
9:15 P.M.
0- Not Necessarily The
News

Festival

11:30P.M.

IT)- Solid Gold

- MOVIE: 'For Me and
My Gal' Love and heartbreaks
in
vaudeville
brought on by World War I
Judy Garland, Gene Kelly,
Gedrge Murphy. 1942
Saturday Night
°
Live
n - Answer
11:45P.M.
O - MOVIE:'Best Friends'
12:00 A.M.
':=4„ - Miscellania/ Music
n
IFri nds
-Mike Macintosh &

12:15A.M.
O 921

9:30 P.M.

News

e
a CL
CU- -Bobby Jones'
World
OD - Music City, U.S.A.

9:45 P.M.
0- TBS Evening News
10:00 P.M.

1:00 A.M.
CL - Gavin/Lott Show

CID ID
(12 - News

CC

EL - MOVIE: To

CP- MOVIE:'Quest for Fire'
The people of the Ulam
tribe have learned the value
of a fire, but not how to
make one. Ron Perlman,
Rae Dawn Chong, Everett
McGill. 1982 Rated R.
0- ABC News
CI
Austin City Limits
- MOVIE: 'Arabesque'
An American professor who
is kidnapped receives help
from the mistress of an oil
magnate Sophia Loren,
Gregory Peck, Alan Badel.
1966.
Love Special

a_

Be
Announced
- Popl Goes the Country
Club
11E1
- Alews/Sign Off
Out of
Darkness

ap_ Treasures

1:30 A.M.
O
O - Vide. Jukebox
Au4,
s
,tinr, City Lm'ts
EncoID
re
On Campus

_

1:45 A.M.
- Three Stooges

2:00 A.M.

_

- Heritage Singers

2:15 A.M.

- ABC News
O - Open the Gates/Troy
O - Wrestling

0

- ABC News

12:30 A.M.

- Popl Goes the Country
Club
- Our Jewish Roots

10:15 P.M.

DERRY

_

0 - MOVIE: 'Annie'

2:30 A.M.
- Reason to Sing

10:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:'The Thief

Who Cameo to Dinner' A
computer expert leaves his
straight life to become a
jewel thief. Ryan O'Neal.
Jacqueline Bisset, Warren
Oates. 1973
Gunsmoka
B

-

3:00 A.M.
- Hour of Power

_

4:00 A.M.

Dr. James Kennedy
Religion

4:15A.M.
- Not Necessarily The
News

Evcry Sunday Is

SOFTSHELL
SUNDAY
..ne
..!!,
tam
,),••• ,
,scd

D.•

1.59
I...,

TACO JOHN'S
UM"r1717.1111:7" 11
1

Good actors help thin
plot in ABC's 'Webster'

new parents. He wants
such a deft comic acto please them but at
tress. She's not a comeage 7 has a hard time
dienne who can mug her
I don't know what it is
understanding how to do
way through a scene
about cute, wisecrackthis. So the show thus
like Madeline Kahn,
ing little black kids but
far has been primarily a
she's an actress with
if Hollywood television
comedyof
superb comedy timing
producers act like they
misunderstanding.
and a deadpan style of
usually do, there will be
Webster thinks he's a
delivery that is just
work for every black kid
financial drain as he
right for the character
under 40 inches tall in
sells his toys, Webster
she plays. Her
pilots for next fall's new
thinks they don't want
character, Katherine
comedy series. After
him so he runs away or
Papadapolis, is a rich
all, one of the rules of
Webster thinks George
girl who approaches life
the TV game is: if it
doesn't like him because
in rather vague way and
works,• copy it. And
he gave in to an illness.
has never had to learn
designing a comedy
All of the confusion is, of
the domestic basics that
show around a tiny, imcourse, nicely wrapped
most of us picked up
plish black kid really
up in the allotted 23 or so
along the way, like how
does work if one can
minutes and the show
to make coffee or boil an
judge by the ratings of
ends with George. huggegg. Her awfulness in
Gary Coleman's "Difing Webster — gently I
the kitchen is one of the
ferent Strokes" and
hope. Throughout all of
show running gags. It's
those of the current new
this, Katherine generala tribute to Miss Clark's
hit series "Webster,"
ly shows remarkable
acting ability that she
starring Emmanuel
good sense even though
pulls it off almost
Lewis (the kid with the
her character has proeverytime.
funny laugh on those
blems coping with every
The rather thin plot
commercials) and, for
day living. I guess sohas this unlikely couple
outlandish contrast,
meone has to keep a
becoming the guardians
football player turned
level head.
of Webster when his
actor Alex Karma. It's
Ka.rras and Lewis are
parents were killed in a
seen at 7:30 Friday's on
both accomplished acaccident. We see in a
ABC. Half the fun of the
tors so they manage to
flashback that
show is watching }<arpull off this unlikely
Webster's dad was
ras and Lewis, who
pairing reasonably well.
George Papadapolis'
comes upi• to his
Thank goodness
teammate and best
kneecaps, together.
Webster isn't given a
friend. George promisThis is convenient when
constant string of
ed that he would take
there's nothing par"cute" putdowns to
care of Webster if
ticularly tunny going on.
spout. There are enough
anything should happen
Actually, the best
of those annoying kids
to the parents. The next
thing this series has goon television these days
thing he knew, after being for it is Karras' real
as it is. Of course he has
ing married only two
life and television wife
to say some cute things,
weeks, he had this
Susan Clark. I had
• but most of those are at
midget godson to take
never seen her before,
least mildly funny and
care.
though she's made
generally have
As you might suspect,
several movies and
something to do with the
the plots tend to center
television programs, so
plot.
around the relaponsip of
I wasn't prepared for
I wondered if
little Webster and his
"Webster" would deal
with the black-white
issue and was pleased
when they did it. George
and Katherine faced
The staff at the Murray Ledger & Times currently is
prejudice from some of
in the process of expanding its TV WEEK cablevision
their friends causing
programming listings to contain all channels included
Webster to think they
In the city of Murray's new cabievision system. Exdidn't want him. The
panded programming listings will be available very
resolution was handled
shortly.
In a sensitive and yet
Television viewers need not worry — they will still
amusing way.
be able to find a complete guide to weekly television
I don't know why
programming inside the Murray Ledger & Times.
"Webster" has been one
of less tha half a d'ozen
WK RN Nashville, TN
new shows to have
0A
WTVF
Nashville, TN
respectable ratings this
01
fall, especially since it's
WSIL
Harrisburg, IL
opposite "The Dukes of
WTBS
Atlanta, GA
Hazzard," the leadoff
WSMV Nashville, TN
4
show in CBS' killer FriHBO
Home Box Office
0
day night lineup. Maybe
WPSD Paducah, KY
0 CE
there's a place for a
WBBJ :Jackson, TN
warm amusing show
WDCN Nashville, TN
0 CC
that doesn't try to beat
WKMU Murray, KY
you over the head with
WZTV
Nashville, TN
Its hilarity. Or, maybe
USA
USA Network
cute little' black kids
CD
K FVS
really do have some
Cp Girardeau, MO
CP 12)
kind of power to attract
WDDD Marion, IL
fft
an audience
•
By FRANK BLODGETT
Guest Writer

Cable line-up
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SUNDAY
o

1/22/84
5:00 A.M.

5:15 A.M.

O - Week/Review
5:30 A.M.
TBS Morning News
(27)- Life of Christ•

•

_

9:00 A.M.
C2)- Kenneth Copeland
Oral Roberts
O - Good News
- Robert Schuller
O - Rev. David Paul
O CIE - Great Little
Railways
- Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
James Robison
-

_

-

6:00 A.M.
(2)- It's Your Business
•
(1)- Mornings on 5
•
ap - Cartoons

o - World Tomorrow
0 Forum

_

America's

Black

Perspective
Ever Increasing Faith
-

6:15 A.M.
(41)0- Farm Digest
CD CAD - Weather
6:30 A.M.

O EL _ Face to Face

O - It Is Written
CID - Community Worship
1 - Accent
O 0.0

o

Paducah Devotion
0
- Bobby Jones
Gospel Show
Ernest Angley
CC -

0- News
0- MOVIE:'Cannery Row'
A marine biologist tries to
forget his past while a
young runaway drifts into
life in a bordello Nick
Nolte, Debra Winger Rated
PG.
(27) - TBN Today

O

Spiritual Uplift
0- Old Time Religion
0Ca - Living Hope
-

9:15 A.M.

o CC - Hamilton Bros
9:30 A.M.
a CL _ Two Rivers Hour
EL - World Tomorrow
O MOVIE:'Spartacus A
gladiator rebel escapes
from slavery and with an
army of slaves, challenges
the awesome might of imperial Rome. Kirk Douglas,
Laurence Olivier, Jean Simmons. 1960.
GU0CID - Herald of Truth
- Oral Roberts and You
O (211 - Electric Company
0- Lone Ranger
Jerry Falwell
Father John Bartolucci
-

(ED

-

cm-

10:00 A.M.

a CE - Rex Humberd
EL - Oral Roberts

_

1119

12:00 P.M.

0 CC - Washington
Week/Review Paul Duke is
joined by top Washington
journalists analyzing the
week's news.
0(21- Capitol Connection
MOVIE: 'Charade' A
woman discovers her murdered husband's cronies
are looking for a large sum
of money
'
,he has hidden.
Cary Grant, Audrey Hepburn, James Coburn. 1964.
- John Ostean

-

12:30 P.M.

-

Beverly Hillbillies
- At The Movies
0- Search the Scriptures
0CU - Wall Street Week
Louis Rukeyser analyzes
the '80s with a weekly review of economic and investment matters.
0 (21) - Business of
Management
(27) - Kenny Foreman

1:00 P.M.

a CL _ C.M. Newton
CID - We Are Family
C4D 0
- SportsWorld
Today's program features
the WBA Junior Welterweight Championship between Johnny Bumphus
and Loranzo Garcia. (90
min.)
O MOVIE: 'Billy Jack' A
half-breed Indian stands up
against hatred and brutality
in a small town. Tom Laughlin, Delores Taylor. 1971.
Rated PG.
0-This Week with David
Brinkley
0
Angoon: 100 Years
Later
Business of
Management
Christ Church

_ World Tomorrow

-

-

-

_

o
o

o

-

CeD

-

0

0(I)0-c12)_

_

•_
•

•cro -

o

se(i)-

▪

11)-

-

•-

o

-

o

•

••

el

go

o

_

-

•_

_

•

_

•
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German spy, posing as a
Great Chefs/ San
singer, sets out to seduce a
Francisco
famous allied flyer to obtain
(217)- Serve The Lord
information, but falls in love
6:00 P.M.
instead. Julie Andrews,
- Ripley's
O c2D
Rock
Hudson,
Jeremy
Believe It or Notl
Kemp. 1970
- Best of World
27)- Dwight Thompson
Championship Wrestling
3:00 P.M.
C47,, 0 CL - MOVIE: 'The
- MOVIE: 'Forty
Kid With The 200 La'A 13Carats'
middle-aged
A
year-old genius goes to colwoman falls in love with a
lege and has problems
man half her age. Liv Ullcoping with the campus soman, Edward Albert, Gene
cial life. Gary Coleman,
Kelly. 1973.
Dean Butler, Harriet NelGU - Bill Dance Fishing
son. 1982.
0- MOVIE:'Cannery Row'
- Solid Gold
A marine biologist tries to
0 EL - Previn and the
forget his past while a
Pittsburgh 'The British Fesyoung runaway drifts into
tival.' Tonight's program
life in a bordello. Nick
presents highlights of PittsNolte, Debra Winger. Rated
burgh's 'British Festival.'(R)
PG.
(BO min.)
Fitness Motivation
0(21)- Nature 'Search for
0
Focus on Society
the Mind.' Tonight's pro0(21) - Master and His
gram explores the efforts of
Message
naturalists who delve into
MOVIE: To Be
the mysteries of the animal
Announced
mind. (R)(60 min.)
([Closed
Captioned]
3:30 P.M.
123 - Dance Fever
0CL 0(12)- Super Bowl
XVIII: Washington vs. Los
CiOn - Good News
Angeles Raiders Coverage
6:30 P.M.
of the NFL Championship
0 -,Fraggie Rock WernGame is presented from
bley must save Marjory, the
Tampa, FL. (4 hrs.)
Trash
Heap, from the
(3j- MOVIE: White Cargo'
Gorgs
An Englishman succumbs
(2Z - Our Jewish Roots
to the charm of a native girl
7:00 P.M.
on a tropical plantation in
O EL_ Hardcestle
Africa. Hedy Lamarr, Wal& McCormick
ter Pidgeon, Frank Morgan.
America's Music
1942.
O- MOVIE:'Trouble River' Tracks
A boy and his rocking-chair- MOVIE: 'Kiss Me
Goodbye' A widow about to
bound grandmother, living
remarry is haunted by the
in the Pacific Northwest, esoutspoken ghost of her late
cape danger by fleeing
husband. Sally Field, James
down a river on a raft. Michael Le Clair, Nora DanCaen, Jeff Bridges. 1983
Rated PG.
ney.
0
- Nature The Disg
wpildoinioss
- Lor
Greene's
Greens
covery of Animal Behavior.'
Fifth of 6 parts. Tonight's
Greatest Sports
program looks at naturaltiLegelDndsists' efforts over the centu0(JD - America: Second
ries to learn the language of
Century
animals. (R) (60 min )
(21) - Social Problems/
[Closed Captioned]
Classrm.
CED - Raphael
- Shock
Waves/

on _

space satellite armed with a
laser beam. Sean Connery,
Jill St. John, Lana Wood
1971.
O - Week In Review
- Knight Rider
EL 0
KITT is nearly destroyed
when it confronts a tractortrailer that has been assembled from the same unique
ingredients by the ex-wife
of the Knight Industries'
founder. (R)(2 hrs.)
CF 0 IT
Masterpiece Theatre 'The
Citadel.' Andrew becomes
the subject of an official inquiry for assisting at an operation
not
regarded
qualified by the British physicians. (60 min.) [Closed
Captioned]
Black Pulse
(27) - Father Manning
8:30P.M.
Airwolf
O
When a futuristic attack
helicopter is stolen by its
creator,
a
government
agency called The Firm
sends
for
Stringfellow
Hawke to. retrieve it. (2 hrs.)
0- Bryant Productions
Lloyd Ogilvie

o

a _ Dawn of a New Day

AD
- .11m Whittington
Religion
0 CU - First Baptist
- Jerry Falwell
Church
GU - Newscenter Weekly
MOVIE:'Half Shot
O Cartoon Carnival
at Sunrise Two A.W.O.L.
- Nashville Gospel
American doughboys roam
Show
about Paris. Bert Wheeler,
MOVIE:'Dusty' An eldRobert Woolsey, Edna May
erly
sheepherder
must' Oliver. 1930
choose between the love for
O- Sesame Street
his dog and the animal's de[Closed Captioned]
sire to be free.
0- Rat Patrol
Montage
O
O - All American
Dawn
of a New Day
Wrestling
(21 - Sesame
27)- Morning Worship
Street [Closed Captioned]
1:30 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
- Tony & Susan Alamo
CID - Rhoda
•
Baptist
Church
12)- Robert Schuller
Super Bowl
- Newsmakers
Roger McDuff
Today Today's program
This Week with David
(3D7:30 A.M.
previews Super Bowl XVIII
Brinkley
and the game's surround▪ CID 0(I) - Amazing
(3D - CNN Headline News
Grace
ings. (2 hrs.)
Freggle Rock Warn- Day of Disci:NW
bley must save Marjory, the
- MOVIE: 1NIth Six You
- Starcade
Trash
Heap, from the
Get Egg Roll' A widow with
EL- Silhouettes of The City
Gorge
three sons and a widower
0- James Robison
- Way of Life
with one daughter decide to
MD-TV
0- MOVIE: 'Bombs And
get married. Doris Day,
Lloyd Ogilvie
The Hidden City' Girl sold
B
19
rie
a8
n. Keith, Pat Carroll.
into slavery to wealthy emir
8:00 A.M.
is aided by Bombs in her atO C21) - Jimmy Swaggart
0 CU - Understanding
tempts to escape the 'HidHuman Behav.
It Is Written
den City'. Johnny Sheffield.
0
- James Robison
- Focus on Society
Sue England. 1950
Leave It to Beaver
2:00 P.M.
Jim Whittington
EL - At Horne With the
•
CL - Here's Lucy
Religion
Bible
0- Roland Martin
11:00 A.M.
O CE)- Young at Heart
CU - Understanding
_ To Be Announced
Trinity Tabernacle
Human Bohav.
NCAA
1 U CAD 0 3
Fall & Rise of R.
0
- Focus on Society
Basketball:
UCLA
at
Perrin
Today in Bible
Tan
Louisville
(21 - Sesame Street
Prophecy
HBO
Corning
[Closed Captioned]
2:30 P.M.
Attractions
- Grace United Church
- Carter Country
First
Baptist
Church
(12) - Sunday Morning
•
- Voting for Democracy
o 21) _ Working Women
27)- Crossroads Cathedral
Barry Serafin addresses the
NFL Week in
8:30 A.M.
problem of declining voter
Review
participation in national
(10 - James Robison
•
(27) - Dr. James Kennedy
elections. (60 min.)
(3D - Kenneth Copeland
Religion
CI)- America Works
Andy Griffith
11:30 A.M.
- Bill - Dance
EL- Day of Discovery
This Week with
Outdoors
MOVIE: 'Kiss Me
David Brinkley
- To
Announced
Goodbye A widow about to
al - To Be Announced 0 -B.
remarry is haunted by the
Focus on Society
CID - Jerry Falwell
outspoken ghost of her late
0 211 - Master and His
History of Pro Football
husband. Sally Field,-homes
Message
The 64-year history of pro
Caen, Jeff Bridges 1983
0- MOVIE. 'Darling Lili' A

7:00 A.M.

CL

1

MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER
Football is presented
ni ted.
O EL- Sneak Previews
- Comment on
0
Kentucky
NCAA Basketball:
Houston at Kentucky

O

a

co _

_
-

_

cr) _

-

9:00 P.M.
0- TBS Evening News

a _

fla

EL - Big

Valley
0CC - America: Second
Century
- All NSW This Old
0
Hama [Closed-riptioned]
(22 - Power Unlimited

4:30 P.M.

O _ Jacques Cousteau
a
O GIDEL

Din erShopsm

-

I
a

9:30 P.M.
Sports Page
New Tech Times

10:00 P.M.

0CEO
- 60 Minutes
(2:7) - Eagles' Neat

Jerry Falwell
- News
C41)0
- MOVIE:'Cat People' A
sister and brother share a
strange and horrible secret
Nastassia Kinski, Malcolm
McDowell, John Heard
1982. Rated R.
- Wrap Around
Praise the Lord
10:30 P.M.

800 P.M.

OD CI) ID 33 CU 09 CM

_

Ernest Angley
(27 - Reason to Sing

7:30 P.M.

N Clig90- MOVIE:
'Diamonds
Are Forever'
James Bond pursues an
arch villain who plans to
conquer the world using a

-

-

News

•

EL - Miller and Co.
- ABC News

- Jack
Presents

•

Van

at Julia's
'Beef: Braised and Stuffed.'
Julia's guests are chef
Louis Evans, Jr and wine
expert Warren Winiarski.
[Closed Captioned]
0 (ED - Wooctwright's
Shop
frin - Jimmy Swaggart
5:00 P.M.
O CID - Bonanza
CU
- ABC News
(1)
• _ News
MOVIE:'Dusty' An elderly
sheepherder
must
choose between the love for
.his dog and the animal's dosire to be free.
ID CU - Word on Words
Motorweek
- Wonder Woman
•

up_

Italian Spaghetti
Special
(1iv.1

S U

tie Garlic Bread
Salad S9 inca

-

5:30P.M.
(3)- Wild Kingdom
e _ Moe People
EL0 - NBC News
- Bill Deno, Outdoors
•
0CID - Working Women

in

-

o

o

4:00 P.M.

Burns

American
Playhouse 'The Ghost Writer' A young artist recalls a
visit with a world-famous
author who lives in seclusion with two women (90
min.)[Closed Captioned]
(21)- Northwest Autumn
0- Jerry Falwell
- Believers Voice of
Victory

4)
O _

Armageddon

George

Concert

1111.11P 0.13.1114

germs CO. D,,nai
99' Special Far Kids
Wednesday 11AM 10PM

Imp*

a

•

•

•••••
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SUNDAY CONT.
10:45 P.M.
ABC News
O - Jim Bakker
1 1 i:)0 P.M.
Entertainment This
O
Week This week's program
features a look at how Hollywood's big names stay in
shape (60 mm )
5 - Rockford Files
EL - Here Come the Brides
O - People Who Fish
- Taking Advantage
Waltons
O
700 Club Today's
guests are to be announced
CBS News
11:15 P.M.
(B Ca - Taking Advantage
11:30 P.M.
- For Love And Honor
1 1:45P.M.
O - Wild, Wild West
0 11 - This Week in
Country Music
12:00 A.M.
U dl - ABC News
O EL - Kojak
EL Christian Children's
FundO - MOVIE:'Gold Diggers
of 1937' A group of insurance salesmen back a
Broadway show Dick Powell, Gloria Stuart Adolphe
Menjou 1936.
O MOVIE: 'Valley Girl'
When a prom-queen candidate starts dating a punkrocker, her friends and
family try to dissuade her.
Nicholas Cage, Frederic
Forrest, Colleen Camp
1983. Rated R
113 (1) - Popl Goes the
3

-

C.23 -

(1)-

_

n-

-

Country Club
21. - Love Special
12:15A.M.
- Star Trek
12:30 A.M.
ew
wszsig
04)
News/Signn Off
12:45 A.M.
EL - Three Stooges
1:00A.M.
News
(1)- 1984 Japan Bowl
CBS News
Nightwatch
Jerry Barnard
1:30 A.M.
CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
CD - CNN Headline News
1:45 A.M.
O MOVIE: 'Billy Jack'
0

cr -

_

(22_
O i _
-

2:00 A.M.
L21, - Praise the Lord
2:15 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Dames A millionaire with a complex
about morals, a chorus girl
and a Broadway show
3:45 A.M.
O - George Burns in
Concert
4:00 A.M.
Cl - Varied Programs
- TBN Today
4:1 5A.M.
- World/Large
4:30 A.M.
It's Your Business
(21) - Treasures Out of
Darkness
4:45 A.M.
O - HBO Coming
Attractions

0_

TUBE TALK

really wanted to do. I was
By Peter Meade
frustrated."
Kevin Dobson didn't mind
Frustration ended after
having to play a law enforce- becoming a contract player at
ment officer when he joined Universal. His first job was
"Knots Landing" last season, playing a bad guy on "M.od
even though he has already Squad" and soon after he
played Mike Hammer, the signed on for "Kojak."
title role in "Shannon- and put
After "Kojak" ended in
in five years on the "Kojak- 1978. Dobson proved his
beat as Li Bobby Crocker.
marketability and popularity
"I was approached about with a string of eight success
doing the show," says Dobson. ful TV movies, such as "Hard
"then we figured what the Hat and Legs, "Reunion"
character would do. Mack's a "Transplant" and "Mark, I
prosecuting attorney, but it's Love You."
Just a title. He doesn't funcLast season, David Jacobs.
tion as anything but a the creator of "Knots
husband "
Landing," approached Dobson
Dobson
believes the about joining "Knotsflacobs
husband-wife relationship knew the series needed a
between M. Patrick "Mack" strong male character and
MacKenzie and Karen Fair- Dobson felt the series feagate MacKenzie (Michele Lee) tured the "best characters on
is the solidifying element television." But the duo didn't
amid the continual marital click — immediately.
turmoil on the CBS Thursday
"At first I didn't understand
evening series.
it," says Dobson. "I'd done
"This season we really 'Kojak.' now someone was
investigate the support sys- paying me to be part of a
tem between husband and show and my part was so
wife," says Dobson. "When- little."
problems pop up people
But Dobson is a believer in
divorce - not Mack. You the 'work ethic and his addihave to fight it and that's tion to the series has been a
what we get into"
dominant factor in "Knots
After getting out of the Landing- achieving top-I5
army. he went to !WU and status.
-I'll be on 'Knots Landing'
worked for the Long Island
Railroad. In 1971, he moved as long as it runs." he says.
to Los Angeles and continued "This is a stepping stone to.
working on the railroad there my next venture, whatever It
might bell] be independent
"The railroad's a kid's to do whatever - a series or
game with real-life toys." direct But you have to take
says Dobson. "But as much care of business - show
fun as it was, it wasn't what I business"

LIMITED EDITION

Mirlpoof
Automatic
Washer/Dryer
Modals

LA7680M/LF-5800XX
Limited edition, large
capacity
washer features 4
automatic
cycles plus bleach and
fabric IA
softener dispensers.
features 4 drying temps, no 3-cycle dryer
-iron
care
for
perrn't press fabrics and
knit setting.
(Gas model also
available)

Also with •170 Cu ft Capacity • No-Frost
Refrigerator and Freezer Sections•
Durable Porcelain-on-steel Interior Liner
that resists stains scratches and
odors•Provisoon for Optional
ICEMAGIC' Automatic Ice Maker•
Power Saving Heater Control Switch
to help save money during periods
of low humidity

Whirlpool Model SHU 3004

Whirlpool Model SHU 4004

3 Automatic Cycles•Energy-Saving Air Dry Option
•Duel-Level Power Wash S_ystem•EASY ROLLERS'
Tmk
Installatton Wheels•Pius Morel

•3 Automatic Cycles • Exclusive In-The-Door

•

,

""rt"-

